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Kurzfassung

BAUELEMENT-Degradation und Gateoxid Zuverlässigkeit spielen in der modernen Halbleiterin-

dustrie eine zunehmend wichtige Rolle, da die Anforderungen an die Bauteile mit zunehmen-

der Miniaturisierung, höheren Belastungen in der Schaltung und innovativen Technologieentwick-

lungen stetig steigen. Neben der Zuverlässigkeit von mechanischen Lötstellen und Verdrahtungen

im Produkt, ist es besonders wichtig, den Transistor schon in einem früheren Stadium der Prozessie-

rung gegen Umweltkontaminationen und mechanische Verspannungen zu schützen. Um nebenbei

noch die verlustarme Schaltung von hohen Strömen sowie Kurzschlussfestigkeit gewährleisten zu

können, werden am Ende der Prozessierung eines Leistungshalbleiters (back-end of line) verschie-

dene Isolations- und Metallisierungsebenen (layer stacks) in einer gut durchdachten Zusammenset-

zung und Reihenfolge auf die elektrisch aktiven Bereiche des Transistors aufgebracht. Es ist bekannt,

dass sich verschiedene Passivierungskonzepte und Schichtsequenzen auch auf die elektrische Cha-

rakteristik und Zuverlässigkeit des Siliziumbauteils auswirken, da im back-end Prozess Wasserstoff in

grossen Mengen in das System eingebracht wird. Es wird angenommen, dass hohe Temperaturen, wie

sie zum Beispiel bei der Abscheidung und dem thermischen Ausheilen auftreten, den eingebrachten

Wasserstoff in Richtung Gateoxid diffundieren lassen, wo er Defekte im Oxid oder an der Grenzfläche

absättigen kann. Unter elektrischem und thermischem Stress kann sich dieser Wasserstoff jedoch in

weiterer Folge wieder ablösen, wodurch zuvor passivierte Defekte wieder freigelegt werden.

So wie viele Halbleiterhersteller weltweit, hat sich auch Infineon Villach in der Vergangenheit wieder-

holte Male mit dieser Problematik auseinandergesetzt und obwohl einzelne empirische Lösungsan-

sätze für bestimmte Technologien bereits vorliegen, fehlt noch immer ein globales Verständnis der

zugrundeliegenden Physik vom Wechselspiel zwischen Prozessierung und Bauelement-Degradation.

Da zu erwarten ist, dass neue Probleme ähnlicher Natur bei zukünftigen Technologien auftreten wer-

den, ist es besonders wichtig, ein physikalisch fundiertes Modell zu entwickeln, dass die Zusammen-

hänge von Defektgeneration und Passivierung mit einzelnen Prozessschritten in Verbindung bringt.

Neben den oben erwähnten Prozesseinflüssen ist auch die Physik hinter den Schädigungsmecha-

nismen von Gateoxid und Grenzfläche noch lange nicht verstanden. Einer der wichtigsten Degra-

dationsmechanismen ist die sogenannte ‘Negative Bias Temperature Instability’ (NBTI), die bei Be-

lastung des Gateoxid mit hoher Temperatur und Spannung zeitabhängige Einsatzspannungdriften

verursacht. NBTI ist in Hinblick auf den back-end Prozess von besonderem Interesse, da angenom-

men wird, dass die Degradation in unmittelbaren Zusammenhang zur Wasserstoffpassivierung der

Si–SiO2 Grenzfläche steht.
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Ein Ziel dieser Dissertation ist es, die Rolle des Wasserstoffs bei der Bauelement-Degradation (NBTI)

zu untersuchen und die Erkenntnisse anhand von Prozesssplits zu verifizieren. Ein spezielles Augen-

merk liegt dabei auf Hochvolt (HV) MOSFET Bauelementen mit 30nm SiO2 Gateoxiden, wie sie bei

Infineon Villach gefertigt werden. Bisweilen konzentrierte sich die Literatur vor allem auf ultradünne

(nitridierte oder high–κ) Oxide, wohingegen Power Technologien bislang kaum untersucht wurden.

Zu Beginn werden grundlegende Signaturen der ‘Bias Temperature Instability’ (BTI) mit herkömm-

lichen Messmethoden auf 30nm SiO2 Bauelementen zusammengetragen und mit Resultaten neue-

rer Dünnoxid high–κ Technologien verglichen. Diese einleitende Studie beinhaltet Überlegungen zur

Elektrostatik und Dynamik von Degradation und Recovery und dient dazu, fundamentale elektrische

Eigenschaften der auftretenden Defekte zu erfassen. Ein Literaturüberblick über das gegenwärtige

mikroskopische Bild verschiedener Arten von Punktdefekten und deren Wechselwirkung mit Was-

serstoff soll in weiterer Folge das physikalische Verständnis vertiefen. Die gesammelten Erkenntnis-

se werden dann benutzt, um neue Messvorschriften und experimentelle Prozeduren zu entwickeln,

mit denen man in der Lage ist, Einsatzspannungsdriften auf verschiedene Arten zu charakterisieren

und die jeweiligen Anteile bestimmten Defektklassen mit speziellen Eigenschaften zuzuordnen. An-

hand der Daten und Schlussfolgerungen wird ein mikroskopisches Degradationsmodell vorgeschla-

gen, das (zumindest qualitativ) in der Lage ist, das Beobachtete anschaulich zu erklären. Um die

Brücke zum Wasserstoff zu schlagen, werden die neuen Messmethoden auf verschiedene Prozess-

splits angewandt, welche nachweislich über unterschiedliche Wasserstoffhaushalte im Gateoxid ver-

fügen. Die Resultate werden mit den Vorhersagen des vorgeschlagenen mikroskopischen Degrada-

tionsmodells verglichen, Übereinstimmungen werden aufgezeigt und Schlussfolgerungen über den

Prozesseinfluss werden gezogen.

Das aktuelle mikroskopische Model beschreibt die Bauelement-Degradation unter NBTI als einen

Zweistufenprozess, dessen Ausgangsdefekt eine Sauerstofffehlstelle (oxygen vacancy) im amorphen

SiO2 Gateoxid ist. Unter thermischen und elektrischen Stress (NBTI) kann die verspannte Fehlstelle

aufbrechen, wodurch ein positiv geladener Defekt im Oxid entsteht. Dieser Defekt ist unabhängig von

der Wasserstoffpassivierung, kann umgeladen werden und wieder ausheilen, vorausgesetzt, er wurde

zuvor elektrisch neutralisiert. Die zweite Defektklasse besteht aus Grenzflächenzuständen (dangling

bonds), die durch feld- und temperaturunterstützes Ablösen von Wasserstoff erzeugt werden. Un-

tersuchungen deuten darauf hin, dass sich der abgelöste Wasserstoff mit einer aufgebrochenen Sau-

erstofffehlstelle verbinden kann, wodurch die Ausheilung des Oxiddefekts blockiert wird (locked-in

oxide defect). Diese dadurch entstehenden quasi-permanenten Defekte spielen eine wichtige Rolle

für die NBTI-Stabilität einer Technologie, da sie nur langsam und nur unter bestimmten Vorausset-

zungen ausheilen und wegen ihres Wasserstoffbezugs stark vom back-end Prozess abhängen.
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Abstract

DEVICE degradation and gate oxide reliability has become more and more important in mod-

ern semiconductor industry because the challenges for devices increase with miniaturization,

larger stress within the circuit, and due to innovative technologies. Besides the reliability of mechani-

cal soldering and wiring, it is of considerable importance to protect the transistor already in the early

stages of processing from environmental impurities and mechanical stress. To furthermore guaran-

tee the switching of high currents with minimum power dissipation as well as short-circuit stability,

different isolation and metalization layers are deposited in a specific composition and sequence on

the active areas of the transistor at the end of device fabrication (back-end of line). It is an accepted

fact that different passivation concepts and layer sequences affect the electric characteristics and the

reliability of silicon devices, because a lot of hydrogen is incorporated into the system during the

back-end process. It is assumed that high temperatures going along with layer deposition and an-

nealing support hydrogen diffusion toward the gate oxide where it may passivate defects within the

oxide and at the interface. When subjecting the device afterwards to electrical and thermal stress, the

hydrogen may be released again, thereby re-activating previously passivated defects.

Just like any semiconductor manufacturer worldwide, Infineon Villach has repeatedly encountered

the problem in the past, and although particular solutions to some technologies have already been

found, a global understanding of the underlying physics behind the interplay of processing and degra-

dation is lacking. Because it is likely that new problems with the same roots may become relevant in

future technology development, it is of fundamental importance to develop a physically based model

which is able to link defect generation and passivation to single process steps.

Besides the above mentioned process impacts, also the physics behind the degradation mechanisms

of gate oxide and interface are far from being understood. One of the most important degradation

mechanisms is the so-called ‘Negative Bias Temperature Instability’ (NBTI) which leads to time de-

pendent threshold voltage shifts when the gate oxide of the device is stressed at an elevated temper-

ature and bias. NBTI is particularly interesting for the back-end process since it is assumed that the

degradation mechanism is closely connected to hydrogen passivation of the Si–SiO2 interface.

One aim of this PhD thesis is to investigate the role of hydrogen in NBTI and to verify the results

by means of process splits. Specific emphasis is put on high voltage (HV) MOSFET devices having

30nm SiO2 gate oxides, as processed at Infineon Villach. Until now the scientific community has

mainly been focusing on ultrathin (nitrided or high–κ) oxides whereas contributions on thicker oxides

relevant for power technologies are hardly found in literature.
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At first, basic signatures of the ‘Bias Temperature Instability’ (BTI) of 30nm SiO2 devices are collected

using common measurement methods and the results are compared to state-of-the-art thinoxide

high–κ technologies. This preliminary study contains considerations on electrostatics and dynamics

of degradation and recovery and helps to collect fundamental electric characteristics of emerging de-

fects. A literature study on the current understanding of different species of point defects and their

correlation to hydrogen is presented in order to enhance the physical understanding. The collected

results are used to develop new measurements setups and experimental procedures which enable us

to characterize threshold voltage shifts in various ways and assign the different contributions to cer-

tain defect classes with particular attributes. From the data and conclusions a microscopic degrada-

tion model is going to be suggested which is capable of explaining (at least qualitatively) the obtained

results. In order to include hydrogen, the new measurement routines are performed on different split

wafers which provide demonstrably different hydrogen budgets within the gate oxide. The results are

cross-checked with the predictions of the suggested microscopic degradation model, agreements are

highlighted and conclusions are drawn on the process impact.

The current microscopic model explains device degradation under NBTI as a two stage process, the

precursor being an oxygen vacancy defect in the amorphous SiO2 gate oxide. By subjecting the de-

vice to thermal and electrical stress (NBTI) the bond may be broken, thereby creating a positively

charged defect. This defect is independent of hydrogen, rechargeable and can be annealed, provided

it has been neutralized in advance. The second defect class consists of interface states (dangling

bonds) which are created due to field- and temperature-assisted release of hydrogen. Studies suggest

that the released hydrogen may become trapped in the broken oxygen vacancy, thereby blocking the

relaxation of the oxide defect. These quasi-permanent defects play an important role for the NBTI-

stability of a technology since they recover just slowly and only under certain conditions, and due to

their correlation to hydrogen, their concentration depends strongly on the back-end process.
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1
The Negative Bias Temperature Instability

1.1 Industrial Background and Motivation

ONCE a new device technology is released from product line, it has to overcome several qualifica-

tion procedures before it finally gets approved for delivery to the customer. Within those qual-

ification tests it is checked for example whether the new product is working regularly and whether

it meets the proposed parameter specifications. Besides initial parameter testing, also the reliability

of random samples is monitored meticulously during different stages of the fabrication (i.e. wafer

level, package level). This is done in order to collect statistics about extrinsic defect densities caus-

ing early device failure and parameter drifts causing gradual degradation of the device within years

under operating conditions. Furthermore, fundamental conclusions are drawn on process changes

which go along with device shrinking and upgraded innovation standards. Companies invest a lot of

money and man power in this area to develop, produce, monitor and evaluate reliability test chips

on split wafers that are specifically designed for gaining experience in process influences helping to

optimize device performance while simultaneously minimizing production costs. Hence, physically

based models explaining process influences on device performance are highly demanded and of great

economical interest.

During reliability testing every important device parameter is assigned to a certain drift margin which

has to be satisfied and finally determines the lifetime of the product. Considering that the aimed

lifetimes of most semiconductor products lie in the range of several tens of years whereas a single

qualification test has to be completed within hours, it would be highly inefficient and much too time

consuming (if not impossible) to perform lifetime prediction tests under use conditions. Thus, in

order to guarantee within a reasonable testing time that an airbag chip will still work at the end of
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1. THE NEGATIVE BIAS TEMPERATURE INSTABILITY

the cars’ lifetime, it is necessary to subject devices to extreme test conditions (accelerated tests). For

the analysis of the data, elaborated acceleration models are required allowing to estimate the actual

parameter drift under use conditions from a parameter shift measured under accelerated conditions.

Thus, in order to make reliable lifetime predictions, physically based acceleration models are urgently

needed for each degradation mechanism. So far most existing models are empirical.

One of the most popular degradation mechanism affecting the gate oxide and the interface of metal

oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) is the so-called negative bias temperature in-

stability (NBTI). As opposed to destructive failure modes like time dependent dielectric breakdown

(TDDB), NBTI does not cause hard failures (short circuits across the oxide) which limit the possibil-

ities of post stress characterization dramatically but rather leads to a creeping shift in the threshold

voltage (typically several tens of mV) and to a gradual degradation of the channel mobility and the

transconductance of a conventional metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) transistor. The resulting vari-

ations in the analog transfer characteristics of the device can cause severe problems especially when

the afflicted transistor is incorporated in a digital network or when the demanded specification mar-

gin of the technology is very narrow. Since NBTI is very sensitive to variations in device processing,

it is particularly hard to control the NBTI resistivity of a technology during device development. The

main focus of this PhD thesis is to broaden the knowledge around NBTI by performing stress/recovery

experiments on specifically designed test chips. Furthermore, correlations of the effect with process

influences, in particular with hydrogen introduced during the back-end of line (BEOL) fabrication,

are studied extensively by means of wafer splits produced at Infineon Technologies Austria.

1.2 Historical Background and Relevance

The bias temperature instability (BTI) in MOS devices has been known since the middle of the 1960s

[1–4] and has been attributed to defects located at the Si–SiO2 interface since the beginning of the

1970s [5]. Since that time BTI has been a vigorously discussed topic in the semiconductor commu-

nity and numerous papers focusing on measurement techniques, modeling attempts and technology

impact circulate in various scientific journals and conference proceeding. The increasing importance

of the topic may be illustrated schematically by searching via ‘Google Scholar’ for publications con-

taining variants of the keywords ‘bias temperature stress’, ‘silicon’ and ‘oxide’ itemized by the past

decades of years. In Fig. 1.1 the result of such a simple keyword search is depicted as ‘number of

Google Scholar Hits’ graded by five year intervals since the 1960s.

Naturally, the exact number of hits will depend considerably on the selected keywords making their

absolute values somewhat arbitrary. Nevertheless, the overall roughly exponentially increasing trend

of BTI related publications is likely to be reproduced independently of the subjective choice of the

keywords.

The first attempt to describe the BTI phenomenon by a micro-physical degradation model is due to

Jeppson and Svensson in 1977 [6] who assumed the surface trap growth as being caused by hydrogen

release from Si–H bonds located at the interface. The dynamics of degradation were assumed to be

2
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Figure 1.1: ‘Google Scholar hits’ of BTI related publications since the 1960s to the present date (2010).
The number of hits (column bars) found by ‘Google Scholar’ increase roughly exponentially from the
1960s to 2010 (solid line). Within the past five years between 2005 and 2010 ‘Google Scholar’ lists
more than 1200 hits for the selected keywords.

diffusion controlled at low fields and tunneling limited at high fields. Since that time a lot of progress

has been made to get the BTI under control. Although, numerous papers have been published on

the topic, the issue is still far from being closed. There are a lot of open questions left which have to

be resolved in order to understand discrepancies in experimental data and eliminate inconsistencies

between suggested models. Since the BTI problem is going to become even more relevant in the

future due to continuous processing and scaling changes, a universally valid model including process

influences is urgently needed. Besides that a fundamental understanding of BTI may also lead to a

better understanding of related degradation mechanisms like hot carrier injection (HCI) or TDDB.

1.3 Operating conditions causing bias temperature instability

When performing a bias temperature stress (BTS) on a MOS transistor, the device is usually heated to

a defined stress temperature (TS) and is then subjected to a relatively large electric field (EOX) across

the gate oxide (GOX) by applying a defined stress bias to the gate junction of the transistor. In general,

the degradation characteristics following BTS depend strongly on the polarity of the applied gate bias

during stress and on the doping type of the device under test (DUT). When applying for instance a

positive gate bias during stress, one speaks of positive bias temperature instability (PBTI) [7], while

degradation following a negative bias stress gives the classical NBTI [8–12]. The largest amount of

damage is usually observed when subjecting a p-channel metal oxide semiconductor (PMOS) tran-

sistor to negative bias temperature stress (NBTS).

During NBTI stress, all transistor contacts except for the gate are grounded resulting in a relatively

homogeneous stress field, hence generating uniformly distributed defects along the entire gate oxide

area. When neglecting small variations of the doping profile along the transistor channel, in partic-

ular close to the source/drain implantations, the dimension of the problem is reduced by the sym-

metry of the stress profile from three to one, perpendicular to the gate oxide-substrate interface. The

3
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Figure 1.2: The band diagram and the charge balance of a PMOS transistor with an n++ gate poly
during NBTS (a). The interface and the depletion region within the Si substrate is enlarged in (b).

band banding situation during NBTS is schematically depicted in Fig. 1.2 (a) for a PMOS transistor

equipped with an n++ gate poly.

Due to the large negative gate voltage (VGS VTH) applied during stress, the interface of the n++ gate

junction (ND≈ 1020 cm−3) becomes heavily accumulated with majority electrons (Qe). Hence, the

Fermi level (EFP) remains pinned close to the conduction band edge at the polysilicon/silicon diox-

ide (SiO2) interface, the band banding within the gate junction being approximately zero (ψP≈0). On

the other side of the gate oxide the moderately n-doped silicon substrate (ND≈ 1016 cm−3) becomes

heavily inverted attracting injected minority holes (Qh) to the SiO2/silicon (Si) interface. The deple-

tion layer containing the bulk charge (QB) approaches its maximum extension increasing the surface

potential (ψS), thereby bending the valence band edge at the SiO2/Si interface toward the substrate

Fermi level (EFS). Following Fig. 1.2 (b), the band bending during stress (maximum surface potential

ψS,max) may be estimated as

qψS,max ≈ Ei −EV +qψB, (1.1)

where Ei is the intrinsic energy, EV is the valence band edge, q is the elementary charge and ψB is the

bulk potential (ψB) which is given by

ψB = kBT

q
ln

ND

ni
. (1.2)
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1. THE NEGATIVE BIAS TEMPERATURE INSTABILITY

In Eq. 1.2, kB is the Boltzmann constant, ND is the donor doping density of the substrate material and

ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration. When performing a full voltage loop along the band edges in

Fig. 1.2 (a) one obtains

VGS =−VOX −ψS,max −ψP −VFB. (1.3)

In Eq. 1.3, VOX is the voltage drop across the gate oxide and VFB is the flat band voltage which may be

approximated as the difference in the work functions between the poly silicon gate junction and the

silicon substrate assuming an ideal interface and no charges within the SiO2 gate oxide:

VFB ≈ΦP −ΦS ≈ EG

q
−ψS,max −ψP. (1.4)

By inserting Eq. 1.4 in Eq. 1.3, one finds

VGS ≈−VOX − EG

q
. (1.5)

From Eq. 1.5 a simple approximation for the electric field EOX is obtained when stressing a PMOS

transistor equipped with a n++ gate poly under NBTS:

E n++
OX =−VOX

tOX
≈ VGS +1.1V

tOX
, (1.6)

1.1V being the silicon bandgap EG at a typical stress temperature of 125◦C. A similar deviation for

a PMOS transistor equipped with a p++ gate poly yields the following approximation for the electric

field during NBTS [13]:

E p++
OX =−VOX

tOX
≈ VGS + VPoly

tOX
, (1.7)

where VPoly stands for the voltage drop within the gate poly junction (poly depletion) which is typi-

cally very small [14] due to the high poly doping density (VPoly ≈ 0.1V for NA≈ 1020 cm−3).

When comparing Eq. 1.6 and Eq. 1.7, we come to the conclusion that a PMOS transistor equipped with

a n++ gate poly has to be stressed under a larger gate voltage of approximately 1.0V compared to a

PMOS transistor equipped with a p++ gate poly in order to generate similar electric fields during NBTI

stress. The same considerations hold for an n-channel metal oxide semiconductor (NMOS) transistor

as well, the holes at the SiO2/Si interface being then supplied by the p-doped silicon substrate.

Typical stress fields applied during NBTI are between 2.5MV/cm and 8.0MV/cm [15]. The magni-

tude of degradation caused by fields below 2.5MV/cm is usually very small and hence often below

the detection limit at typical stress temperatures (50◦C – 200◦C) within typical stress times (1ms –

100,000s). Fields above 8MV/cm introduce different degradation mechanisms like impact ionization

by ‘hot’ carriers which tunnel through the gate oxide causing intrinsic TDDB due to the gradual for-

mation of a conductive percolation path across the oxide [16–18]. When stressing thick oxide devices,

the effect emerges earlier since the voltage drop across the gate oxide (VOX) is larger at the same EOX.

5



2
Electrostatics of NBTI degradation

THIS chapter addresses origins of NBTI induced drain current degradation in the linear and in the

saturation operation regime of the transistor. The gate bias dependence of the threshold voltage

shift is discussed theoretically and by means of a case study without taking time dependent degra-

dation and recovery dynamics into account. An electrostatic treatment of the problem is basically

justified when the time delay between stress and measurement is large enough so that defect relax-

ation during the measurement may be neglected.

Having identified the main causes of device degradation under DC bias conditions, the second part

of this chapter introduces an experimental approach based on high frequency AC gate pulsing, al-

lowing to separate charged defect classes which normally remain indistinguishable in a conventional

DC experiment. This is because in DC experiments any kind of charged defect affects the threshold

voltage shift in a similar way independent of its microscopic nature. Due to this superposition, it is

not straight-forward to assign a certain contribution of the VTH shift to a particular defect.

2.1 Effects of NBTI on analogue transfer characteristics

When stressing a MOS device under NBTS, we generally observe a variation in the drain current (ΔID)

when measuring the same operating point (under the same bias conditions) again after stress. The

linear and the saturation drain current of a long-channel PMOS transistor (such as mostly considered

6



2. ELECTROSTATICS OF NBTI DEGRADATION

here) above the threshold voltage of the device (|VGS| ≥ |VTH|) can be approximated by the following

equations [19]:

ID,lin(VDS <VDSS) ≈−W

L
µeffCOX (VGS −VTH)− 1

2
VDS VDS, (2.1)

ID,sat(VDS ≥VDSS) ≈−1

2

W

L
µeffCOX (VGS −VTH)VDSS, (2.2)

where the saturation drain voltage (VDSS) is approximately given by

VDSS ≈ (VGS −VTH) (2.3)

and the physically defined threshold voltage can be derived as

VTH ≈VFB −2ψB − 2 OXqND(2ψB)

COX
. (2.4)

In Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2, the two unstable device parameters that may cause a degradation in the drain

current during NBTS are the effective inversion carrier mobility (µeff) and the threshold voltage (VTH)

of the device. The relative variation of the drain current as a function of the overdrive can be obtained

by calculating the total derivative of Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2:

δID,lin

ID,lin
≈ δµeff

µeff
− δVTH

VGS −VTH
, (2.5)

δID,sat

ID,sat
≈ δµeff

µeff
−2

δVTH

VGS −VTH
. (2.6)

Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.6 demonstrate that the total degradation of the drain current is directly proportional

to the change of the effective carrier mobility and to the change of the threshold voltage shift divided

by the gate bias overdrive (VGS −VTH). In the saturation region, the threshold voltage degradation

has a larger influence on the drain current degradation than in the linear region making the signal

vs. noise resolution as a function of the VTH shift about two times better when measuring in the

saturation region of the device. From Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.6 we further conclude that the measurement

resolution of the drain current degradation is expected to decrease linearly, when increasing the gate

voltage overdrive (|VGS| |VTH|).

Upon the build up of microscopic defects during NBTS, mobility and threshold voltage have been

reported to degrade simultaneously which makes it difficult to differentiate between both effects.

Once created, charged traps can act on the one hand as defect charges counterbalancing the applied

gate potential (ΔV q
TH) and on the other hand as Coulomb scattering centers decreasing the effective

carrier mobility (Δµeff) and hence the on-resistance (RON) of the device. In general, charged defects

are particularly effective scattering centers when they are located close to or directly at the SiO2/Si

interface. Following [20–22], the effective carrier mobility (µeff) can be empirically approximated as

µeff =
µ0

(1+αNit)(1+Θ(VGS −VTH))
. (2.7)
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2. ELECTROSTATICS OF NBTI DEGRADATION

In Eq. 2.7 µ0 is the temperature and doping dependent low field mobility and Nit is the number of

interface states per square centimeter. The first term of the denominator in Eq. 2.7 accounts for a

reduction of this low field mobility as a consequence of enhanced Coulomb scattering at surface near

charge centers (Nit) while the second term considers mobility degradation caused by enhanced sur-

face scattering when applying a vertical electric field. The coefficients α and Θ are empirical fit pa-

rameters which have to be determined experimentally from the stress induced shift in the transcon-

ductance (α) and from the curvature of the virgin transfer curve (Θ). From a physical point of view,

following [22] and [23], the parameter α is a scattering coefficient (capture cross section) that ac-

counts for the interaction between charged interface states and inversion layer carriers. It has the

unit [cm2] and may take values between 10−12 cm2 (depletion) and 10−13 cm2 (inversion), the lower

limit being smaller due to carrier screening in deep inversion [24–26]. The parameter Θ is the vertical

field mobility coefficient [19] leading to a bending of the transfer curve in the triode region of the de-

vice. It has the unit [V−1] and considers the reduction of the mobility as a consequence of the growing

electric field perpendicular to the moving direction of the inversion charge carriers.

Differentiating Eq. 2.7 with respect to the interface state density (Nit) yields

∂µeff

∂Nit
=− α

1+αNit
µeff +

Θ

1+Θ(VGS −VTH)

∂VTH

∂Nit
µeff, (2.8)

Δµeff

µeff
=− αΔNit

1+αNit
+ ΘΔVTH

1+Θ(VGS −VTH)
. (2.9)

Inserting Eq. 2.9 into Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.6, we may replace the variation in the effective mobility (µeff)

by empirical constants:

ΔID,lin

ID,lin
≈− αΔNit

1+αNit
− 1

(VGS −VTH)(1+Θ(VGS −VTH))
ΔV q

TH, (2.10)

ΔID,sat

ID,sat
≈− αΔNit

1+αNit
− 2+Θ(VGS −VTH)

(VGS −VTH)(1+Θ(VGS −VTH))
ΔV q

TH. (2.11)

Usually, when analyzing NBTI, the degradation of the drain current (ΔID) is converted into a corre-

sponding total threshold voltage shift (ΔVTH) by assigning the drain current measured post stress a

corresponding gate voltage of the virgin transfer curve [27]. Following Fig. 2.1, the difference between

the actually applied gate voltage during the drain current measurement and the hypothetical gate

voltage corresponding to the same drain current recorded before stress on the virgin device gives the

effective VTH shift (ΔVTH) describing a horizontal (voltage) shift of the transfer curve that is usually

a function of the current gate bias due to the curvature of the transfer curve (Θ) and due to mobil-

ity degradation caused by defect scattering (α). Although the notation ΔVTH is somehow related to

the physically defined device threshold voltage (cf. Eq. 2.4), it is also common for shifts measured at

arbitrary gate voltages.
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2. ELECTROSTATICS OF NBTI DEGRADATION
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the individual components contributing to the threshold voltage
shift depicted as a function of the gate bias overdrive. (a) Threshold voltage shift caused by a variation
of the surface potential due to electrically active defect charges (ΔV q

TH); (b) Spurious VTH shift caused
by a reduction in the channel transconductance due to mobility degradation (ΔV µ

TH); (c) resulting
total VTH shift caused by both components: mobility degradation and defect charges

2.1.1 Influence of mobility degradation and defect charges on the total VTH shift

As mobility and threshold voltage degrade upon the creation of various defects at the SiO2/Si interface

and within the gate oxide during stress, the total VTH shift calculated from ΔID is affected by both

components simultaneously, however, their relative contribution may change as a function of the

gate voltage overdrive.

Defect charges modify the surface potential directly, thereby shifting the transfer curve with respect

to the gate voltage axis (x-axis) (ΔV q
TH). As a consequence, the drain current is degraded (ΔI q

D) when

measuring the same operating point again after stress. On the other hand, mobility degradation re-

duces the drain current directly due to a change in the channel resistance thereby shifting the transfer

curve with respect to the drain current axis (y-axis). When converting the parasitic current reduction

(ΔIµD) caused by the degradation of the channel resistance into an equivalent threshold voltage shift, it

induces an extra VTH component (ΔV µ

TH) superimposed to the ‘real’ VTH shift caused by defect charges

(ΔV q
TH). The issue is discussed schematically in Fig. 2.1 where the influence of both components is

illustrated separately and combined in the deep inversion regime of the transistor (|VGS| ≥ |VTH|).

The drain current values were calculated directly form Eq. 2.1 (neglecting for simplicity the curvature

of the transfer curve (Θ) and the inversion carrier screening effect) and are plotted as a function of the

gate bias overdrive. In Fig. 2.1 (a) – (c), the virgin drain current (labeled ID0; full diamonds) is depicted

as a reference. The individually degraded drain currents are illustrated by open symbols. Fig. 2.1 (a)

shows the defect charge induced VTH shift component (ΔV q
TH) as a function of the gate voltage over-

drive. According to the considerably simplified drain current model described by Eq. 2.1, the stress

induced shift of the transfer curve (in the triode region of the device) caused by defect charges is

parallel making the reduction of the drain current (ΔI q
D) independent of the gate voltage overdrive.

Fig. 2.1 (b) illustrates the parasitic VTH shift of the transfer curve (ΔV µ

TH) caused by a hypothetical

30% reduction of the channel mobility. Since mobility degradation generally implies a change in the

9



2. ELECTROSTATICS OF NBTI DEGRADATION

channel transconductance (slope of the transfer curve), the reduction of the drain current and hence

the spurious VTH shift (ΔV µ

TH) caused by surface state scattering increases linearily with the overdrive.

A combination of both effects is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (c), demostrating that the total VTH shift (ΔVTH)

gained from the conversion of the total drain current degradation (ΔID) is generally a combination

of a parallel shift due to the build up of defect charges and a vertical shift due to a change in the

transconductance caused by enhanced scattering at charged defect centers:

ΔVTH =ΔV q
TH +ΔV µ

TH. (2.12)

The development of the total VTH shift with the gate voltage overdrive can be estimated from Eq. 2.10

and Eq. 2.11 by considering the curvature of the transfer curve (Θ) and the scattering at charged defect

centers located at the interface:

ΔVTH,lin = (VGS −VTH)(1+Θ(VGS −VTH))
αΔNit

1+αNit
+ΔV q

TH, (2.13)

ΔVTH,sat = (VGS −VTH)(1+Θ(VGS −VTH))

2+Θ(VGS −VTH)

αΔNit

1+αNit
+ΔV q

TH. (2.14)

2.1.2 Spurious VTH shift due to mobility degradation (ΔV µ

TH)

The first terms in Eq. 2.13 and Eq. 2.14 account for the spurious VTH shifts in the linear and the satura-

tion region of the device caused by mobility degradation. In general, the interface scattering parame-

ter α is not constant but depends on the gate bias overdrive due to the carrier screening effect [24–26].

As the density of inversion carriers increases when raising the gate voltage, they may crowd around

charged point defects, thereby screening their Coulomb potential and reducing their scattering cross

section. Experimental and theoretical investigations by [25, 26] revealed that the parameter α de-

creases proportionally to the square root of the density of inversion layer carriers:

α∝ 1

Ninv
⇒α≈ α0

|VOX|
≈ α0

|VGS −ψS −ψP −VFB|
≈ α0

|VGS −VTH|
. (2.15)

Considering the inversion carrier screening effect, the spurious VTH shift in the linear and in the in-

version regime of the device may be approximated as follows:

ΔV µ

TH,lin ≈−|VGS −VTH|1/2 (1+Θ(VGS −VTH))
α0ΔNit

1+α0Nit
, (2.16)

ΔV µ

TH,sat ≈−|VGS −VTH|1/2 (1+Θ(VGS −VTH))

2+Θ(VGS −VTH)

α0ΔNit

1+α0Nit
. (2.17)

The result demonstrates that the mobility induced shift of the threshold voltage (ΔV µ

TH) is propor-

tional to the square root of the gate bias overdrive, the curvature of the transfer curve (Θ) and the

increase of the interface defect density (ΔNit). As already pointed out previously, the relative contri-

bution ΔV µ

TH is found to be increasingly smaller (more than a factor 2) when measuring in the satura-

tion region of the device.

10



2. ELECTROSTATICS OF NBTI DEGRADATION

In order to estimate ΔV µ

TH experimentally, we may express the interface scattering term in Eq. 2.16

and Eq. 2.17 by the shift of the transconductance recorded after electrical stress.

The transconductances in the linear and in the saturation regime representing the slopes of the trans-

fer curve can be calculated by differentiating Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 by the applied gate potential. The

derivations are performed in the appendix (9.1):

gm,lin ≈ ID,lin

VGS −VTH

1

1+Θ(VGS −VTH)
+ αNit

2(1+αNit)
, (2.18)

gm,sat ≈
ID,sat

VGS −VTH

2+Θ(VGS −VTH)

1+Θ(VGS −VTH)
+ αNit

2(1+αNit)
. (2.19)

The first terms in Eq. 2.18 and Eq. 2.19 represent the reduction of the transconductance due to field

dependent scattering while the second terms consider inversion carrier screening. In particular, ons

finds that the relative variations of the transconductances in the linear and in the saturation regime

are directly related to the interface scattering factors in Eq. 2.16 and Eq. 2.17. The derivations are

performed in the appendix (9.2). In the linear regime, we may express the interface scattering factor

by the relative change in the maximum transconductance:

Δg max
m,lin

g max
m,lin

≈− α0ΔNit

1+α0Nit
. (2.20)

In the saturation regime, the deviation cannot be achieved in a straight-forward manner since the

saturation transconductance has no maximum and therefore provides no characteristic operating

point to refer on. In the vicinity of the threshold voltage, the variation of the transconductance may

be approximated as follows:

Δg VTH
m,sat

g VTH
m,sat

≈− α0ΔNit

1+α0Nit
− ΔV q

TH

VGS −VTH
. (2.21)

For gate voltages far away from the threshold voltage of the device, the equations proposed above

are not valid anymore and may over- or underestimate the slope of the mobility induced threshold

voltage shift. This is because the development of the transconductance is expected to change consid-

erably due to field dependent scattering and inversion layer screening. By substituting the interface

scattering factors in Eq. 2.16 and Eq. 2.17 by the transconductance related expressions derived in

Eq. 2.20 and Eq. 2.21, we may express the spurious VTH shifts in the linear in in the saturation regime

by experimentally measurable quantities.

In the linear regime, the mobility induced ΔV µ

TH shift yields

ΔV µ

TH,lin ≈ |VGS −VTH|1/2 (1+Θ(VGS −VTH))
Δg max

m,lin

g max
m,lin

. (2.22)
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2. ELECTROSTATICS OF NBTI DEGRADATION

In the saturation regime, the ΔV µ

TH shift may be approximated as

ΔV µ

TH,sat ≈
|VGS −VTH|1/2 (1+Θ(VGS −VTH))

2+Θ(VGS −VTH)

Δg VTH
m,sat

g VTH
m,sat

+ ΔV q
TH

VGS −VTH
, (2.23)

demonstrating that ΔV µ

TH grows proportional to the relative change of the transconductance which is

originated in enhanced Coulomb scattering at stress induced interface charges. As a consequence of

inversion carrier screening and field dependent scattering, the mobility induced VTH shift does not

actually increase linearly with the gate voltage overdrive as suggested in the simplest approximation

illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

2.1.3 VTH shift due to defect charges (ΔV q
TH)

Once a defect is created during NBTS, it may exchange carriers with the silicon substrate thereby be-

ing charged either positively or negatively depending on the particular energy level of the defect and

on the carrier situation at the SiO2/Si interface. Statistical thermodynamics stipulates that at absolute

zero the quantum energy of the highest occupied quantum state in a system of fermions is defined by

the Fermi energy. At finite temperatures the concept of the Fermi energy is replaced by the Fermi level

(electro-chemical potential) since the separation between occupied and unoccupied states is not in-

finitely sharp anymore but has a half-width of approximately 2kBT . In the operating temperature

range of silicon devices this broadening is small (≈0.08eV at 200◦C) so that we may generally con-

sider defects above the Fermi level as unoccupied while traps below the Fermi level are considered as

occupied.

The net charge state of a defect level generally depends on the number of electrons trapped. In prin-

ciple, every defect can be amphoteric which means that it has a donor- and an acceptor-level, the first

describing the defect in the positive charge state, where it may become neutralized upon the capture

of one electron, the latter describing the defect in the neutral charge state, where it may become neg-

atively charged upon the capture of an additional electron. Capture of an electron is naturally accom-

panied by a level shift because a higher energetic state is required. The amount of level shift depends

on the local bonding environment of the defect within the solid and decides whether a defect state

actually appears only in one or in in both (donor and acceptor) configurations during a particular

experiment. Due to localized inhomogeneities in the lattice stress involving slight variations in the

individual bonding strengths, defects close to the interface usually do not have a single energy level

but a distribution of states described by a density of states (DOS) profile. The boundary between the

highest donor-like state and the lowest acceptor-like state in a network of defects of the same type is

called the amphoteric transition level (Eamph). In thermal equilibrium, the total defect charge may be

approximated as

Qdefect = q
Eamph

EF

Ddefect(E)dE =±qDdefectΔEQ, (2.24)
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2. ELECTROSTATICS OF NBTI DEGRADATION

where ΔEQ is the Fermi level dependent energy range of charged defects in thermal equilibrium:

ΔEQ = Eamph −EF . (2.25)

The integral in Eq. 2.24 is positive (resulting in a net positive defect charge) when the Fermi level is

below Eamph, whereas the net defect charge is negative when the Fermi level lies above Eamph. It has

to be mentioned that a certain time is required to restore thermal equilibrium between all kinds of

defect species and the silicon substrate. The trap level only gives the equilibrium occupancy but does

not say anything about the time constant. In particular, deep traps located in the bulk of the oxide

having energy levels far away from the silicon bandgap, provide large carrier exchange time constants

and small capture cross sections so that it may take a long time for them to align with the Fermi level.

In particular, when taking inelastic carrier trapping/detrapping into account, some defects located

energetically above the Fermi level may also have a finite chance to exchange carriers with the silicon

substrate leading to a large variety of time constants. The dynamics of trap creation and annealing

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

As opposed to deep traps in the bulk of the gate oxide (slow states), defects being located energet-

ically within the silicon bandgap and spatially close to the SiO2/Si interface, exchange carriers very

fast with the silicon substrate allowing to restore thermal equilibrium within a very short interval of

time. Hence, the energy level of the highest occupied trap level may follow the development of the

Fermi level (i.e. during a gate bias sweep) almost instantaneously. Interface states (Pb centers) have

such attributes, in particular, they provide a wide range of energy levels within the silicon bandgap

having their amphoteric transition level around midgap (Eamph ≈ Ei). Following Eq. 2.24, this implies

that their net charge contribution is negative when the Fermi level is located in the upper half of the

silicon bandgap, zero at midgap and positive when the Fermi level lies in the lower half of the silicon

bandgap, cf. Fig. 2.2. In the subthreshold region of the device, there is an almost linear relationship

between the Fermi level and the gate voltage allowing defects to trap and emit carriers very efficiently.

Hence, during a gate bias ramp between accumulation and inversion interface states change their net

charge contribution continuously as described by the standard Shockley Read Hall (SRH) model [28].

The gate bias dependent Fermi level depicted in Fig. 2.2 was simulated numerically for a PMOS device

(SM6P/30/H1) at room temperature [29].

At 0.0V, when the device is turned off, the Fermi level is pinned close to the conduction band edge

EC. Consequently, acceptor-like interface states located between midgap (Ei) and EF are occupied by

two electrons resulting in a net negative defect charge (1). Approaching midgap (-0.5V), previously

negatively charged traps emit one of their two electrons resulting in an overall neutral interface at EF =

Ei (2). As the gate bias drives the Fermi level deeper toward inversion, donor-like defect levels located

between Ei and EF emit an additional electron resulting in a net positive defect charge at the threshold

voltage of the device (-1.0V) (3). When driving the gate bias even deeper toward inversion (-2.0V), the

Fermi level position does not change significantly anymore. Hence, the net positive interface charge

can be considered as virtually constant once the gate bias has exceeded the threshold voltage of the

device.
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2. ELECTROSTATICS OF NBTI DEGRADATION

Except for classical interface states (SRH), it has to be mentioned that there might exist also a spe-

cific type of oxide traps (E centers, cf. Section 4.3) located close to but not directly at the interface

which may have similar carrier exchanging characteristics. However, as opposed to interface states,

their charging-recharging time constants are probably larger since a thermodynamic barrier has to

be overcome in order to communicate electrically with the silicon substrate.

While the energetic position of an individual trap type determines its equilibrium charge state, its

spatial location within the gate oxide governs its relative impact on the observed threshold voltage

shift (ΔV q
TH). On a PMOS device, one usually observes a negative VTH shift after NBTS, indicating the

creation of predominantly donor-like defects which become positively charged during stress and may

keep their charge state for a certain time after termination of the stress. In the case of a PMOS tran-

sistor, termination of the stress means switching the gate bias from a negative stress level to a consid-

erably lower but also negative threshold voltage. Consequently, when recording the degraded drain

current after stress, most defects remain positively charged since the Fermi level remains pinned close

to the valence band edge (cf. Fig. 2.2).

Assuming a spatial distribution of positive defects ρ(x), with x being the distance from the gate poly

interface inside the SiO2 gate oxide, the corresponding defect charge dependent VTH shift (ΔV q
TH) is

given by Gauss’s law:

ΔV q
TH =− 1

COX

1

tOX

tOX

0
xρ(x)dx, (2.26)
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Figure 2.2: Dependence of the Fermi level on the gate bias in the subthreshold and inversion regime
simulated numerically for a PMOS device (SM6P/30/H1) at room temperature. Within the depletion
region of the device, their is a linear relationship between the gate bias and the Fermi level. In the
inversion region, the Fermi level varies only slightly. On the left hand side of the figure the trap occu-
pancy and the net interface trap charge is illustrated for three selected bias voltages. In accumulation
(1) the net interface charge is negative, at midgap (2) zero and in inversion (3) positive.
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2. ELECTROSTATICS OF NBTI DEGRADATION

where COX is the area related oxide capacitance:

COX = 0 OX

tOX
≈ 3.45310−13

tOX[cm]
[F/cm]. (2.27)

Note that Eq. 2.27 is only accurate for thick oxide technologies (tOX > 10nm), where the quantum-

mechanical confinement of the inversion charge layer and the poly depletion may be neglected.

Assuming further all defects to be concentrated at the SiO2/Si interface (ρ(x) = qΔNitδ(x − tOX)), the

integral in Eq. 2.26 can be easily solved, giving the following simplified expression for the defect

charge induced VTH shift:

ΔV q
TH =−qΔNit

COX
=−qΔNit

0 OX
tOX. (2.28)

The result demonstrates a linear correlation between the observedΔVTH shift and the oxide thickness.

This is an important (albeit trivial) finding, in particular, when comparing ΔVTH shifts of devices hav-

ing different oxide thicknesses [15].

2.1.4 Relevance of defect charge induced VTH shift and mobility degradation

Having calculated in Eq. 2.28 the real threshold voltage shift caused by electrically active defect charges

(ΔV q
TH) and in Eq. 2.16 and Eq. 2.17 the spurious threshold voltage shifts caused by field dependent

mobility degradation (ΔV µ

TH), we may estimate the relative contribution of ΔV q
TH as a function of the

gate voltage overdrive by assuming all charged defects to be located at the interface:

ΔV q
TH

ΔVTH,lin
= 1+|VGS −VTH|1/2 (1+Θ(VGS −VTH))

α0

1+α0Nit

COX

q

−1

, (2.29)

ΔV q
TH

ΔVTH,sat
= 1+ |VGS −VTH|1/2 (1+Θ(VGS −VTH))

2+Θ(VGS −VTH)

α0

1+α0Nit

COX

q

−1

, (2.30)

indicating that the VTH shift generated by defect charges is dominant when the capacitance is low

(thick oxide devices), the overdrive is low and the overall interface state density is high. Considering

a standard high voltage (HV) PMOS device with a 30nm thick gate oxide, the curvature of the transfer

curve (Θ) being -0.13V−1, the interface density being 1010 cm−2, measured with an overdrive of -1.0V

(α0 ≈ 10−13 cm2 [24]), the relative contribution of ΔV q
TH to the total ΔVTH shift amount to approxi-

mately 92% in the linear region and 96% in the saturation region of the device which is quite large in

comparison to the small remaining contribution of ΔV µ

TH. In particular, in the presence of additional

defect charge within the oxide which does not affect the mobility but increases the parallel ΔVTH shift

(i.e. charge centers located in the bulk of the oxide), the contribution of ΔV µ

TH may become almost

negligible. However, as the oxide thickness shrinks or the overdrive increases (i.e. during on-the-fly

(OTF) measurements, cf. Section 3.1) the mobility contribution can exceed up to 40% of the total

ΔVTH shift [21] representing then an important component which has to be considered.
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Figure 2.3: Virgin transfer curves measured at a temperature of 80◦C in the linear (a) and in the
saturation (b) drain current regime of a PMOS device (SM5P/30/H1) using drain biases of -0.05V (1),
-0.10V (2), -0.15V (3) and -2.5V (4). The data points are depicted by open diamonds, the fits according
to Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 are illustrated by thick solid lines. From parameter fitting a virgin threshold
voltage of -0.93V and a Θ of -0.13V−1 was extracted.

2.1.5 Case study

In order to demonstrate the impact of mobility degradation and defect charges on the drain current

degradation and the VTH shift, a PMOS device (SM5P/30/H1) was stressed at a temperature of 80◦C

under an electric field of approximately -6.0MV/cm for several thousand seconds. Before stress, vir-

gin transfer curves were recorded between 0.0V and -4.0V (step size 0.01V) using constant drain bi-

ases of -0.05V (1), -0.10V (2) and -0.15V (3) in the linear regime (ID,lin) and -2.5V (4) in the saturation

regime of the device (ID,sat). The three transfer curves measured in the linear regime of the device are

illustrated in Fig. 2.3 (a), the transfer curve recorded in the saturation regime of the device is depicted

in Fig. 2.3 (b). From the measured data points (open symbols), the virgin threshold voltage VTH and

the vertical field dependent scattering factor Θ is obtained by fitting the drain currents as a function

of the gate bias overdrive according to Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2. The fits are illustrated by thick solid lines

yielding a threshold voltage of -0.93V and a Θ of -0.13V−1.

Having determined the virgin threshold voltage and the curvature parameter Θ, we subject the de-

vice to NBTS. After stress, full transfer curves were recorded again serially in the linear and in the

saturation regime of the device by ramping the gate voltage from accumulation toward inversion. It

has to be mentioned that there were several seconds of delay following the termination of stress and

the moment when the second set of transfer curves was finally recorded. Hence, some recovery has

occurred during this floating period and during the measurement time itself. The recovery dynamics

are going to be discussed in Chapter 3. In Fig. 2.4, the linear (a) and the saturation (b) drain currents

recorded before (labeled ‘0’) and after NBTI stress (labeled ‘1’) at a constant drain bias of -0.1V (linear

regime) and -2.5V (saturation regime) are illustrated as a function of the gate bias overdrive. The de-

graded transfer curves measured post stress are shifted slightly toward a more negative gate voltage

indicating the build-up of positive charge.
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2. ELECTROSTATICS OF NBTI DEGRADATION

Furthermore, the relative shift of the drain current is depicted as well in Fig. 2.4 (a) and (b) demon-

strating the parameter degradation more clearly. As predicted by Eq. 2.10 and Eq. 2.11 (|VGS| > |VTH|),

the relative variation of the drain current decreases gradually toward deeper inversion.

In Fig. 2.5, the transconductances in the linear (a) and in the saturation (b) regime recorded before

(labeled ‘0’) and after NBTI stress (labeled ‘1’) are illustrated as a function of the gate bias overdrive.

The thick solid line in (a) and (b) is a fit according to Eq. 2.18 and Eq. 2.19 which reflects the measured

gradual decrease of the transconductance in the linear regime (a) and the convex curvature of the

transconductance in the saturation regime (b) caused by vertical field dependent scattering (Θ). Note

that inversion layer screening has been neglected in the calculation of the fit. The relative degrada-

tion of the transconductance is also depicted in Fig. 2.5 (a) and (b), demonstrating mobility degrada-

tion and inversion carrier screening. Due to the superimposed parallel shift of the threshold voltage

caused by defect charges, the relative variation of the transconductance is peaked for (|VGS|→ |VTH|)
and decreases in the deep inversion regime due to inversion layer screening. In the linear regime

(a), the relative change of the transconductance at the gate voltage at which the transconductance

reaches a maximum was found to be 6.2×10−3. This is an important value since it can be used to de-

termine the slope of the mobility induced VTH shift, cf. Eq. 2.22. In the saturation regime (b), a larger

relative change of the transconductance is measured at the same gate voltage due to the parasitic in-

fluence of ΔV q
TH, cf. Eq. 2.23. When correcting this influence, a value of 8.0×10−3 is obtained which is

similar to the one extracted in the linear regime (6.2×10−3).

In the next step, the total ΔVTH shift is calculated as a function of the gate bias overdrive from the

drain current degradation. The results are illustrated in Fig. 2.6 (a) (linear regime) and (b) (saturation

regime). In Fig. 2.6 (b) we have included one result measured in the linear regime (VD,lin = -0.1V) as a

reference. In both regimes a similar increase of the ΔVTH shift is obtained below the threshold voltage

of the device (I) which is assumed to be mainly caused by the gradual charging of the NBTI induced

defects as the Fermi level moves from EC toward EV (cf. Eq. 2.24 and Fig. 2.2) [30–35].
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Figure 2.4: Drain currents (solid lines) and relative drain current shifts (open diamonds) recorded
before and after stress in the linear (VD,lin = -0.1V) (a) and in the saturation (VD,sat = -2.5V) (b) regime
of the device. The relative drain current variation is peaked close to the threshold voltage of the device
and decreases then gradually toward deeper inversion.
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Figure 2.5: Transconductances (solid lines) and relative shifts of the transconductances (open di-
amonds) recorded before and after stress in the linear (VD,lin = -0.1V) (a) and in the saturation
(VD,sat = -2.5V) (b) regime of the device. The thick solid lines represent fits of the transconductances
in the linear (a) and saturation (b) regime according to Eq. 2.18 and Eq. 2.19. From the relative shifts of
the transconductances we calculate the slope of spurious VTH shift caused by mobility degradation,
cf. Eq. 2.20 and Eq. 2.21.

When exceeding the threshold voltage of the device, the defect charge contribution (ΔV q
TH) is assumed

to reach a maximum (≈ -0.02V). This assumption is likely not completely correct since the Fermi

level still moves slightly toward the valence band when increasing the overdrive, thereby charging

additional defects located close to the band edge, cf. Fig. 2.2. Neglecting this second-order effect, any

additional VTH shift measured in the overdrive region (II) may be attributed to mobility degradation

(ΔV µ

TH). This is supported by the observation that ΔVTH,lin and ΔVTH,sat begin to drift apart not before

entering the overdrive region (II) whereas their increase is similar in the subthreshold region (I) of the

device.

As long as one only measures in the linear drain current region, the mobility dependent VTH shift is

almost independent of the drain voltage (cf. Fig. 2.6 (a)), consistent with Eq. 2.13, however, in the

saturation region of the device (cf. Fig. 2.6 (b)), only about half of the increase in ΔV µ

TH is observed,

consistent with Eq. 2.13. The thick solid lines in Fig. 2.6 (a) and (b) are fit curves calculated analytically

using Eq. 2.22 and Eq. 2.23, the offset being the defect charge dependent VTH shift at the threshold

voltage (ΔV q
TH). By inserting the curvature parameter (Θ) and the measured increase of the relative

transconductance into Eq. 2.22 and Eq. 2.23, perfect agreement with the measurement data is ob-

tained indicating that the spurious ΔVTH component observed in the overdrive region of the device

can actually be attributed to mobility degradation caused by enhanced Coulomb scattering (ΔV µ

TH) at

newly created charged defect centers.

From this case study we conclude that when recording the ΔVTH shift at an overdrive of -1V, the

mobility component (ΔV µ

TH) accounts for about 20% in the linear region and for approximately 10%

in the saturation region of the device. However, when increasing the overdrive further toward -3V,

its contribution represents already about 35% in the linear region and about 20% in the saturation

region of the device, which is then no longer negligible.
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Figure 2.6: Total threshold voltage shifts measured after NBTI stress in the linear (a) and in the sat-
uration (b) regime of the transistor. In the linear regime (a) similar results for three different drain
biases (-0.05V triangles; -0.10V diamonds; -0.15V squares) are obtained. In the subthreshold region
of the device (I) the increase in the VTH is attributed to the charging of NBTI induced defects. In the
overdrive region (II) the obtained VTH shift in the linear region is about twice the shift measured in
the saturation region. The thick solid lines in (a) and (b) are analytical fits according to Eq. 2.22 and
Eq. 2.23 which are in perfect agreement with the measurement data.

2.2 Classification of defect charges by their electrical response time

When neglecting the spurious VTH shift caused by increased Coulomb scattering, the true reliability

concern linked to negative bias temperature instability is originated in defects representing electri-

cally active charges which counterbalance the applied gate potential causing a Fermi level dependent

threshold voltage shift in the subthreshold region of the device. Besides their physical origin which

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4, defect charges may be classified empirically by their electri-

cal response time, in particular, by their ability to communicate with the silicon substrate, thereby

changing their charge state.

A very basic experimental classification of defect charges may differentiate between interface states

and oxide traps, the first exchanging carriers with the silicon substrate very rapidly according to SRH

theory, the latter being either permanently charged or provide at least carrier exchange time con-

stants which are slow enough so that their capture and emission processes may be observed in low

frequency or DC experiments as well. Naturally, such a classification is physically not well defined

since the distinction is directly linked to a particular experimental setup. On the other hand, the dif-

ferentiation of defects classes by their experimental response time seems obvious and reasonable not

at least because their time and bias dependent appearance directly reflects their influence on device

reliability under certain operating conditions.

To develop a basic understanding of the relative contributions of different defect types to the over-

all defect charge dependent threshold voltage shift, the basic experimental approach is usually to

combine the results of a DC experiment being sensitive to both fast and slow states with the results

of an AC experiment being sensitive only to fast interacting defects like for example interface states.
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The DC component is basically represented by the threshold voltage shift calculated from the drain

current degradation before and after NBTI stress (as discussed in Section 2.1). The VTH shift around

the threshold voltage of the device combines the relative charge contributions of all kinds of defects

located within the oxide and at the SiO2/Si interface.

2.2.1 Charge pumping as a qualification tool

In order to investigate the contribution of fast interface states separately, additional methods have to

be applied since a DC measurement is by far not fast enough to capture the fast recombination time

constants associated with interface state charging. A well developed technique allowing to count

the total number of interface states within a defined energy range of the silicon bandgap is the so-

called charge pumping (CP) method [36, 37]. During CP, the gate junction is pulsed continuously

between inversion and accumulation using a trapezoidal pulse shape and frequencies typically be-

tween 1kHz and 1MHz. The source and the drain junction of the transistor are short-circuited during

the measurement acting as minority carrier sources during the inversion phase of the gate pulse.

The source/substrate and drain/substrate diodes of the MOSFET structure are typically slightly re-

verse biased in order to suppress geometric leakage currents appearing at high gate pulsing frequen-

cies [38,39]. During the accumulation phase of the gate pulse the substrate junction (typically held at

0.0V during the measurement) provides a source of majority carriers.

CP is a dynamic measurement method which drives the interface periodically into a non-steady state

by switching the gate bias quickly between inversion and accumulation. In inversion, minority car-

riers coming from the highly doped source/drain junctions get trapped in interface states located

energetically within the silicon bandgap, while during the subsequent accumulation phase, majority

carriers coming from the silicon substrate recombine with previously trapped inversion charges giv-

ing rise to a DC substrate current (I max
CP ) which is proportional to the average density of interface traps

(Dit) within a defined energy range (ΔECP). Hence, from an experimental point of view, we denote

each trap fast enough to contribute to the charge pumping signal within half of a gate pulsing period

as an interface state. This approximation is not too bad according to elastic tunneling simulations of

Heh et al. [40] who calculated a spatial probing depth of approximately 5–6 Å in pure amorphous SiO2

using high/low times of 1µs which corresponds to a frequency of 500kHz.

Following [37], the maximum CP current is given by

I max
CP = qAeff

G f
Ee

em

Eh
em

Dit(E)dE = qAeff
G f DitΔECP, (2.31)

where q is the elementary charge, Aeff
G is the effective gate area and f is the gate pulsing frequency.

The effective gate area defines the region below the gate oxide where trapping and detrapping may

occur. It is generally smaller than the geometric gate area due to space charge regions which emerge

when applying a reverse bias to the source/drain junctions. The pumped charge per area (Qmax
CP ) and
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pulse period is calculated by dividing the maximum CP current by the effective gate area and the

pulse frequency:

QCP = qNCP = I max
CP

Aeff
G f

= qDitΔECP, (2.32)

where N max
CP is the number of pumped charges per area and pulse period.

The upper (E e
em) and lower (E h

em) boundary of the active energy interval ΔECP may be derived from

the equations of the SRH theory, yielding

E h
em = Ei −kBT ln

ΔVG,pulse

νth,hσhnitr(V CP
TH −V CP

FB )
, (2.33)

E e
em = Ei +kBT ln

ΔVG,pulse

νth,eσenitf(V
CP

TH −V CP
FB )

, (2.34)

where ΔVG,pulse is the gate pulse amplitude (ΔVG,pulse = VGH −VGB), νth,h and νth,e are the thermal

drift velocities of holes and electrons, σh and σe are the capture cross sections for electron and hole

capture, ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration, tf and tr are the fall and rise times of the trapezoidal

gate pulse and V CP
TH and V CP

FB are the charge pumping threshold and flat band voltages.

From Eq. 2.33 and Eq. 2.34, the scanned energy interval ΔECP may be calculated as

ΔECP = E e
em −E h

em = 2kBT ln
ΔVG,pulse

νthσni trtf(V
CP

TH −V CP
FB )

, (2.35)

where the particular thermal drift velocities and capture cross sections for holes and electrons have

been replaced by their average values νth and σ.

Following [41], the thermal drift velocity in Eq. 2.35 can be approximated as

νth = 3kBT

meff
, (2.36)

where meff is the effective mass of the particular carrier. The experimental determination of the cap-

ture cross section is typically performed using three level charge pumping [42,43], deep level transient

spectroscopy (DLTS) [44, 45], capacitance voltage (CV) sweeps [46] or from conductance measure-

ments [47]. Although the capture cross sections reported in literature vary considerably dependent on

the technique with which they have been determined, most authors report values between 10−14 cm2

and 10−16 cm2, the larger values corresponding typically to defect states located energetically close

to midgap, the smaller values are often associated with trap levels located closer to the band edges.

Some authors, i.e. [48], report that the capture cross sections of interface traps can may be considered

as constant over a wide temperature and energy range.
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Figure 2.7: In (a) constant base level and constant high level CP curves (solid lines) and their deriva-
tives (open symbols) are illustrated as a function of the gate bias. The measurement was performed
on a PMOS device (SM5P/30/H2) measured with a source/drain to substrate reverse bias of -0.2V at
a temperature of 20◦C. The charge pumping threshold and flatband voltages correspond to the gate
biases at which the derivatives are maximal. In (b) the measured CP threshold (full symbols) and
flatband voltages (open symbols) are illustrated in a temperature range between -50◦C and 140◦C.

Following [41], the temperature dependent intrinsic carrier concentration is given by

ni = NCNV exp − EG

2kBT
, (2.37)

where NC is the effective density of states in the conduction band and NV is the effective density of

states in the valence band.

In order to calculate the active energy interval ΔECP for a particular device and different experimen-

tal setups, the charge pumping related threshold V CP
TH and flatband V CP

FB voltages have to be deter-

mined experimentally from constant base level and constant high level charge pumping measure-

ments. The method is described in detail in [49]. Fig. 2.7 (a) shows constant base level (ICP(VGH))

and constant high level (ICP(VGL)) charge pumping measurements performed on a PMOS device

(SM5P/30/H2) measured with a source/drain to substrate reverse bias of -0.2V at a temperature of

20◦C. The charge pumping related threshold voltage V CP
TH corresponds to the gate voltage at which

the slope of the ICP(VGH) curve has its maximum (numerical derivative illustrated by open triangles),

the charge pumping related flatband voltage V CP
FB corresponds to the gate voltage at which the slope of

the ICP(VGL) curve has its maximum (numerical deviation illustrated by open diamonds). The same

procedure has been performed for different temperatures ranging from -50◦C to 140◦C and the re-

sults for V CP
TH and V CP

FB are illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (b) showing that the difference between V CP
TH and V CP

FB

shrinks with increasing temperature. This is due to the fact that the intrinsic carrier concentration

(cf. Eq. 2.37) increases exponentially with the temperature, providing at higher temperatures a suf-

ficiently large carrier concentration for trap filling already in weaker inversion, and accumulation,

respectively.
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Figure 2.8: In (a) the emission boundaries E h
em (full symbols) and E e

em (open symbols) are illustrated
as a function of temperature for three different rising/falling slopes of 10V/µs (diamonds), 1V/µs
(triangles) and 0.1V/µs (squares). In (b) the resulting active energy intervals ΔECP are depicted as a
function of temperature.

When inserting the thermal drift velocities (Eq. 2.36) and intrinsic carrier densities (Eq. 2.37) as well

as the measured charge pumping threshold and flatband voltages into Eq. 2.33 and Eq. 2.34, we may

calculate the charge pumping emission boundaries E e
em and E h

em for different experimental setups

as a function of the temperature. The results for three different rising/falling slopes of the gate pulse

ranging from 10V/µs to 0.1V/µs are illustrated in Fig. 2.8 (a) assuming a medium capture cross section

of σ = 10−15 cm2. The result demonstrates that the emission boundaries approach the band edges

with lowering the measurement temperature (due to ni) and with steeper rise and fall edges of the gate

pulses. In particular, when measuring at -50◦C using rising/falling slopes of 10V/µs, the detectable

energy interval ΔECP covers nearly the entire silicon bandgap, the emission boundaries being then

only about 100mV away from the silicon band edges. When measuring at higher temperatures using

less steep rising/falling slopes, the active energy range becomes continuously narrower mapping then

only a very small area around midgap. The development of ΔECP being symmetrically around midgap

when using a symmetrical pulse shape, is illustrated as a function of temperature in Fig. 2.8 (b).

2.2.2 Energetic mismatch between the CP technique and the static DC approach

When applying charge pumping in order to estimate the interface state dependent contribution to

the drain current degradation measured under DC bias conditions, it is necessary to convert the stress

induced increase of the CP current (ΔICP) as well as the stress induced increase of the pumped charge

(ΔQmax
CP ), correctly into a corresponding interface state dependent threshold voltage shift (ΔV it

TH). The

conversion is generally not straight-forward if the energy interval of charged defects under DC bias

conditions (cf. ΔEQ in Eq. 2.25) does not coincide with the active energy interval profiled during

charge pumping (cf. ΔECP in Eq. 2.35).
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Figure 2.9: In (a) the energy mismatch between a charge pumping measurement (ΔECP; left hand
side) and a DC drain current measurement (ΔEQ; right hand side) is illustrated schematically for a
PMOS device biased in inversion. In (b) the analytically derived weight factors κVTH (cf. Eq. 2.41) are
plotted as a function of the temperature for three different rising/falling slopes: 10V/µs (diamonds),
1V/µs (triangles) and 0.1V/µs (squares).

The situation is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.9 (a) where ΔECP is depicted on the left hand side

and ΔEQ is illustrated on the right hand side. The energy interval ΔECP may be adjusted experimen-

tally by varying the shape of the gate pulse and the temperature. In particular, ΔECP is independent

of the charge state of the interface traps and generally contains information about parts of both the

upper and lower half of the silicon bandgap when using a symmetrical pulse shape. By contrast, when

measuring the drain current at a constant gate bias, ΔEQ and the obtained threshold voltage shift are

governed by the current Fermi level position during read-out and by the net charge state of electrically

active interface states, cf. Eq. 2.25.

Fig. 2.9 (a) suggests that a reliable comparison of the charge pumping signal and the DC drain current

measurement can only be achieved when taking the energetic mismatch either quantitatively into

account (i.e. by a weight factor) or alternatively when tuning both measurement techniques in way

so that their energy intervals overlap.

Assuming a homogeneous distribution of interface traps across the entire silicon bandgap, we may

consider the energy mismatch illustrated in Fig. 2.9 (a) by means of a weight factor (κ):

ΔV it
TH = ΔQit

COX
= qΔDitΔEQ

COX
= ΔEQ

ΔECP

ΔI max
CP

Aeff
G f COX

= κ
ΔI max

CP

Aeff
G f COX

. (2.38)

Assuming the PMOS transistor is biased at its physical threshold voltage (cf. Eq. 2.4), the Fermi level

position may be approximated as

E VTH
F = Ei −kBT ln

ND

ni
, (2.39)
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yielding for ΔEQ at the threshold voltage

ΔE VTH
Q = kBT ln

ND

ni
. (2.40)

From Eq. 2.35 and Eq. 2.40 we may derive an analytic expression for the weight factor at the threshold

voltage of the device:

κVTH =
ΔE VTH

Q

ΔECP
= 1

2

ln
ND

ni

ln
ΔVG,pulse

νthσni trtf(V
CP

TH −V CP
FB )

. (2.41)

In Fig. 2.9 (b) the weight factor κVTH is plotted as a function of the temperature for three different

rising/falling slopes.

It has to be pointed out that the weight factor approach implies that the distribution of interface states

within the silicon bandgap is uniform. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, this is a very crude approxi-

mation since real density of state profiles have rather a U-shape which is more or less symmetrically

around midgap [50]. In particular, when ΔEQ and ΔECP are significantly misaligned, the weight factor

approach may introduce a large error due to the non-uniformity of the DOS profile.

The best way allowing a reliable conversion without making any assumptions on the density of state

profile is to align ΔEQ and ΔECP in advance. By combining the results of Eq. 2.34 and Eq. 2.39, we may

derive an appropriate specification for the rising slope of the gate pulse in order to make the lower

emission boundary (E h
em) coinciding with the Fermi level position at the threshold voltage (E VTH

F ):

ΔVG,pulse

tr
= νth,hσhND(V CP

TH −V CP
FB ). (2.42)

We may derive a second specification for the falling slope of the gate pulse in order to adjust the upper

emission boundary (E e
em) to the amphoteric transition level of the interface states which is assumed

to be Ei:

ΔVG,pulse

tf
= νth,eσeni(V

CP
TH −V CP

FB ). (2.43)

The calculated rising and falling slopes leading to a 100% overlap of ΔECP and ΔEQ at the threshold

voltage of the device are illustarted in Fig. 2.10 (a) as a function of the temperature. In Fig. 2.10 (b), the

corresponding rise and fall times have been calculated assuming a pulse amplitude of 1V. Accord-

ing to Fig. 2.10, a 100% overlap would require a considerable assymetric pulse shape, the rising slope

being much steeper than the falling slope. In principle, such a pulse shape can be generated by a con-

ventional pulse generator, however, due to the large fall time, the pulsing frequency would become

too small in order to achieve a reasonable measurement resolution of the maximum charge pumping

current (cf. Eq. 2.31) making the measurement procedure unfeasible on MOS devices having typical

device geometries.
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Figure 2.10: Fig. (a) illustrates the rising and falling slopes of a designed gate pulse making the energy
intervals ΔECP and ΔEQ coinciding at the threshold voltage of the device. For the calculation a donor
doping density of ND = 1016 cm−3 and a unique capture cross section of σh = σe = 10−15 cm2 were
assumed. Fig. (b) shows the corresponding rise and fall times assuming a pulse amplitude of 1V.

A reasonable compromise between the weight factor approach and the unfeasible 100% overlap may

be achieved by assuming a symmetrical density of state profile of interface traps around midgap.

When doing so, we can use a symetrical pulse setup again, the rising and falling slopes being ad-

justed to make the lower emission boundary E h
em coinciding with the Fermi level position EF which

guarantees at least that the whole range of ΔEQ is covered by ΔECP. Considering further that a com-

parable energy range in the upper half of silicon bandgap is profiled, the weight factor κ becomes 1/2.

Thus, except for the symmetry assumption, no additional approximation on the shape of the density

of state profile has to be made in order to accomplish the conversion from ΔICP to ΔV it
TH which is a

considerable improvement in comparison to the uncorrelated weight factor approach.
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3
Dynamics of NBTI degradation and recovery

WHEN subjecting a PMOS device to NBTS, the amount of degradation is reported to increase grad-

ually as a function of stress time, electric field and temperature, leading to a characteristic

reduction of the MOSFET performance. However, once the stress bias is removed, at least a certain

fraction of the total VTH shift is reported to recover very quickly, making the delay between the point

of time of stress termination and the first measured point recorded at the threshold voltage of the

device (tR) an important parameter, which crucially determines the amount of degradation detected

at the end of stress (tS). The degradation and the recovery of the threshold voltage shift may be ap-

proximated empirically by power-laws:

ΔVTH(tS, tR) = AS(EOX,S,TS)t nS
S − AR(VGR,TR)t nR

R = ASt nS
S 1− AR

AS

t nR
R

t nS
S

, (3.1)

where the pre-factors AS(EOX,S,TS) and AR(EOX,R,TR) are reported to depend on the oxide field during

stress (EOX,S) and recovery (EOX,R) as well as on the stress temperature (TS) and the recovery tempera-

ture (TR). The power-law exponents nS and nR determine the degradation and recovery dynamics as

a function of the stress (tS) and the recovery time (tR). nS and nR are extracted from the slope of the

VTH shift in a double-logarithmic plot ΔV S
TH vs. tS, and ΔV R

TH vs. tR respectively. Note that the second

term in Eq. 3.1 accounts for power-law-like recovery after interrupting the stress phase. It may be

neglected when the stress time (tS) exceeds the measurement delay (tR) by far (provided the overall

dynamics of degradation and recovery are similar).

Long-term degradation (tS ≥ 1 − 10s) is reported to follow a typical power-law-like increase with

0.1 < nS < 0.4. On the other hand, short-term degradation (tS < 1s) and recovery show much smaller

power-law exponents (nS and nR ≤ 0.1), allowing to approximate Eq. 3.1 by logarithmic time depen-
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3. DYNAMICS OF NBTI DEGRADATION AND RECOVERY

dences. This can be easily demonstrated by expanding the power-law relations in Eq. 3.1 in Taylor

series around small values of tS0 > 0, and tR0 > 0, respectively, yielding

ΔVTH(tS, tR) ≈ ASt nS
S0 − ARt nR

R0 +nS AS log
tS

tS0
−nR AR log

tR

tR0
, (3.2)

≈ log
t BR

R0 t BS
S

t BS
S0 t BR

R

, (3.3)

where BS = nS AS is the degradation rate and BR = nR AR is the recovery rate in mV/decade. Assuming

NBTI to be caused by hole trapping within the gate oxide (as it is possibly the case for short stress

times), tS0 and tR0 can be approximated by the minimum capture time constant τc0 and the minimum

emission time constant τe0 at the particular stress/relax conditions after Huard et al. [51]. Universality

of recovery traces (ΔVTH vs. tS/tR) recorded at different stress times has been demonstrated by Grasser

et al. in [52] and may be obtained when assuming BS = BR and tS0 = tR0 tS and tR, yielding the

following simplified expression for the threshold voltage shift:

ΔVTH(tS, tR) ≈ BR(EOX,S,TS,EOX,R,TR) log 1+ tS

tR
. (3.4)

When neglecting recovery (tR ≈ 0), we may derive the degradation dynamics from Eq. 3.2 as follows:

ΔVTH(tS,0) =ΔV OTF
TH (tS) ≈ BS(EOX,S,TS) log

tS

tS0
. (3.5)

In [53] universal scalability of the short-term and long-term degradation and the recovery has been

demonstrated for different stress fields, temperatures and oxide thicknesses suggesting either a single

mechanism or at least tightly coupled phenomena to be responsible for NBTI induced degradation

and recovery.

The dynamics of both branches, namely the evolution of the degradation as a function of the stress

time, field and temperature and the evolution of the recovery as a function of the recovery time, field

and temperature, are very important indicators used to evaluate the NBTI stability of a technology

and to check theoretical predictions derived from particular physical models. Since degradation usu-

ally follows a power-law with nS > 0.1 (except for short stress times) which cannot be perceived as

log-like, it is typically described by the pre-factor AS and/or the power-law exponent nS. On the other

hand, (at least when being far away from recovery saturation) relaxation usually follows a power-

law with nR ≤ 0.1 which is similar to log-like. Hence, the recovery rate per decade (pre-factor BR) in

mV/dec (when measuring VTH) recovery or in A/dec (when measuring CP current recovery) can be

used to fully describe relaxation dynamics.

In this chapter, different techniques are presented which allow to investigate the dynamics of de-

fect generation and recovery under AC and DC bias conditions as a function of stress time, recovery

time, temperature and electric field. By means of case studies performed optionally on thin high–κ

and/or thick SiO2 devices, fundamental experimental signatures of NBTI are revealed helping to catch

a glimpse of the multi-faceted features and complexity of the problem.
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Figure 3.1: A schematic illustration of the gate and drain bias conditions applied during MSM (a) and
OTF (b). When performing MSM (a), the drain current degradation and recovery is monitored after
subsequent stress runs typically at the threshold voltage of the device (open squares) thereby inter-
rupting the stress phase repeatedly by switching the gate bias from the stress level (VGS,stress) to the
VTH. The stress-recovery intervals usually follow a geometric progression where the stress time equals
the recovery time. For calculating the VTH shift the virgin drain current (full square) is taken as a refer-
ence. When performing OTF (b), the drain current degradation is measured directly under stress bias
conditions making the measurement recovery-free (tR = 0s). The first current value recorded under
stress conditions (I OTF

D0 ; full square) is taken as a reference for calculating the VTH shift.

3.1 Static MSM and OTF

So far, the two most frequently used measurement techniques for evaluating NBTI dynamics during

stress and recovery are the classical measure/stress/measure (MSM) technique and the OTF mea-

surement method [54]. Both techniques have certain advantages and drawbacks making the method

of choice dependent on the particular problem [55, 56]. The biasing conditions applied during static

MSM and OTF are schematically depicted in Fig. 3.1.

When applying the MSM technique, a single device is usually stressed repeatedly with increasing

stress (tS) and recovery times (tR) following a geometric progression. Thereby it is usually assumed

that the amount of defect relaxation occurring during the last recovery period is fully restored at the

end of the subsequent longer-lasting stress run. After each stress run, the gate bias is switched from

the stress level (VGS,stress) to the threshold voltage of the device. In parallel the drain bias is switched

from 0.0V to the particular read-out bias (VDS) initializing the drain current measurement I MSM
D as a

function of the recovery time tR, and the stress time tS, respectively. In the data analysis, the drain

current degradation (recorded at the threshold voltage) is converted into a corresponding VTH shift

(ΔV MSM
TH ) by assigning the degraded current values a corresponding gate voltage recorded at the virgin

device, cf. Chapter 2.

Hence, the MSM technique provides the feature to analyze VTH shifts as a function of the stress and

the recovery time, the gate bias being typically (but not necessarily) close to the threshold voltage of
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the device during read-out. One important drawback of the technique is the fact that the extracted

VTH shifts are always afflicted with an unknown amount of recovery occurring between the point of

time after removal of the stress bias and the first measurement of the drain current at the threshold

voltage of the device, cf. Eq. 3.1. For experimental reasons, the switching event and the following

measurement cannot be performed arbitrarily fast (≥ 1µs), leaving much room for speculation what

happens within the first couple of nanoseconds after terminating stress. Until now, only a few groups

claim that they seriously succeed in finding a plateau in their ΔVTH recovery curves at very early re-

covery times. By using the Ultra-Fast VT (UFV) measurement method [57], a minimum delay time

in the range of microseconds was achieved [58, 59]. Although quite promising, a possible explana-

tion for this observed plateau has been given in [60] as being due to the difficulty of synchronizing

the recovery time scale with the real end of stress. In most reported cases, however, the extracted

recovery curves are straight lines in a logarithmic time plot, indicating a very low starting time of the

recovery event which remains apparently inaccessible even when advancing toward the microsecond

regime [61].

When applying the OTF technique, the drain current degradation is monitored directly under stress

bias conditions, making the measurement procedure itself quasi recovery-free. At the moment the

gate bias is switched from the threshold voltage to the stress level (VGS,stress), the drain current mea-

surement is started instantaneously, with the read-out drain bias applied also during stress. In or-

der to convert the degraded drain currents recorded under stress bias conditions (I OTF
D ) into corre-

sponding VTH shifts (ΔV OTF
TH ), the first current value recorded at VGS,stress is usually considered as vir-

gin (I OTF
D0 ), yielding the following expression for the threshold voltage shift measured during OTF (cf.

Eq. 2.5):

ΔV OTF
TH (tS) ≈ (VGS −VTH)

I OTF
D (tS)− I OTF

D0

I OTF
D0

= (VGS −VTH)
ΔI OTF

D (tS)

I OTF
D0

. (3.6)

As opposed to the VTH shift measured at the actual threshold voltage of the device, ΔV OTF
TH contains a

parasitic component caused by mobility degradation (cf. 2.1.2) making it difficult to compare ΔV OTF
TH

and ΔVTH directly. In order to estimate the parasitic mobility impact of ΔV OTF
TH , the classical OTF tech-

nique has been extended to a so-called second level or three level OTF procedure were the gate voltage

is varied slightly around the stress bias VGS,stress every time a drain current measurement is required

allowing to estimate the variation of the transconductance around the stress voltage [54]. Besides the

mobility influence, the OTF technique suffers from an additional handicap concerning the definition

of the first measured drain current value ID,lin0: Eq. 3.6 assumes ID,lin0 to be the virgin drain current

at the stress voltage, however, when considering degradation and recovery as similarly fast, ID,lin0 is

actually already degraded to a certain degree, again leaving much room for speculation about what

happens in the first picoseconds after initiating stress [62]. From an application point of view, the OTF

technique is only feasible when studying thin oxide technologies having their stress biases (VGS,stress)

not far away from their threshold voltages (VTH). This is because the signal vs. noise resolution of the

relative drain current degradation decreases linearly when increasing the gate voltage overdrive, cf.

Eq. 2.5.
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Figure 3.2: Degradation (open diamonds) and recovery (full diamonds) of the threshold voltage shift
recorded for 100s at 125◦C on a 1.5nm high–κ PMOS device (HK2P/1.5/1). In (a), the VTH shifts are
illustrated in a lin-lin plot, in (b), the same data is illustrated in a log-log plot. The threshold voltage
shift during stress (VGS,stress = -2.0V) was calculated using Eq. 3.6. ID,lin0 was measured 10ms after
applying stress. The threshold voltage shift during recovery (VGS,rec = -0.3V) was calculated by ref-
erencing the degraded drain current measured at VTH to the virgin transfer curve. Between the last
measured point under stress conditions and the first measured point under recovery conditions there
is a 24mV gap which may be attributed to a mobility component in ΔV OTF

TH and to fast recovery within
the first 10ms after removal of stress.

In order to demonstrate the dynamics of NBTI stress and recovery, a 1.5nm high–κ PMOS device

equipped with a p++ gate poly (HK2P/1.5/1) was stressed for 100s at 125◦C using a stress voltage of

-2.0V, cf. Fig. 3.2. Following Eq. 1.7, -2.0V corresponds to an oxide field of approximately 6.6MV/cm.

During the stress period, the linear drain current (VDS = -0.1V) was monitored and ΔV OTF
TH was cal-

culated using Eq. 3.6. ID,lin0 was measured 10ms after applying the stress bias. Subsequently to the

stress phase, the gate bias was switched to the threshold voltage of the device (-0.3V) recording the

linear drain current then under recovery bias conditions. During recovery, ΔV MSM
TH was calculated by

referencing the degraded drain current to a gate voltage corresponding to the virgin transfer curve. As

can be seen in Fig. 3.2 (a), during stress the threshold voltage shift (ΔV OTF
TH ) increases rapidly achiev-

ing 44mV after 100s stress. At that moment, the stress bias is switched from -2.0V to -0.3V, the ob-
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tained threshold voltage shift measured under recovery conditions (ΔV MSM
TH ) is considerably reduced

by 24mV within the first 10ms after removal of the stress bias. The large ΔVTH gap between the last

measured point ofΔV OTF
TH and the first measured point ofΔV R

TH indicates fast recovery, although prob-

ably not the entire 24mV gap may be attributed to trap annealing since ΔV OTF
TH is likely to contain an

offset caused by mobility degradation.

Fig. 3.2 (b) illustrates that both ΔV OTF
TH and ΔV MSM

TH increase and decrease more or less linearly in a

double logarithmic diagram indicating a power-law-like correlation between degradation and stress

time (tS) as well as between relaxation and recovery time (tR) as suggested in Eq. 3.1. Note that due

to the small power-law factor associated with recovery, we may describe the relaxation branch also as

being log-like with a recovery rate of BR = -3.0mV/dec. The power-law factor measured during OTF

stress (nOTF
tot ) is found to be 0.18 which is pretty close to the factor 1/6 often reported in literature. The

kink in the stress curve visible at early stress times may be a consequence of the fact that ID,lin0, mea-

sured 10ms after applying the stress bias, is actually already degraded to a certain degree, distorting

the ΔV OTF
TH shift evaluation in particular at the beginning of the stress phase where the overall VTH

degradation is low.

3.2 CP MSM and OFIT

Besides the conventional static MSM and OTF techniques discussed in Section 3.1, recently similar

methods including gate pulsing periods for charge pumping have been developed [63, 64]. During

a CP MSM or on-the-fly interface trapping (OFIT) measurement, the gate junction is either pulsed

continuously during stress and recovery or just occasionally for a short time when a CP measurement

is performed. In the following, the first method, where the gate junction is pulsed continuously, will

be indicated as pulsed CP MSM and pulsed OFIT while the latter method, where the gate junction

is pulsed exclusively when measuring the CP current, will be denoted as interrupted CP MSM and

interrupted OFIT. The gate biasing conditions applied during various kinds of CP MSM and OFIT are

schematically depicted in Fig. 3.3. The stress-recovery intervals may follow a geometric progression

in a similar way as discussed for the static MSM experiment.

Typically the base levels of the gate pulses (VGB < V CP
FB ) are chosen identically during CP MSM and

OFIT. The high levels of the gate pulses during OFIT (V S
GH) equal the former static stress voltage

(VGS,stress) subjecting the device periodically to electrical stress while measuring in parallel the CP

current under stress conditions (I OFIT
CP ). In [64] it was claimed that using the OFIT procedure the mea-

surement is recovery free. The high levels of the gate pulse during CP MSM (V R
GH) correspond to a gate

bias which exceeds V CP
TH in order to measure the maximum CP current but does not subject the device

to stress during the measurement of I MSM
CP . During the CP MSM procedure the device is assumed to

recover.

During OFIT, the stress phase is periodically interrupted since the gate junction has to be pulsed

toward accumulation in order to enable CP. The number of stress interruption events (accumulation

phases) is considerably increased when performing pulsed OFIT as when applying interrupted OFIT.
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Figure 3.3: A schematic illustration of the gate bias conditions applied during ‘pulsed CP MSM’ (a),
‘pulsed OFIT’ (b), ‘interrupted OFIT’ (c) and ‘interrupted CP MSM’ (d). When performing ‘pulsed
CP MSM’ (a) or ‘interrupted CP MSM’ (d), the charge pumping current (I MSM

CP ) is monitored under
recovery conditions right after stress by pulsing the gate junction periodically between accumulation
(|VGB| < V CP

FB ) and inversion ( V R
GH > V CP

TH ). When performing pulsed OFIT (b) or interrupted OFIT
(c), the CP current (I OFIT

CP ) is recoded directly under stress conditions by pulsing the gate junction
between accumulation and inversion thereby extending the high level of the gate pulse to the stress
voltage VGS,stress. In order to scan a similar energy range during ‘CP MSM’ and ‘OFIT’, the rising/falling
times of the gate pulses have to be adjusted appropriately in order to provide identical pulse slopes.

As a result, the total amount of degradation at the end of stress is decreased in comparison to an

uninterrupted static stress experiment. To suppress recovery as efficiently as possible during OFIT,
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the duty cycle during pulsed stress may be extended from 50% to 99%, thereby minimizing the time

in accumulation where recovery may occur.

During CP MSM (Fig. 3.3 (a) and (d)) and during interrupted OFIT (Fig. 3.3 (c)) the effective stress time

equals roughly the accumulated sum of the DC stress phases. During pulsed OFIT (Fig. 3.3 (b)), the

effective stress time (t eff
S ) is defined by the accumulated time intervals where the stress bias (VGS,stress)

is applied:

t eff
S = f (tW − tr)tS ≈ duty cycle [%]

100
tS, (3.7)

where tW is the pulse width, tr is the rise time and f is the gate pulsing frequency. The effective stress

time (t eff
S ) yields approximately half of the actual stress time (tS) when using a symmetrical pulse

shape (duty cycle 50%).

The degradation of the CP current during CP MSM (ΔI MSM
CP ) and OFIT (ΔI OFIT

CP ) is typically calculated

by subtracting the virgin CP current measured under CP MSM biasing conditions (I MSM
CP0 ):

ΔI MSM
CP = I MSM

CP − I MSM
CP0 , (3.8)

ΔI OFIT
CP = I OFIT

CP − I MSM
CP0 . (3.9)

Note that the degradation of the CP current is calculated for both ΔI MSM
CP and ΔI OFIT

CP by referencing to

the virgin CP current recorded under CP MSM biasing conditions (I MSM
CP0 ). This approach is consider-

ably different from the one applied during static OTF where the stress induced increase of the drain

current (ΔI OTF
D ) is referenced to the first drain current value measured under stress conditions (I OTF

D0 ).

A mandatory requirement for referencing to I MSM
CP0 when calculating ΔI OFIT

CP is, to arrange the pulse

shapes in a way so that the profiled energy ranges during CP MSM and OFIT coincide, cf. Eq. 3.10.

This yields a better agreement but is still not completely correct since Eq. 2.35 does not consider the

field dependence of different contributing defects. Eq. 2.35 implies a specific rule for aligning the

pulse shapes in order to fix the gate pulsing slopes and hence ΔECP:

ΔV S
G,pulse

ΔV R
G,pulse

= V S
GH −VGB

V R
GH −VGB

= t S
r

t R
r
= t S

f

t R
f

. (3.10)

In order to demonstrate the dynamics of interface state creation and recovery, the 1.5nm high–κ

PMOS device (HK2P/1.5/1) was stressed for an effective stress time of 100s at 125◦C using a stress

voltage of -2.0V (oxide field approximately 6.6MV/cm). Following the stress phase, a 100s lasting

recovery phase was recorded. Four different experiments according to the four stress-relax modes

discussed in Fig. 3.3 were performed on different devices having the same geometry. The results are

summarized in Fig. 3.4: left hand side – linear scale; right hand side – logarithmic scale. During OFIT,

the CP current was measured by pulsing the gate junction between +0.75V and -2.0V, recording in

parallel the CP current I OFIT
CP . During CP MSM, the gate bias was pulsed between +0.75V and -0.75V,

recording in parallel the CP current I MSM
CP . During stress and recovery a symmetrical pulse shape was

used with a duty cycle of 50%, a gate pulsing frequency of 2MHz and rising/falling slopes of 20V/µs.
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Figure 3.4: Degradation (open symbols) and recovery (full symbols) of the CP current measured in
different CP modes for 100s at 125◦C on different 1.5nm high–κ PMOS devices (HK2P/1.5/1). On
the left hand side, the data is plotted on a lin-lin scale (lines correspond to power-law fits), on the
right hand side on a log-log scale (lines correspond to log(tR) fits). Open diamonds reflect the un-
corrected data, open triangles reflect the OFIT data corrected by the gate leakage currents and oxide
charges. Full diamonds illustrates CP current recovery measured in the ‘CP MSM’ mode. Device (a)
was stressed in the ‘pulsed CP MSM’ mode, device (b) in the ‘pulsed OFIT’ mode, device (c) in the
‘interrupted OFIT’ mode and device (d) in the ‘interrupted CP MSM’ mode.
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Device (a) was stressed in the ‘pulsed CP MSM’ mode, recording the CP current recovery ΔI MSM
CP dur-

ing continuous gate pulsing following a 100s DC stress phase. After terminating stress, the first mea-

sured CP current value was recorded with a time delay of 40ms. Similar as observed forΔV MSM
TH during

static MSM (cf. Fig. 3.2 (b)), the CP recovery follows a log(tR) dependence, yielding a CP relaxation

rate (B CP
R ) of -59pA/dec.

Device (b) was stressed in the ‘pulsed OFIT’ mode, recording the CP current degradation ΔI OFIT
CP dur-

ing pulsed stress (effective stress time 100s) and ΔI MSM
CP during the subsequent 100s pulsed recovery

phase. Both, degradation and recovery, follow a power-law, however, with different exponents consis-

tent with Fig. 3.2. The first measured CP current after initializing OFIT was recorded with an effective

time delay of 40ms. As can be seen in Fig. 3.2 (b) (left hand side), the uncorrected OFIT data (open

diamonds) shows a significant offset (≈ 71pA) at the very beginning and at the end of the stress phase.

In fact, this initial increase accounts already for 40% of the total degradation (187pA) obtained at the

end of the 100s lasting stress phase. Li et al. [64] attributed this initial offset to fast interface state cre-

ation at the very beginning of the degradation phase. Similarly, when switching from the pulsed OFIT

mode to the pulsed CP MSM mode at the end of stress, a comparable decrease of 55pA is obtained

within the first 40ms of recovery suggesting fast interface state repassivation as well when terminat-

ing stress. In order to check whether these initial offsets are actually caused by fast interface state

degradation and recovery dynamics, as suggested by Li et al. in [64], we studied the OFIT and CP

MSM technique in considerable detail [65]. Within this study we demostrated that the CP current is

not stable once reaching the inversion regime, but keeps increasing slightly due to slow oxide traps

increasingly contributing to the substrate current at elevated electric fields. Hence, data recorded

during OFIT and CP MSM are not comparable in a straight-forward manner even when adjusting the

rising/falling slopes in order to scan the same energy interval, cf. Eq. 3.10. By properly taking the con-

tribution of oxide traps into account, we demonstrated [65] that no considerable fast degradation and

recovery of interface states occurs at the very beginning and at the end of the stress phase revealing

the major fraction of the obtained offsets between OFIT and CP MSM as a measurement artifact. Af-

ter subtracting gate leakage currents and oxide trap contributions, we obtain a set of corrected OFIT

data (open triangels) which displays considerably reduced offsets and different power-law dynamics:

uncorrected data: nstr
CP = 0.12; corrected data: nstr

CP = 0.19. The relaxation rate associated with recovery

during pulsed CP MSM (B CP
R ) yields -11pA/dec which is considerably smaller than the one obtained

in experiment (a) following DC stress. A further remarkable aspect of Fig. 3.4 may be found in the ob-

servation that the absolute amount of degradation obtained after NBTS is considerable larger when

applying a constant stress bias (a) than when applying pulsed stress (OFIT), although both devices

were stressed for the same effective stress time. In fact, the increase of the CP current measured 40ms

after terminating stress is 349pA after constant bias stress but only 133pA (≈ 38%) after pulsed stress,

indicating that interface state creation proceeds much more efficiently under DC bias conditions.

Device (c) was stressed in the ‘interrupted OFIT’ mode, recording the CP current ΔI OFIT
CP by sporadi-

cally interrupting the constant bias stress phase at -2.0V by short (280ms) lasting OFIT pulses. Within

these 280ms, three OFIT CP current values were recorded, the first one after 40ms, the following

ones after a sampling interval of 100ms. During recovery, the CP currents ΔI MSM
CP were monitored

by interrupting the constant bias recovery phase at -0.75V occasionally by short (280ms lasting) CP
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MSM measurements (pulsing the gate junction between -0.75V and +0.75V). Within these 280ms,

three CP MSM CP current values were recorded, the first one after 40ms, the following ones after a

sampling interval of 100ms. The interruption cycles during stress are performed in the OFIT mode,

hence, they are supposed to be recovery free after [64]. Note that the overall degradation is much

larger as opposed to the ‘pulsed OFIT’ mode yielding a similar CP current at the end of interrupted

stress as obtained after DC stress in (a). During stress, we obtain the following power-law coefficients:

uncorrected data: nstr
CP = 0.21; corrected data: nstr

CP = 0.27 consistent with many studies dealing with

degradation dynamics of the interface [8,10,12]. The recovery rate (B CP
R ) measured in the ‘interrupted

CP MSM’ mode yields -30pA/dec which is again considerably smaller than the one obtained during

‘pulsed CP MSM’ in experiment (a) although the degradation level is similar at the end of stress. This

indicates that interface state recovery proceeds more readily when pulsing the gate junction contin-

uously during recovery.

Device (d) was stressed in the ‘interrupted CP MSM’ mode, recording the CP current ΔI MSM
CP as a func-

tion of the stress time by interrupting the constant bias stress phase at -2.0V by short (280ms) lasting

CP MSM measurements. The procedure is similar as the one described in (c), however, this time the

occasional measurements of the CP current during stress are performed in the CP MSM mode in-

troducing possibly some additional recovery, since the gate junction is not pulsed toward the stress

voltage during CP read-out. The subsequent recovery phase is performed identically as in (c) by in-

terrupting the constant bias recovery phase at -0.75V sporadically by short (280ms lasting) CP MSM

cycles (pulsing the gate junction between -0.75V and +0.75V). Although enhanced recovery might

be involved as a consequence of an active stress interruption, the technique has considerable ad-

vantages over the OFIT method since it does not require any corrections on the CP current measured

during the stress phase. The degradation and recovery dynamics are very similar as the ones obtained

for the corrected data in experiment (c) (nstr
CP = 0.25; B CP

R = -39pA/dec) indicating that gate pulsing in

the ‘CP MSM’ mode does not imply significantly more recovery than gate pulsing in the OFIT mode.

In order to check whether and how much recovery is involved in OFIT and/or CP MSM, we may an-

alyze the evolution of the CP currents measured during the 280ms stress interruption phases of the

‘interrupted OFIT’ and the ‘interrupted CP MSM’ experiment. The results are illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

Remarkably, both OFIT and CP MSM are affected with similar interface state recovery within the

280ms lasting interruption phases of the constant bias stress challenging the proposal that the OFIT

technique is actually recovery free. This statement holds at least for the used gate pulsing frequency

of 2MHz and a duty cycle of 50%. Applying this setup, the maximum time in accumulation where

recovery may proceed during OFIT is only 250ns within a single pulse periode. From this result we

conclude that interface state relaxation is accelerated by gate pulsing toward accumulation. Note that

the recovery rates (B CP
R ) increase with the overall amount of degradation.

On the other hand, interface state relaxation is suppressed very efficiently when maintaining the

gate bias constantly in inversion during recovery. To demonstrate this, we fade out the constant bias

phases of the ‘interrupted CP MSM’ measurement and string together the CP currents measured dur-

ing the 280ms interruption phases. The results are illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: The evolution of the CP current as a function of the accumulated pulsing time during
interrupted OFIT (a) and ‘interrupted CP MSM’ (b) stress (upper figures). The constant stress bias
phases between the 280ms CP intervals are omitted in the graphs. The lower illustrations show the
recovery rates (B CP

R ) extracted from log(tR) fits (solid lines in the upper figures) of the original data.
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Figure 3.6: The evolution of the CP current as a function of the accumulated pulsing time during
interrupted ‘CP MSM’ (open diamonds). For illustration purposes, the constant bias recovery phases
at -0.75V between the 280ms CP intervals were omitted. As a reference, the CP recovery within the
first 2.2s recorded in the ‘pulsed CP MSM’ (full diamonds) mode has been included, cf. Fig. 3.4 (a).

Following Fig. 3.6 (open diamonds), we obtain that CP current recovery proceeds efficiently only

during the gate pulsing periods. Within the intermediate constant bias phases at -0.75V, interface

state relaxation is almost negligible. In particular, when ignoring the constant bias recovery phases

in-between completely, one obtains similar recovery characteristics (B CP
R = -56pA/dec) as measured

during pulsed CP MSM (cf. Fig. 3.4 (a); B CP
R = -57pA/dec) where the gate is pulsed continuously (full

diamonds) after stress. Hence, the overall recovery rate associated with interface state relaxation cru-

cially depends on the way how the recovery cycle is performed. It is maximal when continuously

pulsing the gate junction and becomes increasingly lower with increasing the ratio of the constant

bias phases in-between. An exception to the rule is the ‘pulsed OFIT’ mode (cf. Fig. 3.4 (b)) where
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B CP
R is small (-11pA/dec) although the gate has been pulsed continuously during recovery. This may

be explained by the lower overall degradation level at the end of ‘pulsed stress’ which may be affected

already by a certain amount of recovery before switching to ‘pulsed CP MSM’ initiating the actual

relaxation cycle.

In order to highlight the independence of the interface state dynamics on the oxide thickness and

material, similar experiments have been performed on 30nm SiO2 PMOS devices equipped with n++

gate poly (SM6P/30/H1). The HV device was stressed for an effective stress time of 100s at 125◦C

using a stress voltage of -20.0V (oxide field approximately 6.3MV/cm). Following the stress phase,

a 100s recovery phase was recorded. The same four stress-relax modes discussed in Fig. 3.3 were

performed on four HV devices (SM6P/30/H1), having, however, a different geometry (gate oxide area)

as the previously discussed high–κdevices (HK2P/1.5/1). The results for the HV devices are illustrated

in Fig. 3.7: left hand side – linear scale; right hand side – logarithmic scale. During OFIT, the CP

current is measured by pulsing the gate junction between +2.0V and -20.0V recording in parallel the

CP current I OFIT
CP . During CP MSM the gate bias was pulsed between +2.0V and -2.0V recording in

parallel CP current I MSM
CP . We have again used a symmetrical pulse shape with a duty cycle of 50%, a

gate pulsing frequency of 125kHz and rising/falling slopes of 20V/µs. Due to the much larger pulse

amplitude during stress (22.0V), a lower gate pulsing frequency had to be applied in order to adjust

similar rising/falling slopes as applied to the high–κ device (HK2P/1.5/1) discussed previously.

By comparing the results of Fig. 3.7 to the results of Fig. 3.4, we obtain very good qualitative agreement

indicating that oxide thickness and material do not play a significant role in NBTI degradation and

recovery dynamics. Although the obtained power-law exponents of the SiO2 device (SM6P/30/H1)

and the high–κdevice (HK2P/1.5/1) differ slightly, the overall good correlation indicates that the basic

physical mechanisms behind NBTI are essentially the same when comparing thin high–κ and thick

SiO2 devices. The small discrepancies (larger power-law exponent nSTR
CP and lower recovery rate B CP

R

for the thick oxide devices) may be attributed to the different pulsing frequencies used to characterize

OFIT and CP MSM and naturally also to the fact that the tested wafers were fabricated in different

factories having undergone a completely different process flow.

3.3 Duty cycle dependence of NBTI degradation

As indicated in the previous chapter, recovery leads to less severe device degradation under AC opera-

tion compared to DC operation. This considerably prolongs the lifetime of MOSFETs in digital circuits

where the conventional static NBTI stress may lead to a significant underestimation of the NBTI life-

time [66–68]. In literature, the recovery effect occurring during the stress interruption phases is either

attributed to interface state passivation [66] or to hole emission from previously charged oxide de-

fects [8]. For instance, Chen et al. [66, 69] assumes that during stress, the interface acts as a hydrogen

source injecting hydrogen from Si–H bonds into the oxide after bond distortion while during recov-

ery the interface acts as a hydrogen sink recapturing hydrogen which diffuses immediately back to

the interface after terminating stress. Following [70], the power-law exponent is reported to be lower

for AC than for DC operation at least at sufficient large stress times.
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Figure 3.7: Degradation (open symbols) and recovery (full symbols) of the CP current measured in
different CP modes for 100s at 125◦C on different 30nm SiO2 PMOS devices (SM6P/30/H1). On the
left hand side the data is plotted in a lin-lin scale, on the right hand side in a log-log scale. Open
diamonds correspond to uncorrected data, open triangles correspond to OFIT data corrected by gate
leakage currents and oxide charges. Full diamonds illustrates CP current recovery measured in the
‘CP MSM’ mode. Device (a) was stressed in the ‘pulsed CP MSM’ mode, device (b) in the ‘pulsed
OFIT’ mode, device (c) in the ‘interrupted OFIT’ mode and device (d) in the ‘interrupted CP MSM’
mode.
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Figure 3.8: Duty cycle dependence of the CP current (a) and the VTH (b) degradation (open sym-
bols). The full symbols correspond to a related DC stress experiment performed on separate devices
using equivalent effective stress times. A hysteresis emerges between the AC stress and the DC stress
procedure accounting for a reduced degradation as a consequence of stress interruption.

The dynamic NBTI effect was found to depend on temperature and gate oxide thickness but not on

the stress frequency. The frequency independence was confirmed by several studies for the following

band widths: 0.5 – 100kHz by [69]; 2 – 20MHz by [70]; 1Hz – 2GHz by [71]; 10Hz – 2GHz by [72].

As opposed to the pulsing frequency, the gate voltage duty cycle (‘ON time’ divided by ‘total time’) is

reported to considerably influence the observed amount of degradation at the end of stress [70–72].

Most studies report a monotonic evolution of the degradation, with an apparent plateau around a

duty cycle of 50%.

In order to investigate the duty cycle dependence of NBTI, several PMOS devices (SM6P/30/H1) were

stressed at a frequency of 1kHz for 100s (100,000 pulses) at 125◦C with variable duty cycle ranging

from 0.1% to 100%, cf. Fig. 3.8 (open symbols). During AC stress, the gate junction was pulsed be-

tween 0.0V and -20.0V corresponding to an effective oxide field of approximately 6.3MV/cm during

the high phase of the gate pulses. During read-out, the gate junction was pulsed at a frequency of

500kHz (rising/falling slopes 20V/µs; duty cycle 50%) between +2.0V and -2.0V in order to record the

maximum CP current. Immediatly after terminating stress, the maximum CP current was monitored

with a minimum stress-measure delay of 40ms, cf. Fig. 3.8 (a) (open diamonds). Subsequently to

the CP measurement (total duration 1s), the ΔVTH degradation was recorded by monitoring the de-

graded drain current at -1.1V corresponding approximately to the threshold voltage of the device, cf.

Fig. 3.8 (b) (open triangles). Note that the effective stress time in seconds (t eff
S ) reflects the duty cycle

in [%] when stressing the device for 100s under AC bias conditions, cf. Eq. 3.7.

As can be seen in Fig. 3.8 (a) and (b), as a function of the duty cycle both the CP current and the VTH

shift show a ‘S’-like curve shape with a steep increase at low duty cycles (0.1% – 10%), a monotonic

development at intermediate duty cycles (10% – 90%) and another steep increase at high duty cycles

(90% – 100%). The results agree with the study of Fernández et al. [71] who applied AC stress pulses

with a frequency of 10kHz to 1.4nm silicon oxynitride (SiON) gate dielectrics and with the results of
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Huard et al. [72] who applied a stress pulsing frequency of 100kHz to 1.7nm plasma nitrided oxide

(PNO) gate dielectrics. Both referenced authors performed their experiments at 125◦C as well.

The first increase at low duty cycles in Fig. 3.8 (a) and (b) may be explained by the sharply rising ef-

fective stress times. The second increase at high duty cycles cannot be explained by this argument

since the effective stress time changes only by 10% when applying AC stress with duty cycles between

90% and 100%. On the other hand, when increasing the duty cycle, the effective relaxation periods

between the stress intervals decrease, providing less time for recovery during the repated stress inter-

ruption phases. Hence, the appearance of the second increase suggests that it is important whether

the entire stress phase is applied completely uninterrupted (DC) or interrupted (AC).

To elaborate this assumption in more detail, a second set of measurements was performed, where we

have stressed separate PMOS devices having the same geometry for an ‘equivalent’ DC stress time.

For example, stressing a device under AC bias conditions for 100s using a duty cycle of 10% corre-

ponds to an effective stress time of 10s which is compared in the following to a 10s lasting DC stress

experiment. The results gained from these ‘equivalent’ DC experiments are illustrated as full symbols

in Fig. 3.8 (a) and (b). When comparing the AC stress runs to the DC stress runs applied for the same

effective stress times, a hysteresis emerges, representing a reduced degradation as a consequence of

stress interruption and possibly involved recovery. Note that not before the recovery periods fall be-

low 10µs (duty cycle 99%) the hysteresis disappears, giving then similar results as during DC stress.

The experiment demostrates that interrupting the stress phase by only 10µs or even less is already

sufficient to influence the degradation dynamics considerably, which is consistent with the observa-

tion that OFIT is afflicted with recovery even when using a 2MHz pulsing frequency, cf. Fig. 3.5.

Note that the CP results (cf. Fig. 3.8 (a)) agree very well with the ΔVTH shifts (cf. Fig. 3.8 (b)) calculated

from the drain current degradation (they are proportional) indicating a strong correlation between

interface state creation and threshold voltage shift. Whether the obtained threshold voltage shifts

can be explained completely by the existence of charged interface traps remains an open question

which is going to be addressed in the following chapters.

In order to study the influence of the stress interruption time (tl) on degradation and recovery dy-

namics, we have performed additional AC stress experiments on different devices at 125◦C. In this

particular set of experiments we keep the low level recovery times (tl) of the gate pulses (0.0V) con-

stant, while the high level stress times (th) of the gate pulses (-20.0V) are increased always by a factor

10 after an effective stress time of 100s has elapsed. For example, beginning with a high level time

of th = 10−7 s and a constant low level time of tl = 10−6 s = 1µs (duty cycle 10%), the first stress run is

performed for 1,000s, corresponding to an effective stress time of 100s. The second stress run is per-

formed with th = 10−6 s and tl = 10−6 s (duty cycle 50%) for 200s, corresponding again to an effective

stress time of 100s and to a total effective stress time of 200s. The following stress runs (each lasting

for an effective stress time of 100s) are then performed serially on the same device with increasing th

until a total effective stress time of 1,000s is reached (last high level time th = 102 s). At the end of each

stress run, a CP measurement was performed for 1s and subsequently a drain current measurement

at -1.1V in order to monitor the stress and recovery induced evolution of interface state creation and

VTH shift.
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of the CP current (a) and the threshold voltage (b) degradation when perform-
ing AC stress with increasing stress intervals (th) and constant recovery intervals at 0.0V (tl). The full
black symbols correspond to a DC stress without stress interruption phases (tl = 0s). The gray shaded
symbols correspond to an AC stress with tl = 100ns and open symbols correspond to an AC stress
with 1µs. After an effective stress time of 100s has elapsed, the CP current is monitored for 1s giving
three points at 40ms, 100ms and 1s (a). After the CP measurement, the drain current degradation
is monitored in order to determine ΔVTH (b). 10 stress runs are performed on each device, thereby
increasing the high level stress phase (th) always by a factor of 10 from one stress run to the other, cf.
upper x-axis.

The experiment was performed on three different devices using different recovery intervals (tl) of 0.0s

(DC), 100ns and 1µs. The degradation of the CP current and the increase of the threshold voltage shift

are illustrated in Fig. 3.9 (a), and (b) respectively, as a function of the high level stress time (th) (upper

x-axis) and as a function of the effective stress time (lower x-axis) for the three different recovery

intervals (tl).

From Fig. 3.9 (a) it becomes obvious that a stress interruption phase of only 100ns is already sufficient

to suppress degradation considerably. A huge gap (indicated by the double arrows) arises between

the DC and the AC stress experiments which becomes narrower with increasing stress intervals in

comparison to the constant recovery intervals (increasing duty cycle). A second remarkable detail of

Fig. 3.9 (a) regards the CP recovery measured for 1s after each complete stress run (visualized by three

measurement points). Indeed, recovery is not observed before the stress interval exceeds the recovery

interval by at least a factor 100 indicating a correlation between the degradation and the recovery

rate. For instance, the device, subjected to AC stress with a low phase of 100ns, begins to recovery not

before the high level interval exceeds 10µs. On the other hand, the device, subjected to AC stress with

a low phase of 1µs, begins to recover not before the high level interval exceeds 100µs. Note that the

total amount of recovery obtained for DC stress (full symbols) is always the same independently of

the effective stress time and the degradation level. Again very good qualitative agreement is obtained

between the CP results depicted in Fig. 3.9 (a) and the VTH shifts illustrated in Fig. 3.9 (b).
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Based on the AC stress experiments discussed in this chapter we conclude that degradation is most

efficient under DC bias conditions. The longer the stress bias is applied without interruption, the

larger is the amount of degradation at the end of stress. Consequently, it is not the effective stress time

that governs degradation but the time interval where the stress bias is continuously applied. Inter-

rupting the stress phase by only 100µs turned out to be already sufficient to influence the degradation

dynamics considerably. Furthermore, a correlation between the time interval of uninterrupted stress

and CP current recovery was found. When applying AC stress, CP current recovery does not proceed

before the high level time exceeds the low level time by at least a factor of 100. Good qualitative agree-

ment between the CP current increase and the threshold voltage shift was demonstrated for various

AC stress conditions indicating that interface state creation plays a crucial role for the NBTI effect.

3.4 Temperature and oxide field – the driving forces of NBTI degradation

Having exemplary investigated in the previous sections the basic characteristics of time and duty cy-

cle dependence of degradation and recovery for a singe stress temperature (125◦C) and a single elec-

tric field (6.3MV/cm), we are going to extend the study in the following to different stress conditions

in order to draw fundamental conclusions on the temperature and field acceleration of NBTI. Fol-

lowing Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2, the crucial parameters necessary to fully describe the degradation branch

(ΔVTH(tS)) are the pre-factor AS(EOX,S,TS) corresponding to the VTH shift at tS = 1s and the power-law

exponent nS representing the slope of the degradation traces in a double-logarithmic plot ΔVTH(tS)

vs. tS. On the other hand, the recovery branch may be fully described by the recovery rate BR(VGR,TR)

alone, provided the relaxation traces follow a logarithmic time dependence (ΔVTH(tR) ∝ BR log10(tR)).

In this section we study only the dynamics of VTH degradation and recovery calculated from drain

current variations recorded at a gate voltage close to the threshold voltage of the device. In particular,

we abstain from analyzing the evolution of the CP current for different stress temperatures. Since the

energy range, profiled during a CP measurement (ΔECP), depends on the analyzing temperature (cf.

Eq. 2.35), it could eventually lead to misleading conclusions, when comparing CP currents recorded

at different temperatures. Consider that so far the simple MSM procedure is constrained to the limi-

tation that the stress temperature (TS) has to equal the recovery temperature (TR). A more elaborate

procedure allowing to overcome this constraint is presented in Chapter 6 which also includes a de-

tailed discussion of the temperature dynamics of the CP current.

All experiments discussed in this section are performed on different PMOS devices (SM6P/30/STD1).

Due to the fact that the static OTF procedure is unfeasible on 30nm HV devices and because of other

drawbacks (discussed in Section 3.1), we record the degradation dynamics by making use of the MSM

technique, thereby accepting some ‘undefined’ recovery when switching from the stress level (VGS) to

the read-out bias (-1.1V). The MSM procedure is performed by interrupting the DC stress phase once

in a while for a short interval of time where the drain current is recorded with a stress-measurement

delay is 10ms at -1.1V which is close to the threshold voltage of the device. After a total stress time of

6,000s has elapsed, a continuous recovery trace is measured for 1,000s in order to collect information

on the recovery dynamics as well.
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3.4.1 The role of the stress/recovery temperature

The first set of measurements addresses the temperature activation of the VTH shift and recovery. For

that seven devices were stressed at the same oxide field of 5.5MV/cm applying different stress/recovery

temperatures ranging from -60◦C to 200◦C, which corresponds to the full temperature range of our

thermo chuck.
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Figure 3.10: Threshold voltage degradation (a) and recovery (b) recorded for different stress and
recovery temperatures ranging from -60◦C to 200◦C (-60/50/100/125/150/175/200◦C), the stress field
being 5.5MV/cm. The data points in (a) and (b) are depicted as open symbols. The degradation
branches in (a) are illustrated in a double-logarithmic plot because their evolution follows a power-
law as indicated by the solid fit lines. The recovery branches in (b) are illustrated in a semi-logarithmic
time plot since their evolution follows a log(tR) dependence as indicated by the solid fit lines.
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Figure 3.11: Temperature dependent variation of the representative parameters of Fig. 3.10. The
values empirically describing the evolution of degradation are depicted in (a) (pre-factor AS) and (b)
(power-law exponent nS). (a1) is an Arrhenius plot and (a2) is a linear plot of AS. In (b) nS is found to
be more or less independent of the temperature, the error bars indicating the scattering of nS caused
by slight deviations of the data points from the perfect power-law-like evolution. The recovery rate
BR, which describes the relaxation branch, is depicted in (c). (c1) is an Arrhenius plot and (c2) is a
linear plot of BR.
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The data illustrating VTH degradation and recovery are depicted in Fig. 3.10 (a), and (b), respectively.

Fig. 3.10 (a) shows a power-law-like evolution of the degradation branch and Fig. 3.10 (b) a log-like

evolution of the recovery traces. It is obvious that elevated temperatures cause larger degradation

justifying the letter ‘T’ in NBTI.

For closer inspection, the data has been analyzed with respect to the temperature dependence of

the coefficients describing the degradation (AS and nS) and the recovery branch (BR). The results

are given in Fig. 3.11. Actually, the dependence of AS on T may be approximated either by an Ar-

rhenius law ∝ exp(−EA/kBT ) with EA = 13meV as suggested by Schroder et al. [10] and by Kaczer

et al. [27, 73, 74] or by a polynomial fit of second-order. Following Kaczer et al., an exponential rela-

tionship between the pre-factor AS and the stress temperature may be explained by considerations

regarding disorder controlled hydrogen diffusion kinetics. On the other hand, following Bindu et

al. [75], a polynomial T-dependence may be explained by inelastic oxide hole trapping, where the

linear contribution is assumed to account for the temperature dependent enhancement of the sur-

face hole concentration during stress and the quadratic contribution accounts for a multiphonon-

emission process which is assumed to govern threshold voltage degradation predominantly at low

stress times.

As opposed to the pre-factor AS, the power-law exponent nS is found to be temperature independent

which is clearly visible in Fig. 3.11 (b). The error bars consider the standard deviation of nS from

the proposed perfect power-law-like evolution of the degradation branch. The small deviations are

likely due to parasitic recovery occurring within the short time delay between removal of stress and

the actual measurement (10ms). It has to be emphasized that the observation of a temperature inde-

pendent power-law exponent is in contradiction to some proposed NBTI models in literature, where

it has been suggested that at least the dynamics of interface state creation are supposed to produce

temperature dependent power-law exponents due to either dispersive hydrogen diffusion within the

oxide [27, 73, 74] or (according to an alternative model) due to dispersive reaction kinetics [8] con-

trolling hydrogen release from Si–H bonds at the interface. We remark that those conclusions were

drawn either from MSM experiments suffering from a considerably larger stress-measure delay than

ours’ [12, 73] or from CP current measurements [8] which profile different ranges within the silicon

bandgap when performed at different temperatures, cf. Fig. 2.8. In agreement with our findings,

Alam et al. have demonstrated in [76] that the temperature dependence of the power-law exponent

disappears (at least for thin oxide technologies) when applying the ‘recovery free’ OTF technique.

Fig. 3.11 (c1) and (c2) show the recovery rates BR as a function of T in an Arrhenius plot, and in a

linear plot, respectively. Within the time scale of our experiment BR follows apparently a log(tR) de-

pendence. Except for the data recorded at -60◦C, the recovery rates are found to be only weakly tem-

perature dependent, yielding a universal recovery rate of approximately -3.0mV/dec, similar to the

one obtained for the high–κ device (HK2P/1.5/1) in Fig. 3.2. The evolution of the pre-factor BR as a

function of temperature may be described best by a second-order polynomial fit (cf. Fig. 3.2 (c2)).

The Arrhenius-like exponential approximation gives unsatisfactory results. Note that the universal

recovery rate of -3.0mV/dec does not necessarily imply that recovery is generally temperature in-

dependent considering that the prior stress phase was performed at variable temperatures as well,

leading to different points of origin of the individual recovery traces.
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In order to study the phenomenon in a more sophisticated way, it would be highly expedient to have

a technique available which allows to bring devices to the same degradation level (by stressing them

under the same oxide field and temperature) but monitor their recovery at arbitrary relaxation tem-

peratures. A tool being able to switch the device temperature with maximum precision within a min-

imum of time would have the power to overrule the so far strict constraint that the stress temperature

has to equal the recovery temperature. Such a tool was found in the so-called ‘in-situ polyheater’

technique. The implementation, calibration and application of particularly designed polyheater was

one of the main achievements of this PhD thesis, allowing to investigate the influence of temperature

on NBTI degradation and recovery in an unprecedented manner. The technique is introduced and

utilized in Chapter 6.

3.4.2 The role of the stress field

The second set of measurements addresses the field activation of VTH degradation and its implication

on recovery. Again, seven different PMOS devices (SM6P/30/STD1) were stressed, however, this time

a unique temperature of 100◦C was applied, but varying the stress field from 4.5MV/cm to 7.2MV/cm.

The data illustrating VTH degradation and recovery are depicted in Fig. 3.12 (a), and (b), respectively.

As already obtained previously for different stress temperatures, Fig. 3.12 (a) reflects a power-law-like

evolution of the degradation branch for different stress fields as well and Fig. 3.12 (b) the log(tR) like

evolution of the recovery traces. An exception to the rule in found for the 7.2MV/cm data which be-

gins to deviate considerably from the power-law-like characteristic after 1,000s of stress, indicating

the onset of a different degradation mechanism. At elevated stress biases (fields) a larger amount of

degradation is observed, justifying the letter ‘B’ in NBTI. An important difference to the temperature

characteristics in Fig. 3.10 regards the shape of the recovery traces recorded at -1.1V after electri-

cal stress at different fields. As opposed to the recovery characteristics obtained for different tem-

peratures, the recovery traces recorded at different stress fields become considerably steeper with

increasing stress field. For example, the ‘175◦C at 5.5MV/cm’ data in Fig. 3.10 (b) and the ‘100◦C

at 6.5MV/cm’ data in Fig. 3.12 (b) display similar degradation levels (≈ 40mV) 10ms post stress,

but recover with completely different relaxation rates (175◦C at 5.5MV/cm: −2.8mV/dec;100◦C at

6.5MV/cm: −4.4mV/dec). The different relaxation behavior indicates that elevated stress tempera-

tures may generate defects providing much larger relaxation time constants than defects generated

by elevated electric fields. Those defects created at high stress temperatures (175◦C) and moderate

electric fields (5.5MV/cm) obviously do not recover significantly within our experimental time scale,

although the recovery temperature itself is as large as well. This is a fundamental finding raising the

question whether possibly more than one single defect type is involved in NBTI.

For closer inspection, the data has been analyzed with respect to the field dependence of the coef-

ficients describing the degradation (AS and nS) and the recovery branch (BR). Fig. 3.13 (a) reveals a

considerable field dependence of the initial degradation rate (AS). The full symbols reflect the analy-

sis of the 100◦C data whereas the open symbols show the 200◦C data (not given in Fig. 3.12).
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Figure 3.12: Threshold voltage degradation (a) and recovery (b) recorded at a temperature of 100◦C
for different stress fields ranging from 4.5MV/cm to 7.2MV/cm (4.5/4.8/5.2/5.5/5.8/6.5/7.2MV/cm).
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Figure 3.13: Field dependent variation of the representative parameters of Fig. 3.12 (100◦C; full sym-
bols). Additional data for 200◦C (not given in Fig. 3.12) was added (open symbols). The values empir-
ically describing the evolution of the power-law-like degradation are depicted in (a) (pre-factor AS)
and (b) (power-law exponent nS). (a1) is an exponential plot and (a2) is a linear plot of AS. In (b) nS is
found to be more or less independent of the stress field, the error bars indicating the scattering of nS

caused by slight deviations of the data points from the perfect power-law-like evolution. The recovery
rate BR, which describes the relaxation branch, is depicted in (c). (c1) is an exponential plot and (c2)
is a linear plot of BR.

Again, the development of AS with EOX may be approximated either in an exponential manner (Arrhe-

nius) ∝ exp γEOX with γS = 0.61[MV/cm]−1 as suggested by Schroder et al. [10] or by a polynomial

fit of second-order as suggested by Grasser et al. and Bindu et al. [53, 75]. Note that the ‘electric
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3. DYNAMICS OF NBTI DEGRADATION AND RECOVERY

field factor’ γS in Fig. 3.13 (a1) is identically for 100◦C and 200◦C. The polynomial field dependence in

Fig. 3.13 (a2) may be explained when assuming inelastic hole trapping during the early stages of stress:

The quadratic EOX dependence is then reflected by the E 2
OX field dependence of the multiphonon-

emission process while the linear contribution accounts for the linear field dependence of the surface

hole concentration.

Similar to the observations at different stress temperatures, the power-law exponent nS is found to

be widely field-independent which is clearly visible in Fig. 3.12 (b) (full symbols 100◦C; open symbols

200◦C) and consistent with the bulk of literature [8, 76–78]. The result is, however, in contradiction

to the work of Reisinger et al. [15] who reported a decrease of nS for similar thick oxide devices (7 –

15nm) in the stress field range of 3.0MV/cm to 6.0MV/cm.

Fig. 3.13 (c1) and (c2) show the recovery rates BR as a function of EOX in an Arrhenius plot, and in

a linear plot, respectively. As opposed to the variable temperature experiment, the recovery rates

recorded after NBTS at different stress fields are found to be exponentially stress bias dependent giv-

ing a similar temperature independent ‘electric field factor’ γR of 0.54[MV/cm]−1 as obtained during

stress (γS = 0.61[MV/cm]−1), cf. Fig. 3.12 (c1). The recovery rates may be approximated by a polyno-

mial fit of second-order as well, cf. Fig. 3.12 (c2). The larger the stress bias, the steeper the recovery

slope, indicating that a larger amount of defects having time constants within the time scale of our

experiment are activated during stress, and anneal during recovery, respectively. The evolution of

BR shows apparent similarities to the evolution of AS, suggesting a symmetry of stress and relaxation

when investigating NBTI at different stress fields but at a single stress/relaxation temperature. This

symmetry is violated when introducing a different stress temperature (i.e. 200◦C), cf. open symbols).

While the recovery rate BR remains independent of temperature, the degradation rate AS shows an

offset at elevated stress temperatures. This indicates that there might be a quasi-permanent contri-

bution of degradation which becomes activated during stress but does not recover within the time

scale of our experiment.

3.4.3 Recovery saturation

In the previous subsections the recovery branch was found to follow a log(tR) dependence with BR

being the recovery rate per decade. This behavior was, however, so far only demonstrated for the

cases where the stress time considerably exceeds the recovery time (tR tS). To elaborate whether

the recovery changes its characteristic time dependence for tR tS and whether a permanent offset

remains after long relaxation times is subject of this subsection.

In order to address this question, we have stressed a PMOS device at 200◦C and 5.5MV/cm for a short

time of only 1s and subsequently monitored its recovery for 50,000s at -1.1V. The result of this ex-

periment is illustrated in Fig. 3.14. Following Fig. 3.14, we clearly observe two different recovery rates,

indicating the presence of at least two different kinds of defects with considerably different relaxation

time constants. The first is dominant within a 10s lasting period after terminating stress (B A
R ) and has

a similar magnitude as obtained in previous experiments (-1.8mV/dec). Between 10s and 1,000s the

recovery slope levels off considerably toward a value B B
R of only -0.08mV/dec.
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Figure 3.14: Long-term recovery after stressing the device for 1s at 200◦C and 5.5MV/cm. Within
the first 10s after terminating stress, the VTH recovery follows a regular log(tR) dependence with a
recovery rate of B A

R = -1.8mV/dec. Between 10s and 1,000s the recovery rate levels off considerably
toward B B

R = -0.08mV/dec.

Complete stabilization of the threshold voltage shift could not be obtained even after 50,000s of re-

covery. A final, ‘quasi-permanent’ degradation plateau of approximately 1.0mV remains. We call the

remaining degradation plateau ‘quasi-permanent’ since it is not completely constant but shows con-

siderable slower relaxation dynamics compared to the initial steep recovery branch.
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4
Point defects and their correlation to hydrogen

4.1 Terminology and defect classes

DEFECT research in crystalline and amorphous SiO2 trace back to 1956 when Robert A. Weeks of

Oak Ridge National Laboratory [79] first used electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) to study

radiation-induced defects in quartz. In 1978, a committee was established by the Electronics Division

of the Electrochemical Society and the IEEE-sponsored Semiconductor Interface Specialists Confer-

ence in order to clarify the terminology of defects associated with reliability issues in thermally oxi-

dized MOS devices. Following Bruce E. Deal [80, 81], the Chairman of this committee, four different

types of oxide charges could be identified, cf. Fig. 4.1.

The defects were entitled in the following way: Fixed Oxide Charge Qf, Oxide Trapped Charge Qot,

Interface Trapped Charge Qit and Mobile Ionic Charge Qm. At that time the different types of charges

could not be ascribed to a microscopic defect, but could at least be classified by their process sen-

sitivity, their ability to exchange carriers with the silicon substrate, and by their response to thermal

treatment. (i) Fixed Oxide Charges: oxidation process dependent fixed positive charges which do not

exchange carriers with the silicon substrate. (ii) Oxide Trapped Charges: stress induced (avalanche in-

jection or ionizing radiation) positive or negative charges, depending on whether holes or electrons

are injected; cannot be neutralized electrically but can be annealed out by low temperature treatment

(<500◦C). (iii) Interface Trapped Charges: structural oxidation-induced defects located at the Si/SiO2

interface, which communicate (exchange carriers) rapidly with the underlying silicon substrate and

thus can be either positive or negative, depending on the surface potential; most of the interface

trapped charge can be neutralized by low-temperature (450◦C) hydrogen annealing. (iv) Mobile Ionic
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4. POINT DEFECTS AND THEIR CORRELATION TO HYDROGEN

Charge: Ionic impurities such as Li+, Na+, K+ and possibly H+, which move across the oxide when a

field is applied.

Concerning the degradation of the oxide as a consequence of NBTI, all of those charge types may

come into consideration, except for the mobile ionic charges which are rather process contamina-

tions than real defects. In the last 30 years a lot of progress has been made to understand the mi-

croscopic nature and degradation dynamics behind the above listed charge species. Against Deal’s

request, not to modify the terminology of charges, scientists began to invent new names for the de-

fect precursors and defect states causing the observed oxide and interface charge. Furthermore, due

to process innovations like PNOs and high–κ dielectrics, additional defects and charge types had to

be incorporated to the above framework.

4.2 The Pb center

The defect corresponding to the interface trapped charge observed after NBTI stress is the so-called

Pb center [82–84]. The Pb center is an interface trivalent Si atom with an unsaturated unpaired valence

electron at the SiO2/Si interface [85] (Si3≡Si·), cf. Fig. 4.2 (a). It is originated in the lattice mismatch

between the amorphous gate oxide and the crystalline silicon substrate resulting in silicon atom sites

with a reduced coordination number (dangling bonds). The energy levels of the Pb centers are located

within the silicon bandgap, the DOS profile being peaked twice in the vicinity of the silicon band

edges (EV + 0.26eV and EV + 0.84eV) [50, 86], cf. Fig. 4.2 (b). The characteristic dispersion of the

peaks in the DOS profile is suggested to be caused by localized inhomogeneities in the lattice stress

involving slight variations in the individual bonding strengths [87, 88]. Superimposed to the signal of

the Pb centers, there exists an U-shaped continuum background (band tails) of traps which is caused

by deviations in the silicon bond length and angle arising from structural disorder at the interface.
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Figure 4.1: Terminology and location of charges in thermally oxidized silicon, after B.E. Deal [81]
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Figure 4.2: (a) A schematic illustration of the Si/SiO2 interface. Due to the lattice mismatch, the inter-
face is relatively rough containing silicon atoms with a reduced coordination number and dangling
bonds which may be passivated by hydrogen atoms forming Si–H bonds. (b) Bandgap distribution of
interface trap density (Dit) in as-oxidized p-type MOS sample measured by low frequency C-V tech-
nique (figure from [50]). The solid line is the total Dit, the dashed line is assumed to be a continuum
component of Dit without Pb’s. The amphoteric transition level between donor and acceptor type
defects is at midgap.

From an electrical point of view, the interface trap is assumed to be amphoteric [89, 90] which means

that defects located in the lower half of the silicon bandgap are considered donor-like (positively

charged when empty; neutral when occupied), while defects located in the upper half of the sili-

con bandgap are considered acceptor-like (neutral when empty; negatively charged when occupied).

Hence, the net interface charge can be either positive or negative, depending on whether the Fermi

level at the interface (surface potential) lies in the lower (EV < EF < Ei) or in the upper (Ei < EF < EC)

half of the silicon bandgap.

As a consequence of various hydrogen incorporation steps during fabrication, a large number of in-

terface dangling bonds are assumed to be passivated by hydrogen atoms forming Si–H precursors

which reduce the electrically active defect density in a fresh device considerably. Due to disorder-

induced variations in the bond properties, the Si–H binding energies are dispersed symmetrically

around a medium dissociation energy (Edm). Following [91, 92], the energetic dispersion can be de-

scribed by a broadened Fermi derivative distribution with a spread (σ) of about 0.1eV. Note that σ in

Eq. 4.1 is not the variance of the Fermi derivative distribution:

g (Ed ) = 1

σ

exp
Edm −Ed

σ

1+exp
Edm −Ed

σ

2 . (4.1)

The reported medium dissociation energies of the Si–H complexes (Edm) vary between 5.7eV and

1.5eV, depending on the bonding environment, the nature of the released hydrogen species (H, H+,

H2) and whether a hot hole was captured before dissociation (weakening the Si–H bond) or not [93–

96].
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Figure 4.3: (a) Hypothetical density of state profile of Si–H bonds following a Fermi derivative distri-
bution (Edm = 1.5eV, σ = 0.1eV). (b) Same as (a) but with logarithmic y-axis.

In Fig. 4.3, the scaled shape of the Fermi derivative distribution of Si–H bond energies (cf. Eq. 4.1) is

illustrated for Edm = 1.5eV and σ = 0.1eV.

It is assumed that during NBTS, some Si–H bonds may be cracked as a consequence of the applied

electric field (lowering the medium dissociation barrier) and due to thermal excitation (increasing

the vibrational mode of the bond). As a result of hydrogen release, previously passivated Pb centers

become electrically reactivated as they become positively charged when the interface is flooded by

holes during NBTS, cf. Fig. 1.2.

4.3 The E center

The defect most likely corresponding to the oxide trapped charge and maybe to the fixed oxide charge

as well is the so-called E center [97–99]. Due to its multifarious appearance and its ability to option-

ally exchange charge carriers with the silicon substrate, the E defect family has been given various

names in the past like anomalous positive charge (APC) [100], switching oxide traps [101–103], bor-

der traps [104] or hole traps [105]. To date, EPR and spin dependent recombination (SDR) are the

most widely utilized techniques to identify the physical and chemical nature of oxide defects in MOS

technologies [106]. The EPR resonances are labeled as En, where n can be either a serial number in

crystalline α-quartz or a Greek letter in amorphous SiO2 for distinguishing individual signals. The

prime and double prime indicate the number of electrons responsible for the EPR signal.

Efforts of [105, 107–109] identified oxygen vacancies within the gate insulator as the precursors for

the E centers. Oxygen vacancies have long been known to be the dominant intrinsic defects in crys-

talline and amorphous SiO2. They consist of two adjacent silicon atoms, each back-bonded to three

oxygen atoms (O3 ≡Si–Si≡O3). Following [108–110], the oxygen vacancy has the ability to exchange

carriers with the silicon substrate thereby changing its electrical charge state and/or even its molec-

ular configuration. The suggested electrical and molecular transitions which possibly occur during

NBTI stress and recovery as well are illustrated in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: A schematic state diagram of the oxygen vacancy and the proposed electronic/atomic
transitions following electrical or ionizing radiation stress, after [108–110]

During stress, the stretched bond between the two silicon atoms of the oxygen vacancy may be weak-

ened by temperature and field assisted hole capture from the silicon substrate. The resulting positive

defect was identified theoretically by Chavez et al. [111] as the E
δ

center. Retaining the dimer configu-

ration, the two adjacent Si atoms relax symmetrically increasing the Si–Si bond distance, the residual

single electron being shared with both silicon atoms, cf. Fig. 4.4. The energy levels of the positive E
δ

centers have been suggested to be shallow states. They are energetically wide-spread around the sili-

con valence band edge [112] allowing trap neutralization via electron capture from the silicon valence

band. Once neutralized, the initial oxygen vacancy configuration is restored, shifting the defect level

considerably downwards in energy. Thus, the defect can only be charged positively again when the

electrical stress remains applied or during a subsequent stress run. The wide energetic distribution

and the metastability of the E
δ

hole trap makes it also a candidate for the defect type responsible for

the temporal dispersion of hole transport through amorphous SiO2 after exposure to ionizing radia-

tion or high field stress (TDDB).

Because of local variations in the lattice stress in the amorphous SiO2, there will be a distribution of

separation distances between the two Si atoms, allowing alternative defect configurations after bond

distortion. The key point is that the strain between the two Si atoms is likely not the same for all

E
δ

centers, favoring asymmetric relaxation for selected defect sites after hole capture [113]. In that

case one of the two Si atoms retains the tetrahedral bonding to its three backside oxygens while the

other Si atom relaxes toward the plane defined by its three backside oxygen atoms, thereby puckering

into a four-fold coordinated structure with an additional oxygen atom in the vicinity of the former

vacancy [97]. A five-fold coordinated structure is reported as well where the puckered silicon atom
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bonds to an additional oxygen and an additional silicon atom in its molecular neighborhood. The

four- and five-fold family of puckered defects are called Eγ centers. After hole capture and asym-

metric relaxation, the cluster around the regularly bond silicon atom remains neutral, providing an

sp3 hybrid orbital (dangling bond) with an unpaired electron, while the puckered silicon cluster is

positively charged resulting in a paramagnetic center 3.5eV above the SiO2 valence band [108]. The

energy levels of the Eγ centers are known as deep states and are located within or close to the silicon

bandgap [108, 112]. If an electron is added to this configuration, it pairs with the electron in the dan-

gling bond, making the three-fold silicon cluster negatively charged, while the puckered silicon atom

remains positively charged. The resulting neutral state is a metastable dipole configuration. In this

so-called Harry Diamond Laboratory (HDL) model proposed by Lelis et al. [110, 114], the switching

behavior of the trap is explained by reversible carrier exchange between the dangling bond orbital and

the silicon substrate without significantly changing the electrical structure of the positively charged

puckered silicon complex. Permanent relaxation (reflecting true annealing of the defect instead of

charge compensation) can only be achieved in the neutral dipole configuration as the Si–Si bond re-

forms, thereby restoring the original oxygen vacancy precursor. It is important to mention that the

time constants associated with true bond reformation are assumed to be much larger than the switch-

ing time constants. Hence, many switching events can occur before the defect finally anneals back to

its initial configuration. Once annealed, only a re-stress can activate the same defect again. The pre-

viously discussed five-fold puckered configuration (not illustrated in Fig. 4.4) represents an exception

to the rule since it may anneal immediately upon electron capture, hence, not showing any switching

behavior.

The switching time constants strongly depend on the spatial location and energy level of the individ-

ual defect. Hence, the differentiation between a switching oxide trap and a fixed oxide trap is not only

a matter of the defect type but also depends on the individual defect energy and how the measure-

ment is done. In a single defect model E centers with wide-spread energy levels can account for both

non-switching oxide hole traps (fixed oxide traps) and switching oxide traps [101].

Although the classical E center originates from a hydrogen-free oxygen vacancy, there are also re-

lated defect classes cited in literature that arise from hydrogenated oxygen precursors. When expos-

ing films of irradiated amorphous SiO2 to molecular hydrogen, even at room temperature some E

centers may be converted into hydrogen coupled complexes [115, 116]. The most prominent candi-

dates observed in electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra are the so-called 74G doublet [117, 118], the

10.4G doublet [116] and the E
β

centers [119], cf. Fig. 4.5. The precursor for the 74G doublet center

is an oxygen vacancy where one oxygen atom of the silicon back-bonded tetrahedron is substituted

by a hydrogen atom. In the case of the 10.4G doublet center, the precursor has not been identified

yet. The only thing one knows about this defect is its microscopic defect structure involving a param-

agnetic silicon atom bonded to three oxygens. One of the oxygens is bonded to a proton instead of a

silicon atom. The precursor for the hydrogen bridge is assumed to be an oxygen vacancy [93,120] and

forms when replacing one oxygen atom of the regular SiO2 structure by one hydrogen atom. Depend-

ing on whether a hydrogen atom is incorporated in the oxygen precursor or not, the energy levels of

the defects shift moderately, thereby creating new defect levels within the SiO2 bandgap which may

contribute to leakage currents and defect charge centers after electrical or ionizing-radiation stress.
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Figure 4.5: A schematic diagram of hydrogenated oxygen vacancies and their hydrogen related defect
centers.

It has also been suggested that H2 molecules can be cracked at E centers, thereby creating various hy-

drogenated species of oxygen vacancies [93,121,122] and free hydrogen atoms that may interact with

interface defects. Furthermore, Lenahan et al. [83] suggested that there may be hydrogen exchange

between passivated Pb centers and stress induced hydrogen-free E centers. He argued that the pres-

ence of a large number of hydrogen passivated silicon dangling bond sites at the Si/SiO2 interface

and a large number of unpassivated silicon dangling bond sites in the adjacent oxide (E centers) cor-

responds to a well-ordered configuration which cannot be favorable in thermal equilibrium since its

Gibbs free energy would be very high. Thus, basic statistical thermodynamics arguments based on

entropy considerations indicate that the exchange of a large number of hydrogen atoms from inter-

face dangling bonds toward the E centers is thermodynamically favorable, thereby creating a direct

link between hydrogen release from the interface and the creation of oxide defects.

4.4 The K center

Due to process innovations going along with continuous device scaling, an alternative type of gate ox-

ide insulator increasingly gained importance, namely silicon nitride (Si3N4). Silicon nitrides and ni-
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trided oxides (NOs) have a number of advantages over pure silicon dioxide (SiO2) insulators, for exam-

ple, they have a higher dielectric constant (high–κ), a lower gate leakage current due to the larger ox-

ide thickness, a denser structure and a better resistance to hydrofluoric (HF) acid than SiO2 [123]. The

higher dielectric constant provides larger capacitances at lower oxide thicknesses, while the denser

structure makes the oxide a better barrier against the diffusion of various impurities like doping

atoms, mobile ions and moisture [124].

The nitridation process is realized in different ways depending on the oxide thickness. While thin ox-

ide devices (<10nm) undergo a so-called thermal nitridation where a pure silicon surface is exposed

to N2 or NH3 at relatively high temperatures (950◦C – 1300◦C), thick oxide devices (>10nm) are usually

processed by plasma enhanced nitridation where the oxide is grown at lower temperatures by adding

a plasma (photons, electrons or ions). A third method is realized by ion implantation where nitrogen

ions are implanted directly beneath the surface of the silicon wafer followed by a high temperature

anneal. The thickness of the nitride film is controlled by the implantation energy, the ion mass and

the ion dose, thereby leading to a Gaussian-like implantation profile with poor interfacial properties.

By introducing oxygen either subsequently to the actual nitridation process (re-oxidized nitroxide

(RONO) or rapid thermal oxynitridation (RTNO)), or directly during low pressure chemical vapor de-

position (LPCVD) or plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), some nitrogen atoms are

replaced by oxygen, resulting in an SiON film (SiOxNy) which has a similar structure but much less

tensile stress as opposed to the pure Si3N4 layer. The bandgap energy of the SiOxNy layer can be

adjusted between 5eV and 9eV depending on the [O]/[N] ratio [124].

As a consequence of nitrogen incorporation, the micro structure of the oxide is modified considerably

which introduces some new defect types [125, 126] in plasma nitrided oxides (PNOs) and thermally

nitrided oxides (TNOs). One of the new defect classes is labeled K centers in pure Si3N4 and KN cen-

ters in silicon oxynitrides [127,128]. Following Fig. 4.6, both trapping centers are likely dangling bond

defects in which the silicon is back-bonded to three nitrogen atoms, the dangling orbital electron be-

ing located at the central silicon atom [129–132]. Indeed, there are only small discrepancies in the

magnetic-resonance parameters between K centers and KN centers which might arise from slightly

different bonding environments in silicon nitride and SiON [133].
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Figure 4.6: A schematic diagram of nitrogen related defects in silicon nitride and oxynitrides
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In SiON one or two of the second nearest neighbors of the central silicon atom may be oxygen atoms

instead of silicon atoms. The K center defects are assumed to be located in the near interfacial region

[134] of the dielectric and have a narrow-peaked effective density of state profile near the middle of

the silicon bandgap, hence, constituting very effective trapping centers in MOSFET devices. Besides

K centers, other defects like bridging nitrogen configurations have been identified in nitrided oxides

as well, cf. Fig. 4.6. ESR spectroscopy revealed that one (paramagnetic) or two (diamagnetic) electrons

can be captured in the N 2pπ non-bonding orbital of the brigding nitrogen defect which is oriented

normally to the Si2N plane [135, 136].

The PNO process is known to enhance NBTI considerably because a lot of hydrogen is incorporated

into the gate oxide during PECVD forming Si–H and N–H bonds within the gate oxide and at the

interface [137]. Assuming that K centers in nitrided oxides can be passivated by hydrogen in a similar

way as Pb centers in SiO2 oxides [138], oxynitrides provide a large number of hydrogen precursors

which may be distorted during NBTI stress [139], explaining the similar degradation dynamics as

observed in SiO2 devices [140]. Besides that K centers and other nitrogen related defects have a much

lower hole trapping barrier than E centers, hence, positive oxide charge is assumed to be prevalent

in nitrided oxides. It is also reported that K centers represent effective hydrogen traps [141] and can

therefore trigger hydrogen desorption from Si–H bonds at the interface and hence Pb center creation

[8]. This would explain the link between hole trapping and interface trap creation observed in nitrided

oxides.
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5
Bias dependence of degradation and recovery

THE aim of this chapter is to study the effect of read-out gate bias and gate pulsing on the measured

VTH shift and the CP current response. In general, every variation in the gate bias corresponds

to a shift of the Fermi level across the silicon bandgap, cf. Fig. 2.2. Depending on the Fermi level po-

sition, different charge densities at the interface may trigger carrier exchange mechanisms between

stress-induced defects and the silicon substrate. Concerning interface states located energetically

within the silicon bandgap, the carrier exchange process is assumed to happen quasi instantaneously

(SRH), allowing to adjust the equilibrium charge state very quickly after a bias switch (relative to the

time scales of our measurements). Following Subsection 2.1.3, this means that traps above the Fermi

level are unoccupied while traps below EF are occupied. The net charge state changes as the Fermi

level crosses the silicon bandgap during a standard gate bias ramp. As a result, we observe a varia-

tion in the subthreshold slope of the transfer curve which is usually attributed to charging of stress-

induced interface states [30–33, 33–35, 142]. Recent research suggests, however, that oxide traps can

change their occupancy with respect to EF as well, which may result in an additional contribution to

the variation in the subthreshold slope [35, 143, 144]. However, due to a certain spatial depth of the

trapping centers within the gate oxide and due to a possible inelastic carrier tunneling process gov-

erning carrier exchange between the silicon substrate and stress-induced oxide defects, oxide trap

neutralization/charging by electron/hole capture is likely to be afflicted with larger time constants as

compared to SRH recombination.

Here, we extend the idea of rechargeable oxide traps with larger carrier exchange time constants than

interface states and will prove that such traps have to be considered in order to explain all features of

the VTH shifts recorded at different gate biases. The position of the Fermi level at which we evaluate

the threshold voltage shift will turn out to be of fundamental importance since it has a considerable
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impact on the extracted degradation and recovery characteristics. In a combined study, we com-

pare threshold voltage shifts and recovery of NMOS (SM5N/30/H1) and PMOS (SM5P/30/H1) devices

which allows us to gain access to the full silicon bandgap by appropriate gate biasing [145].

5.1 PMOS & NMOS Combination Technique

As we drive a device from accumulation to inversion by a gate bias sweep, we cannot reasonably

measure an appropriate exponential growth in the drain current before the density of minority car-

riers does not exceed the density of majority carriers within the channel. In the subthreshold region

of the device the Fermi level changes almost linearly with the gate voltage (cf. Fig. 2.2) and the drain

current grows proportional to the majority carrier density:

I NMOS
D ∝ n = ni exp

EF −Ei

kBT
, (5.1)

I PMOS
D ∝ p = ni exp

Ei −EF

kBT
. (5.2)

Consequently, when evaluating VTH shifts from transfer curves, the energy range between the valence

band edge EV and the intrinsic energy Ei (n < ni) is not accessible for the NMOS device. Similarly, the

energy range between Ei and the conduction band edge EC (p < ni) remains hidden for the PMOS

device. Only by combining the study of both devices, we can maximize the accessible range of the

VTH shift evaluation versus gate voltage: on a PMOS device we have the possibility to scan roughly

the lower half of the silicon bandgap by varying the Fermi level between Ei and EV (hole current). By

using otherwise an identically processed but oppositely doped NMOS device, which has a completely

different Fermi level position for gate biases around its threshold voltage, we can scan roughly the

upper half of the silicon bandgap by varying the Fermi level between Ei and EC (electron current). A

schematic drawing of the individual Fermi level positions is given in Fig. 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: A schematic illustration of the Fermi level position at the interface during stress and
recovery for the PMOS and the NMOS device. The values at the stress level and at the particular
VTH are highlighted by circles. During stress, the Fermi level position and the oxide field is identical
for both types of devices. The energy interval ΔEPN represents the difference in Fermi level position
between the NMOS and the PMOS device during recovery at their particular VTH.
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5. BIAS DEPENDENCE OF DEGRADATION AND RECOVERY

In order to generate identical stress levels by identical stress biases, we have fabricated our devices

with a single gate poly process −→ n++ gate material for both NMOS (SM5N/30/H1) and PMOS

(SM5P/30/H1) devices. The threshold voltage of the PMOS device is approximately -1.1V, while the

threshold voltage of the NMOS device is roughly +1.1V. We remark that despite of the different sub-

strate and junction doping, the same stress biases applied during NBTS result in the same oxide fields

and identical carrier concentrations under the gate oxide. This statement holds at least for thick ox-

ide technologies stressed at gate biases far beyond threshold voltage (cf. Section 1.3). By studying

differently doped hardware it is possible to monitor the impact of comparable degradation levels in

arbitrary regions of the entire silicon bandgap. In particular, the method allows to study degradation

and recovery with a majority of holes at the interface (PMOS) as well as with a majority of electrons at

the interface (NMOS).

All devices discussed in the following are stressed identically for one thousand seconds at a tempera-

ture of 125◦C and a constant oxide field of 5.5MV/cm. During recovery, also at 125◦C, we monitor the

response of the charge pumping current and the threshold voltage shift by applying positive (NMOS

device) or negative (PMOS device) gate biases around the VTH of the individual devices. For these in-

vestigations, it is necessary to compare different sets of identically processed devices (except for the

doping) with the same geometry on the same wafer (SM5P/30/H1 and SM5N/30/H1) by subjecting

them to NBTI stress. In order to achieve a good correlation of the degradation levels after stress, the

DUTs were selected carefully by their virgin CP characteristics. This was done because preliminary

measurements have indicated a good correlation between the degradation levels observed in equally

fabricated devices provided they had identical virgin CP characteristics. The zero-hour CP current

gives information about the initial interface state density of the device.

5.2 Bias dependence of the CP current recovery

In Fig. 5.2 (a) the recovery of ΔI max
CP is illustrated for the NMOS and the PMOS device stressed under

the same bias and temperature conditions. During CP, the gate junction of the NMOS device was

continuously pulsed between -1.0V and +2.0V, the gate junction of the PMOS device between -2.0V

and +1.0V, respectively. Except for the 1V variation in the biasing conditions (because of the differ-

ent threshold voltages) both devices were measured identically using the same gate pulsing setup

(rising/falling slopes 10V/ţs; frequency 500kHz). After stress, the NMOS device provides a CP signal

similar to the PMOS device, indicating a similar level of interface damage. Note that within the first

second of uninterrupted gate pulsing there is no significant decrease in ΔI max
CP neither for the PMOS

nor for the NMOS device. This finding is in contradiction to results obtained by on-the-fly charge

pumping (OFIT) measurements reported in [64] which showed fast interface state recovery immedi-

ately after terminating stress. On the other hand, within the first 100s of uninterrupted gate pulsing,

the CP currents of both devices recover in a similar way by about 15%, indicating time dependent

re-passivation of dangling bonds at the interface [12, 140, 146, 147]. In the experiment illustrated in

Fig. 5.2 (b) continuous gate pulsing was replaced by sequences of constant gate biasing (NMOS +1.1V;

PMOS -1.1V) followed by gate pulsing. Both cycles were repeated four times with increasing cycle du-

rations (10/100/1,000/10,000s).
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Figure 5.2: (a) The recovery of ΔI max
CP for a PMOS and a NMOS device after stressing both devices

under the same bias and temperature conditions. Both devices show similar degradation of I max
CP ,

indicating a comparable interface state density at the end of stress. Within the first second of recov-
ery the reduction of ΔI max

CP is insignificant and independent of the bias conditions. (b) The recovery
of ΔI max

CP for a PMOS and a NMOS device with intermediate constant bias phases at the particular
threshold voltages of the devices (NMOS +1.1V; PMOS -1.1V). Only during the gate pulsing periods
interface state recovery is observed. During the constant bias periods some of the previously recov-
ered interface states can be restored again.

During the gate pulsing periods, we observe enhanced interface state recovery similar to that reported

in [140, 148]. We also note that the recovery of the NMOS device is faster than the recovery of the

PMOS device which may be due to the different biasing conditions during gate pulsing [149, 150].

Conversely, between two pulsing periods, where the gate bias is constant, there is rather an increase

than a decrease in ΔI max
CP which indicates that previously recovered interface states may be restored

again, provided the gate junction is not pulsed. The apparent ‘degradation’ of the CP current during

the constant bias phases is estimated by dots in Fig. 5.2 (b). Remarkably, the increase is similar for the

PMOS and NMOS devices despite of the different biasing conditions (± 1.1V) indicating that the gate

voltage and the carrier concentration at the interface are not crucially determining this phenomenon.

In contrast to Yang et al. [149], who concluded that the passivation of interface states is accelerated by

an applied positive gate bias, and Ang [150], who suggested that the CP current recovery is suppressed

by an applied positive gate bias, our experiments show unambiguously that it is the high frequency

pulsing, i.e. the CP measurement itself which accelerates interface state recovery and makes it look

like the ‘classic’ recovery curves illustrated in Fig. 5.2 (a). The pulsing levels and the sign of the con-

stant gate voltage between the CP samples seems to be just of second-order importance as long as

the gate voltage does not subject the device to electrical stress like in conventional OTF or OFIT mea-

surements. The results obtained by [149] and [150] might be also misleading due to the long lasting
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5. BIAS DEPENDENCE OF DEGRADATION AND RECOVERY

CP measurement periods (e.g. 120s in [150]) and the large measurement delay used to determine

the Nit contributions. These observations challenge VTH recovery theories based on interface state

re-passivation [12, 140, 146, 147] and indicate that long continuous gate pulsing is not appropriate to

investigate Dit recovery during constant gate biasing.

In the following section it will be demonstrated that the interface state contribution stays quasi-

permanent, consistent with [78], if we keep our CP samples shorter than one second and abstain

from long continuous gate pulsing periods. This finding indicates that the observed increase of the

CP current during constant gate biasing (cf. Fig. 5.2 (b)) is rather a restoration of previously recovered

interface traps than a true degradation.

5.3 Bias dependence of the ΔVTH recovery

In this section, the influence of the gate bias on the total VTH shift is investigated. In particular, we

expect that CP has a significant impact on the carrier exchange properties and therefore on the VTH

and oxide trap recovery since gate pulsing during CP corresponds to periodic Fermi level switches

across the entire silicon bandgap. Standard VTH recovery curves observed after NBTI stress of p- and
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Figure 5.3: (a) The constant bias recovery recorded at the particular VTH for the PMOS (-1.1V) and
for the NMOS (+1.1V) device. After 10,000s recovery a short CP measurement was performed and
the ΔI max

CP currents were converted into appropriate interface state dependent VTH shifts (ΔV it
TH →

full symbols). (b) The same measurement procedure as in (a) including an additional short CP cycle
right after stress. The corresponding ΔV it

TH shifts are shown by full symbols. The CP measurement
has a dramatic impact on the recovery of the VTH shift. No CP current recovery is observed during the
intermediate constant gate bias phases.
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n-channel MOSFETs are displayed in Fig. 5.3 (a). During recovery the gate-source bias was kept at a

value close to the threshold voltage of the PMOS (-1.1V), and NMOS (+1.1V) device , respectively.

According to Fig. 5.3 (a), the first important finding is that both p- and n-channel devices recover

in a comparable way (recovery rate NMOS = +2.0mV/dec; recovery rate PMOS = +1.0mV/dec), yet

starting from completely different ΔVTH values visible immediately after the end of stress. Note that

the VTH shift of the NMOS device is negative within the first 200ms post stress. Only after 200ms the

shift becomes positive indicating that the balance between negative and positive contributions to the

ΔVTH shift has turned in favor of the negative charge.

In order to understand these results, a short CP measurement was appended right after the constant

bias recovery period and changes in I max
CP where converted into appropriate Dit dependentΔVTH shifts

(ΔV it
TH). The conversion was performed according to Eq. 2.38 assuming a flat DOS and an amphoteric

nature of interface traps. Recalling Subsection 2.1.3, the active interface state charge can be either

positive or negative depending on the current Fermi level position during read-out. This implies

that although the net charge build up after NBTI is positive in most reported cases (resulting in a

negative threshold voltage shift after NBTI), individual contributions to the VTH shift can interfere

either constructively or destructively with respect to their present charge state. Hence, in a PMOS

device biased at VTH (-1.1V) both interface traps and oxide traps are positively charged accumulating

in a high negative threshold voltage shift. Conversely, in a NMOS device biased at VTH (+1.1V) oxide

traps are positively charged while interface states are negatively charged, resulting in either a net

positive or net negative threshold voltage shift depending on the dominating contribution.

In Fig. 5.3 (a), the Dit-equivalent ΔVTH shifts for both devices are illustrated by full symbols. Clearly,

after a long recovery period of 10,000s, the remaining threshold voltage degradation is essentially due

to interface states for the NMOS (≈ +8.0mV)), whereas for the PMOS the major part (≈ -2.5mV) of the

visible shift must be attributed to positive oxide charge, only -5mV being due to interface states.

In order to elaborate the role of interface states and gate pulsing on the VTH recovery, we perform

another key experiment using a second set of p- and n-channel devices, cf. Fig. 5.3 (b). On this sec-

ond set we start immediately with CP after the end of stress, i.e. before recording the VTH recovery

curve at a constant gate bias. The CP periods were kept as short as possible (< 1s) in order to prevent

the previously discussed Dit recovery induced by gate pulsing, cf. Fig. 5.2 (a). A comparison of the

VTH recovery characteristics illustrated in Fig. 5.3 (a) and Fig. 5.3 (b) shows that CP right after stress

influences the subsequent VTH shift considerably, consistent with [149, 151]. The ΔVTH levels of both

NMOS and PMOS devices shift in the positive direction indicating a reduction in net positive charge.

The recovery curve of the PMOS device even changes its direction after the CP measurement. When

comparing the ΔV it
TH contributions of Fig. 5.3 (a) and Fig. 5.3 (b), one finds that they are nearly identi-

cal right after stress and after 10,000s recovery at constant gate bias. This again indicates that (at least

for this particular wafer) interface state recovery is negligible provided the CP measurement cycles

are kept short.
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5.4 Bias dependence of the ΔVTH extraction

The occupancy of interface states can follow changes in EF quasi instantaneously (SRH theory), with

the fastest response times being in the pico- and nano-second range and the slowest response times

for traps located at midgap in the millisecond regime [152], both outside our measurement window.

Oxide traps, on the other hand, are expected to require a longer time interval to restore equilibrium

with the silicon substrate since a large quantum mechanical barrier has to be overcome by elastic or

inelastic tunneling. Also, charging and discharging is likely to be accompanied by structural relax-

ation [102, 110, 153]. Generally this means, that if the Fermi level is changed abruptly (for example

when we switch the gate bias from stress level to VTH) a new equilibrium condition is generated. As-

suming an elastic tunneling process, stress-induced oxide traps within the energy range EF,new−EF,old

would tend to become or stay positively charged while traps below EF,new would rather be neutralized.

Such a ‘switching’ behavior of oxide traps was already reported for E centers in MOS structures after

irradiation [101, 103].

In Fig. 5.4, we generate such new equilibrium conditions by switching the gate bias during recovery

of the NMOS and PMOS devices in a defined way between weak and deep inversion: after 10s of

recovery at ±1.1V (1), we change the gate bias for another 100s towards weaker inversion (±0.85V)

(2). This moves the Fermi level immediately from the band edges closer toward midgap, cf. Fig. 5.4.

A second gate bias switch from ±0.85V (2) to ±0.6V (3) for another 1,000s moves the Fermi level even

closer to midgap. The last recovery cycle was performed again at ±1.1V (1) and lasted for 10,000s.
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Figure 5.4: VTH shift during recovery at different gate biases for the PMOS and the NMOS device.
On the left hand side, the Fermi level position is illustrated for the individual gate biases. As the gate
voltage drives the Fermi levels closer toward midgap (1) → (2) → (3), the difference in the VTH shift
between the PMOS and the NMOS device decreases. After switching the gate bias from depletion
back toward inversion (3) → (1), transients emerge as tails in the recovery curves.
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According to the data shown in Fig. 5.4, a Fermi level variation toward accumulation lowers the total

VTH shift for both the NMOS and PMOS transistor. Consequently, the difference in net positive charge

between NMOS and PMOS devices is reduced. Recalling the previous discussion, this is because the

energy interval of electrically active charge is narrower as we bias both devices closer toward midgap.

After the last bias switch from ±0.6V (3) back to ±1.1V (3), we observe a huge step in the VTH shift

indicating that previously neutralized defects can be recharged again. This behavior is typically at-

tributed to interface states and not fully appreciated for oxide defects. Furthermore, these charges do

not react instantaneously to the bias switch. Instead, moderately fast transients are observed (tails in

the recovery curve) after the bias switch indicating a relatively slow (i.e. time constants in the range of

several thousand seconds) dynamic carrier exchange process which may be due to inelastic tunnel-

ing between oxide defects and the silicon substrate. SRH recombination of interface states or elastic

tunneling would be definitely too fast to produce recovery tails within our experimental time resolu-

tion.

5.5 Conclusions – Bias dependence of the ΔVTH shifts

Based on the upper key experiments performed on identically stressed NMOS and PMOS devices,

one may draw the following conclusions on bias dependence of the measured ΔVTH shifts and its

recovery:

1. One must use separate sets of devices and short CP intervals for reliable ΔVTH and ΔV it
TH in-

vestigations during constant bias recovery. These conclusions are drawn from the findings that

ΔICP and ΔVTH recovery are influenced considerably by gate pulsing.

2. Interface states are quasi-permanent as long as the gate bias is constant between two short CP

measurements, cf. Fig. 5.3 (b). Consequently, they cannot account for the threshold voltage

recovery observed at constant gate bias.

3. During VTH recovery performed at positive or negative gate bias, both NMOS and PMOS devices

relax in the positive direction, cf. Fig. 5.3 (a). This indicates that in both cases net positive

charge is lost. The recovery rate, however, is found to be larger in the NMOS device (biased

at a positive gate voltage). This is consistent with previous observations and with the idea of

positive oxide trap neutralization via electron capture, the latter being much more efficient at

positive gate biases (majority of electrons at the interface).

4. The net charge at the end of a long recovery phase is positive for the PMOS and negative for the

NMOS device. Indeed, the VTH shift of the NMOS device after 10,000s recovery at +1.1V equals

approximately its interface state contribution (measured via CP). Conversely, 10,000s recovery

at -1.1V (PMOS) leaves a considerable amount of remaining positive oxide charge, consistent

with [27,78]. The explanation agreeing with the bulk of literature on oxide and interface traps is

as follows: Oxide traps (E centers) are donor-like while interface states are amphoteric [50,89].

Consequently, the positive VTH shift of the NMOS device after recovery must originate from a

dominance of negative interface state charge.
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5. The observed difference of ≈ 30mV between the total VTH shift of the NMOS and PMOS device

visible in Fig. 5.3 (a) cannot be explained by interface charge alone, cf. Fig. 5.3 (b). The Dit

related fraction (ΔV it
TH), which is no more than ≈ 15mV, is only about half of the total VTH shift

difference.

6. After NBTI significantly more (equivalent another ≈ 15mV) positive oxide charge remains visi-

ble on PMOS device than on the NMOS device, although the stress field and temperature have

been identical for both devices.

7. The difference in the VTH shift can be reduced by biasing both transistors closer toward accu-

mulation, the Fermi levels approaching midgap, cf. Fig. 5.4. This suggests a certain amount of

defects to be rechargeable, which is accepted for interface states but not fully appreciated for

oxide defects. As opposed to interface states (which align their charge state very fast accord-

ing to SRH theory) oxide charges do not react instantaneously to the bias switch, making them

observable as slow tails in the recovery curves within our experimental time resolution.
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The role of temperature in NBTI characterization

HAVING evaluated and summarized fundamental features of NBTI degradation and recovery in the

previous chapters, this chapter recalls the drawbacks of conventional characterization tech-

niques and introduces a new hardware tool, enabling us to overcome previously strict experimental

limitations regarding temperature. The new experimental approach is based on in-situ polyheaters

which enable us to switch the temperature of the device in a very fast and defined way. Having broad-

ened one’s mind to the possibility of switching the temperature at arbitrary points of time, the poly-

heater technique opens up unprecedented experimental capabilities for NBTI characterization.

This chapter addresses the calibration procedure of the polyheater tool, investigates its capabilities

and demonstrates dedicated experimental setups which become feasible once having a well cali-

brated and stable temperature switching tool at hand. Having embedded the polyheater in the mea-

surement software environment, the technique allows to run stress/recovery experiments with vari-

able temperature. From these experiments new fundamental features of NBTI arise, helping to clarify

conflicting issues in literature and allowing to draw new conclusions which finally lead to a more

consistent microscopic picture of the degradation and the recovery mechanism.

6.1 Fast heating and cooling using in-situ polyheaters

In this section the in-situ polyheater measurement technique is introduced and its power for device

characterization and reliability issues is discussed. Furthermore, the calibration procedure and per-

formance of the polyheater tool is elaborated. A particular emphasis is put on the accessible temper-

ature range, the heating and cooling dynamics as well as on the impact of the temperature gradient
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between heater, active device and thermo chuck. Once calibrated, the polyheater technique provides

a reliable solution for fast and arbitrary temperature switches and offers the possibility to reach device

temperatures far beyond the operating range of conventional thermo chuck systems [154].

6.1.1 Hardware assembly and polyheater design

Poly resistors surrounding a silicon device can be used to perform fast in-situ heating on a single

device on wafer level which is commonly applied in time-critical fast wafer level reliability (fWLR)

monitoring [155–159]. The main advantage of the polyheater is that it provides an elevated stress

temperature without the use and the limitations associated with a conventional heating system like

a thermo chuck. Although, this alone is already a valuable feature, it does not even begin to explore

the multitude of possibilities one finds in a more scientific use of the tool. By correct calibration and

automation of the polyheater-device system, the temperature becomes a quasi arbitrary experimen-

tal parameter which can be switched easily by more than ±200K within a couple of seconds. For such

an application conventional thermo chuck systems are unsuitable because they are slow and their

heating/cooling durations depend strongly on the difference to the target temperature. Furthermore,

when attempting to keep the junction biases applied during the temperature switch, it is a manda-

tory requirement not to lose probe needle contact. Since heating and cooling of a wafer on a thermo

chuck involves considerable thermal expansion of wafer, needles and pads, this request cannot be

fulfilled over a wide temperature range without continuous manual readjustments. As opposed to

heating the whole wafer on the thermo chuck, in-situ heating by poly wires is very local. Hence, there

is no thermal expansion of needles and pads, which saves us from losing mechanical contact during

the temperature switch.

Once calibrated and implemented in the software, the polyheater feature opens up unprecedented

possibilities for device characterization and reliability testing. Its application potential is thereby way

beyond the scope of NBTI characterization. The concept of in-situ heating by implanted poly wires

has been taken up also for instance for thermo cycling [160] or for performing on chip high tempera-

ture annealing of irradiated PMOS dosimeters [161].

A common challenge of in-situ heating can be found in the fact that the device we want to heat is in

most cases a distance away from the actual heating source. Consequently, the poly wires are always

hotter than the tested structure itself, which results in a temperature gradient between radiator, de-

vice, and ambient. From a technology point of view the distance between the polyheater wires and

the active areas of the device must be large enough to prevent a direct current flow between the indi-

vidual components. However, the larger the distance between the heater and the device, the higher

is the thermal resistance of the system and the more power has to be applied to the wires in order

to generate a certain elevated device temperature. Furthermore, the time delay for restoring thermal

equilibrium must also be taken into account as we switch the heater on or off abruptly. The farther

the heater is away from the device, the longer it takes to restore thermal equilibrium. Thus, in or-

der to find the optimal distance between the heating source and the active device for a particular

application, the above specified points have to be considered carefully.
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Figure 6.1: (a) A schematic illustration of a polyheater-device system placed on a thermo chuck.
Electrically isolated poly wires surround the silicon device. When a voltage is applied to the wires,
a current flows and the dissociated heat elevates the temperature within the subjacent electrically
active device regions. A schematic cross section of the polyheater-device system is given in (b). Due
to the lower chuck temperature, a temperature gradient arises between heater and wafer bottom.

The layout of an active transistor surrounded by a polyheater system and placed on a thermo chuck

is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.1. Depending on the ground temperature of the thermo chuck, a

certain power has to be applied to the heater in order to reach a specified device temperature. From a

layout point of view the heater should overlap the device considerably in order to guarantee a homo-

geneous temperature distribution over the whole active device area. The theoretical determination

of the polyheater and the device temperature as a function of the power is very difficult [162] since

considerable simplifications are required due to the fact that various back-end layers and materials

usually have non-linear thermal conductivities [163]. In the following subsections an experimental

procedure is presented, allowing to determine the power supply which is necessary to bring an active

transistor to a certain device temperature. Thereby, we evaluate both the heater and device temper-

ature which enables us to estimate the temperature gradient between poly wires and active device.

Furthermore, we extract the transient heating and cooling characteristics for different target temper-

atures and discuss effects that may delay the restoration of thermal equilibrium and destabilize an

adjusted temperature.

6.1.2 Calibration of heater and device temperature

In order to extract the polyheater and device temperature as a function of the applied power, we call

on an appropriate temperature dependent parameter of the material. In the case of the highly doped

poly silicon wire, the temperature dependent electric resistance (RPH) would be such a parameter.

In the case of the MOS transistor the forward current of the source/bulk diode or the source/drain

current (around the threshold voltage of the device) can be used as an appropriate thermometer. For

reliability issues, the source/drain current (ID) is the preferred reference since it directly reflects the

temperature of the interface between the silicon substrate and the gate oxide. This interface is of

major interest because most studies suggest this region to be the location of concern for NBTI.
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Figure 6.2: (a) The poly resistance RPH (full triangles) and the drain current ID (open triangles) as a
function of the chuck temperature TCHUCK. RPH is characteristic for the poly temperature while ID

reflects the interface temperature of the active device. (b) The poly resistance RPH (full triangles) and
the drain current ID (open triangles) as a function of the heater power PPH (TCHUCK = -60◦C). The
increase in the heater power causes a linear increase of RPH and ID.

For the initial calibration we heat the wafer on the thermo chuck from -60◦C to 300◦C and record

the poly resistance (RPH) and the drain current (ID) of our PMOS device at selected temperatures, cf.

Fig. 6.2 (a). The sense currents and voltages must be chosen carefully in order to prevent self-heating

during the measurement. Within the scanned temperature range the increase of the poly resistance

and the drain current can be fitted very well by a polynomial of first (linear) or of second-order. From

a physical point of view, the increase in the poly resistance can be explained by a reduction of the

carrier mobility due to enhanced lattice scattering at higher temperatures while the increase in the

drain current is originated in an enhancement of the concentration of thermally activated inversion

carriers (ni). Having determined the coefficients of the polynomial fit, we can calculate the poly and

device temperature from RPH and ID, respectively, when a power is applied.

In Fig. 6.2 (b) the poly resistance and the drain current is illustrated as a function of the power sup-

ply (PPH). In this example the chuck temperature was -60◦C. When applying zero watts (PPH = 0W),

the poly resistance and the drain current correspond exactly to their values extracted for -60◦C in

Fig. 6.2 (a). As we increase the power supply from 0W toward 6W, the poly resistance and the drain

current grow simultaneously. In order to provide enough time for restoring thermal equilibrium, the

power supply steps must be moderate. In the analysis RPH(PPH) can be converted into the tempera-

ture of the polyheater (TPH) and ID(PPH) into the device temperature (TDV).

The temperatures as a function of the power supply are illustrated in Fig. 6.3 (a). As can be seen, when

applying a heater power of 6W at a chuck temperature of -60◦C, one may reach a device temperature

of approximately 175◦C. This corresponds to a maximum temperature range of ΔTDV = 235K. Nat-

urally, the correlation between the heater power and the accessible device temperature depends on

the particular poly design. The higher the supplied power, the further the poly and the device tem-

perature drift apart. For example, at a poly temperature of 150◦C the device temperature is just 125◦C.

This is caused by the vertical temperature gradient between the heater and the device, cf. Fig. 6.1.
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Figure 6.3: (a) The poly (TPH; full triangles) and the interface temperature (TDV; open triangles)
when increasing the heater power (PPH) at a chuck temperature of -60◦C. The individual tempera-
tures drift apart with PPH due to the vertical temperature gradient. The thermal resistances RTH

PH and
RTH

DV are given by the slopes ΔTPH/ΔPPH, and ΔTDV/ΔPPH, respectively. (b) The thermal resistances
of the polyheater (RTH

PH ; full squares) and the device (RTH
DV ; open squares) extracted for different chuck

temperatures. The higher the chuck temperature, the steeper the temperature increase with heating
power. RTH

DV is lower than RTH
PH because of the vertical temperature gradient.

From the slope ΔT /ΔPPH one can determine the individual thermal resistances. In Fig. 6.3 (b) the

thermal resistances RTH
PH and RTH

DV of our particular heater design are depicted for different chuck tem-

peratures. Obviously, RTH
PH and RTH

DV increase as the ambient temperature increases. This means that

less power has to be applied at higher ambient temperatures in order to bridge the same temperature

range ΔT . This is due to the non-linear thermal conductivity of silicon. In fact, the thermal conduc-

tivity decreases as the temperature increases [162–164]. Consequently, the dissipated heat by the poly

wires is distributed to a smaller area the higher the temperature. Due to the more concentrated power

dissipation, poly and device heating become more efficient at higher chuck temperatures.

In many cases one is not interested in the thermal resistance and in the heating characteristics, mak-

ing the calibration procedure for a single target temperature much less laborious. In principle, it is

sufficient to determine one single target drain current at a certain target temperature. Therefore, we

heat the thermo chuck to the desired temperature and record the corresponding target current at

an arbitrary operating point (i.e. the threshold voltage of the device). When later (at a lower chuck

temperature) determining the power supply necessary to reach this elevated target temperature, we

simply increase the power supply incrementally while measuring the drain current in parallel at the

same operating point as before. Once the measured drain current corresponds exactly to its calibrated

target value, the required power supply is found.

6.1.3 Maximum accessible temperature range

A remarkable application of the polyheater technique can be found in the ability of reaching device

temperatures far beyond the scope of conventional thermo chuck systems. For instance, an ultra
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high target temperature can be reached when providing additional heating power at the maximum

temperature range accessible by the thermo chuck. This feature enables us for example to determine

activation energies of NBTI induced defects in a much wider temperature range than provided by our

thermo chuck.

However, the calibration procedure of the polyheater in the high temperature regime (beyond the

scope of the thermo chuck) requires more effort. This is because we cannot determine a target drain

current in a temperature regime which is not accessible by the thermo chuck. Furthermore, previ-

ously established thermometers like the drain current change their temperature dependent charac-

teristics as the semiconductor becomes intrinsic.

The high temperature calibration is illustrated in Fig. 6.4. In Fig. 6.4 (a) the same experiment as in

Fig. 6.2 (b) was performed, however, this time at a chuck temperature of 150◦C. As we increase the

power supply at an ambient temperature of 150◦C, the heater resistance (RPH) and drain current (ID)

initially show a similar behavior as observed in Fig. 6.2 (b). Both parameters increase regularly until

we reach a power supply of approximately 3W. According to the thermal resistance of 55K/W (cf.

Fig. 6.3 (b)), 3W applied at a ground temperature of 150◦C should elevate the device temperature to

approximately 315◦C. Beyond this temperature range the doped silicon substrate becomes intrinsic

which changes the current/voltage characteristics and temperature development of the drain current

significantly. As can be seen in Fig. 6.4 (a), between 3W and 5W the drain current begins to deviate

from its linear temperature dependent relationship (cf. Fig. 6.2 (a)) and can therefore no longer serve

as a reliable thermometer. On the other hand, the poly resistance abides by its regular development

which validates RPH still for poly temperature extrapolation.
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Figure 6.4: (a) The poly resistance RPH (full triangles) and the drain current ID (open triangles) as
we increase the heater power at a fixed chuck temperature of 150◦C. While the poly resistance still
develops regularly in the high temperature regime, the drain current begins to deviate from its linear
development as the silicon substrate becomes intrinsic (TDV ≥ 300◦C). (b) The interface temperature
(TDV) versus the power supply in the high temperature regime; (i) extracted from the poly resistance,
the poly temperature, respectively (open diamonds); (ii) extracted from the thermal resistance RTH

DV
(full diamonds). Although both techniques are based on independent calculations, they give similar
results for TDV. At a chuck temperature of 150◦C, interface temperatures up to 400◦C (at 4.2W) can be
reached by providing additional heating power.
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In Fig. 6.4 (b) we have determined the interface temperature of the device for an increasing power

supply in two different ways. The first way is simply linked to the thermal resistance evaluated in

Fig. 6.3 (b) for 150◦C. According to RTH
DV at 150◦C, the device temperature should increase by 55K/W.

We can use this result to calculate the device temperature in a straight-forward manner. The second

way is a little bit trickier. From the poly resistance, which still follows its regular development in the

high temperature regime, we can extrapolate at first the poly temperature as a function of the power

supply. In a second step the device temperature is calculated from the poly temperature. The pro-

cedure is similar to the one demonstrated in Fig. 6.3 (a), however, this time for a chuck temperature

of 150◦C. As can be seen in Fig. 6.4 (b), the results of both methods agree very well and give similar

device temperatures with a maximum discrepancy of about ±5K. We remark that at a chuck temper-

ature of 150◦C one is able to exceed device temperatures up to 400◦C which is far beyond the scope of

most industrial thermo chuck systems. At the moment we turn off the heater, the temperature drops

back to 150◦C almost immediately. The detailed heating and cooling dynamics of the heater-device

system are investigated in the next subsection.

6.1.4 Heating and cooling dynamics

In this subsection we elaborate on the time dependent heating and cooling dynamics of the device

as a heating voltage/power is applied or removed, respectively. The chuck (ambient) temperature

was -60◦C during these experiments. By applying a certain heating voltage to the poly wires, the

device temperature quickly elevates and stabilizes after a couple of seconds. On the other hand, when

removing the heating voltage, the device cools down immediately. In order to determine the exact

heating voltage necessary to reach a certain device temperature, the heater was calibrated in advance.

The output of this initial calibration were 8 different heating voltages appropriate to heat the device

from -60◦C to -40/-20/0/25/50/75/100/125◦C. In the experiments illustrated in Fig. 6.5, a heating

voltage is abruptly applied while recording in parallel the heater current for 100s. After this 100s

heating period the supply voltage was removed abruptly recording again the heater current in parallel

for another 100s. From the heating voltage and current characteristics the time dependent power

dissipation of the heater is calculated.

As can be seen in Fig. 6.5 (a), when turning the heater on, it takes up to 1ms until the maximum power

dissipation is reached. This delay time is mainly limited by the finite speed of the voltage source.

Using our particular heater design, heating voltages up to 34V are required in order to overcome

a temperature range of 185K (-60◦C → 125◦C). After the voltage source has stabilized (> 1ms), the

heater power tends to decrease slightly for a couple of seconds. This is because some time is needed

to restore thermal equilibrium between heater, wafer, and thermo chuck. Consequently, the initial

power decrease is more significant the larger the temperature difference between heater and chuck.

When turning the heater off, the heater power vanishes within approximately 1ms. Again, this 1ms is

originated in the finite speed of the voltage source.

In Fig. 6.5 (b) the same experimental sequence as in Fig. 6.5 (a) was performed but this time the drain

current of the device was recorded as a representative for the interface temperature. By using the

results of Fig. 6.2 (a) one can calculate the evolution of the device temperature TDV from ID.
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Figure 6.5: (a) The heating power when turning the heater voltage abruptly on (1) and off (2). The
chuck temperature was -60◦C. During the heater calibration specific voltages were determined to
reach certain device temperatures. At the moment the heating voltage is turned on (1) or off (2), we
record the heating current in parallel and calculate PPH. (b) The heating and cooling characteristics
of the device when turning the heater power abruptly on (1) or off (2). The heater/device/chuck
system needs a couple of seconds to restore thermal equilibrium causing a shoulder in the device
temperature at the very beginning of the heating and cooling procedure.

As can be seen in Fig. 6.5 (b), when turning the heater on abruptly, it takes up to 10s until the device

has stabilized at its calibrated target temperature. The larger the temperature difference, the longer it

takes to reach the target temperature. The larger time delay is due to the finite time interval necessary

to restore thermal equilibrium a distance away from the actual heating source. The shoulder visible in

the evolution of TDV during heating is due to the power decrease illustrated in Fig. 6.5 (a). We remark

that although heater power and heater temperature reach a maximum 1ms after turning the heating

voltage on, the device temperature does never exceed its target value due to the delayed thermal

coupling between the polyheater and the device. This is an important aspect since we do not want to

subject the device to an elevated pre-stress at the moment the heater is turned on. When turning the

heater off, the situation is similar as during heating. It takes a couple of seconds until the excess heat

generated by the polyheater can be removed by the thermo chuck. Following Fig. 6.5 (b), we come

to the conclusion that at -60◦C ambient temperature, any temperature switch up to ±200K can be

executed safely within a time interval of maximal 10s. In fact it takes approximately 0.1s to reach the

target temperature by 3%, 1s to obtain a 1% accuracy and after 10s the target temperature is adjusted

by 0.1% which corresponds to the measurement resolution as well.

6.1.5 Summary of the polyheater features

In the previous subsections the features and performance of the in-situ polyheater measurement

technique was demonstrated. The temperature calibration procedure for determining the poly tem-
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perature and device temperature was elaborated in detail for different ambient temperatures and

power supplies. The thermal resistances of the polyheater and the device were found to depend on

ambient temperature which is consistent with the non linear thermal conductivity reported for sili-

con. It was shown that a temperature range of more than 200K can be bridged by additional power

supply provided by the polyheater. In particular, the ability of reaching device temperatures far be-

yond conventional thermo chuck ranges was pointed out. A thorough study on the heating and cool-

ing dynamics of the device has revealed that a maximum time of 10s is needed to switch the temper-

ature within an interval of ±200K with a maximum precision of 0.1K. Thereby, the heating and cool-

ing procedure was found to be nearly independent of the difference between ambient temperature

(chuck temperature) and target temperature. Equipped with this features the polyheater tool exhibits

a remarkable and unique tool for device reliability testing and characterization purposes which will

be applied in the following sections for NBTI investigation.

6.2 On the temperature dependence of NBTI recovery

As demonstrated in the previous section, poly resistors around the device can be used to perform

fast and reliable in-situ heating on a single device on wafer level. The following sections address the

question how such a feature can be used to perform NBTI stress at a certain stress temperature, which

generates a certain degradation level, while the recovery itself can be studied at arbitrary recovery

temperatures. By turning the heater on during stress and switch it off during recovery, the tool enables

us on the one hand (i) to bring identically processed devices to the same degradation level and on the

other hand (ii) to fix a different temperature or vary the temperature in a defined way during recovery.

By using this technique, our understanding of the recovery physics can be probed in a novel manner.

The motivation for temperature switches is, for example, to clarify whether the observed recovery

dynamics, demonstrated in Chapter 3 are thermally activated or not. From a physical point of view,

thermodynamic models are often linked to mobile hydrogen which can diffuse toward the gate ox-

ide during recovery thereby passivating or creating dangling bonds at the SiO2/Si interface and in-

side the bulk of SiO2 [94, 96, 147, 165, 166]. However, by contrast previous experiments dealing with

bias switches during recovery, cf. Chapter 5 and [78, 145, 167], demonstrated that hydrogen reaction

and diffusion cannot be made responsible alone for degradation and recovery. As a solution carrier

trapping via elastic tunneling was suggested [167]. However, an elastic tunneling process would be

definitely too fast to explain long term recovery over many decades in time for ultra thin gate oxide

devices. From a theoretical point of view such fundamentally different physical phenomena should

show completely different dependencies on experimental parameters like the gate bias, the temper-

ature and the recovery time. Also, the often observed log-like time dependence of VTH recovery over

many decades of time or the bias and temperature dependent acceleration of degradation (cf. Sec-

tion 3.4) requires a consistent physical explanation. To put in a nutshell, until now the microscopic

degradation and recovery mechanisms as well as the relative amount and correlation of different con-

tributions to the total threshold voltage shift and recovery are still controversial points in literature

which require an unambiguous clarification in order to probe and formulate reliable degradation

and recovery models [168, 169].
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6.2.1 The principle of degradation quenching

A trivial problem encountered in the observation of temperature effects in NBTI recovery is the need

to dispose of a set of (i) comparable devices that are brought to (ii) the same degradation level by

identical stress, but which then (iii) recover at different temperatures.

The first condition (comparable devices) may be solved by careful sample selection, involving thor-

ough characterization before stress. Statistics indicate that a good correlation between the degrada-

tion levels observed in equally fabricated devices on the same wafer is to classify them by their virgin

CP current. The zero hour CP current gives information about the initial interface state density of the

device and about the concentration of hydrogen stored in the oxide. The second condition (identical

degradation level before recovery), however, cannot be solved by classically available stress and char-

acterization methods, if the third condition (various recovery temperatures) has to be maintained.

Classical methods are either based on performing stress and recovery at the same temperature, or

strictly separate stress and recovery by a long, scarcely observable and basically undefined transition

period. While the first approach can provide the observation of recovery at very good time resolu-

tion [170], it obviously always violates condition (ii) if condition (iii) is fulfilled and vice versa.

Therefore, in order to conserve the degradation level during cooling, the temperature switch has to be

fast, well controlled and independent of the difference between stress temperature and recovery tem-

perature. This demand cannot be fulfilled by a conventional thermo chuck system since the cooling

duration of such systems is very long (>30min) and strongly depends on the target temperature. As

a consequence, one has to deal either with additional degradation when maintaining the stress bias

applied during cooling or with uncontrolled recovery when leaving the device floating during cool-

ing. Furthermore, applying a bias during the temperature switch is difficult (if not impossible) due

to contact difficulties related to thermal expansion of probe needles and metal pads. In short, using

the thermo chuck for temperature switches suffers from a lot of unacceptable systematic errors and

drawbacks.

Our approach to harmonize all conditions and to get rid of the above described technical difficulties

is to use the polyheater technique, cf. Fig. 6.6 (a). During stress a certain stress bias (VGS) is applied

to the gate and the (previously calibrated) heater generates an elevated device temperature (TS) for

a defined stress time tS. Before initiating the recovery cycle, the heater is switched off, the device

reaching ambient (chuck) temperature within a couple of seconds (tD). In order to prevent any relax-

ation during the temperature switch, the stress bias remains applied within the delay time tD. During

tD stress continues in an undefined way, but this additional degradation is assumed to be very small

compared to the degradation occurring within the main stress period typically performed at a much

higher stress temperature (TS TR). This was verified in Fig. 6.6 (b) where we have stressed differ-

ent PMOS devices (SM6P/30/H3) for 1,000s at TS = 125◦C and EOX = 6.0MV/cm and afterwards let

them recover at TR = -60◦C and VTH. The cooling delay time tD between turning off the heater and

switching the gate bias from VGS to VTH was varied between 0s and 1,000s. When using a delay time

between 0s and 1s, the device has not reached the target temperature TR at the moment the stress

bias is removed, cf. Fig. 6.5. Consequently, due to the larger temperature the measured VTH shift is

afflicted with an error affecting predominantly the first couple of seconds after removal of the stress
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Figure 6.6: (a) The principle of degradation quenching. Subsequently to the initial characterization
phase at the analyzing temperature TR and the gate bias VTH, the heater is turned on, elevating the de-
vice temperature quickly toward the stress temperature TS. Once at TS, the stress phase is initiated by
switching the gate bias from VTH to VGS. After the stress time tS has elapsed, the heater is turned off.
The stress bias remains applied for a delay time tD until the device is at TR (degradation quenching).
The recovery cycle (tR) is then initiated by switching the gate bias from VGS to VTH. (b) Threshold volt-
age shift as a function of the delay time tD. Different PMOS devices (SM6P/30/H3) were stressed for
1,000s at TS = 125◦C and EOX = 6.0MV/cm. After degradation quenching, the VTH shift was monitored
at TR = -60◦C and VTH using different delay times tD.

bias. However, when using a delay time ≥ 3s, we obtain similar recovery characteristics for arbitrary

delay times suggesting (i) that 3s is sufficiently enough to reach the target temperature and (ii) that

we can safely neglect additional degradation or recovery during tD provided the stress temperature

exceeds the recovery temperature by far. Since the cooling time of the polyheater-device system is

nearly independent of the temperature difference (TS-TR), statement (i) and (ii) hold independent of

the recovery temperature provided TR is lower than TS.

Having demonstrated the ability of the polyheater technique of conserving the degradation level dur-

ing the temperature switch, the actual initialization of the recovery cycle (‘time zero’) may be defined

in the following as the point in time when switching the gate bias from the stress level to the thresh-

old voltage of the device. The entire procedure is called ‘degradation quenching’. By ‘quenching’ the

degradation level to an arbitrary recovery temperature in the way described above, we are going to

thoroughly investigate the role of temperature in NBTI recovery in the following sections.

6.2.2 Recovery of identically stressed devices recorded at different temperatures

In order to investigate the temperature dependence of NBTI recovery, the following experimental pro-

cedure was performed on different PMOS devices (SM6P/30/STD1) by making use of the previously

described degradation quenching method. During stress, the heater generates a defined interface

temperature and a certain stress bias is applied to the gate, subjecting the devices to an oxide field of

approximately EOX = 5.5MV/cm. Source and drain are at zero volts. The stress phase was performed

identically for all samples, creating a unique degradation level of each device at the end of tS.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Recovery of the threshold voltage shift recorded at different temperatures after stress-
ing all samples at EOX = 5.5MV/cm and TS = 125◦C. Recovery conditions: VGR = -1.1V; VDR = -2.5V;
TR = -40/0/40/80/125◦C. (b) Temperature dependent recovery rate between 1ms and 100ms (dia-
monds) and between 10s and 1,000s (triangles).

After 1,000s of NBTS, the heating current is taken away and the device cools down rapidly toward

the individual ambient temperature which is defined by the temperature of the underlying thermo

chuck. For example, when planning to study recovery at -40◦C, the chuck has to be at that tempera-

ture already before stress. Note that the required power supply for the polyheater necessary to reach

the unique stress temperature of 125◦C, is the greater the lower the base temperature of the thermo

chuck. One second after the heater has been turned off, the gate bias is switched to the threshold

voltage (VGR = -1.1V) of the device which terminates the stress abruptly and initiates the recovery cy-

cle (tR). In parallel, the drain bias is set to its read-out value (VDR = -2.5V) in order to measure the

recovery of the saturation drain current. The transition from stress to read-out bias conditions re-

quires approximately 200µs and is limited by the speed of the voltage source unit. The first measured

current at the individual recovery temperature and bias conditions can be recorded about 300µs after

removal of the stress voltage and about one second after the heater was turned off. The time depen-

dent evolution of the saturation drain current is converted into a stress/recovery induced threshold

voltage shift [27], cf. Chapter 2.

The result of such a temperature quenched recovery measurement is illustrated in Fig. 6.7 (a). The

unique stress temperature, supplied by the polyheater, was 125◦C. The individual recovery temper-

atures were -40/0/40/80/125◦C. Stress and recovery durations were 1,000s respectively. As can be

seen in Fig. 6.7 (a), the recovery curves look quite similar except for a temperature dependent offset

which is already present at the first measurement point recorded 300µs after removal of the stress

field. Although the recovery temperature was varied by more than 160K with respect to the individ-

ual analyzing temperatures, there is no significant long-term temperature dependence visible in the

recovery slopes. The recovery traces are apparently parallel.

In Fig. 6.7 (b) the recovery rate per decade is evaluated more precisely for the first one hundred mil-

liseconds and for the last two decades of the recovery traces. On closer inspection, there is a temper-

ature dependence visible within the first 100ms right after stress. We observe an increasing slope of
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the recovery curves with increasing temperatures. While at -40◦C the amount of recovery is only 1mV

per decade, it is about three times larger for temperatures above 80◦C. A reason for the initial temper-

ature dependence might be the fact that the device is probably not exactly at the target temperature

after the short cooling delay time (tD) of only 1s, cf. Fig. 6.6 (b). A few seconds after the termination

of stress all traces become nearly parallel independent of TR. After 10s the decrease of the threshold

voltage shift has leveled off to about 2mV/dec for all samples. This holds at least for two or three

decades in time.

The offset can be explained qualitatively by assuming an inelastic tunneling process and a homoge-

neous distribution of trap energy levels responsible for the observed log-like recovery traces. When

lowering the analyzing temperature, all recovery time constants increase simultaneously, thereby

shifting the entire recovery characteristics to larger recovery times. After demonstrating further ex-

amples, the issue is going to be discussed in detail by means of a first order model in Subsection 6.3.4.

It has to be mentioned that a possibly remaining small offset can be explained by the temperature

dependent position of the Fermi level at the threshold voltage. While at low temperatures the Fermi

level is closer to the valence band edge, it moves further toward midgap the higher the analyzing

temperature. Considering creation of interface states within the silicon bandgap as a result of NBTS,

their charge state (occupation probability) is governed by the position of the Fermi level, cf. Fig. 2.2.

Consequently, at lower temperatures more of them tend to be positively charged which is reflected by

a larger threshold voltage shift. The temperature dependent variation of the Fermi level apparently

causes a systematic error which is, however, believed to be too little to explain the full offset.

In summary, the obtained recovery characteristics are quite surprising, in particular, when consider-

ing that degradation during stress has usually a significant temperature dependence, cf. Section 3.4. A

crucial point here is that the temperature independence of the recovery rate challenges models based

on hydrogen dominated relaxation. For instance, in dispersive diffusion models hydrogen is believed

to be stored in traps within the oxide, at the interface or somewhere else close to the interface. In or-

der to passivate stress induced damage, the H atoms or H2 molecules have to be released from there

and overcome a thermodynamic barrier. At lower temperatures the probability of release as well as

the diffusion rate of hydrogen is much lower. Considering such a mechanism to be the controlling

process, one would expect freezing of recovery at -40◦C. However, time dependent recovery is still

observed even at such relatively low temperatures. The same argument also holds for the switching

of hydrogen from a bonding to an antibonding Si–H configuration, as proposed by [171]. Since the

transfer from a bonding to an antibonding configuration is a thermodynamical process, it should be

highly temperature activated.

In order to investigate the role of interface states in the recovery process, CP measurements were

performed at the end of the 1,000s lasting constant bias recovery phases which are performed at

different temperatures. Considering that the obtained ΔVTH shifts are considerably different (at the

end of the recovery phases), one would expect a similar difference in the remaining CP current as well

provided interface state re-passivation is the dominating recovery mechanism. Such a difference is

actually obtained, the -40◦C data showing a considerably larger ΔICP than for example the 125◦C data,

cf. uncorrected data in Fig. 6.8 (b).
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Figure 6.8: (a) Virgin CP current characteristics recorded at the individual recovery temperatures.
The lower the temperature, the higher the CP signal due to a larger profiled active energy range
(ΔECP). (b) The remaining CP current degradation at the end of the constant bias recovery phases
performed at different temperatures. CP setup: VGB = 1.0V; VGH = -2.0V; f = 500kHz; tr = tf = 375ns.
The remaining CP signal is the larger the lower the temperature, however, when accounting for the
temperature dependent active energy interval (ΔECP), the obtained differences in the uncorrected
ΔICP data (open symbols) is removed. The corrected data (full symbols) reveals a similar remaining
degradation level of the interface after 1,000s constant bias recovery at different temperatures.

However, considering the temperature dependence of the scanned energy interval (cf. Fig. 2.8 (a)),

the obtained difference turns out to be afflicted with a systematic error. The error may be corrected

by referencing to the initial offset of the virgin CP currents recorded at the individual analyzing tem-

peratures, cf. Fig. 6.8 (a). We remark that all samples show a similar virgin CP current, when recorded

at the same temperature. After accounting for the temperature dependent offset, the remaining shift

in the CP currents becomes independent of temperature, cf. corrected data in Fig. 6.8 (b). The result

indicates that either no interface state recovery takes place at all, or interface state recovery is inde-

pendent of temperature. We further note that the remaining offsets in the ΔVTH shifts at the end of

the recovery phases (tR) cannot be explained by different interface state densities.

In order to investigate the temperature and time dependence of CP current recovery, a similar experi-

ment as the one presented in Fig. 6.7 (a) was performed on a different PMOS devices (SM6P/30/STD2).

After stressing all DUTs under the same stress conditions (125◦C; EOX = 5.5MV/cm, tS = 1,000s), we

have quenched degradation and monitored this time the CP current recovery immediately after the

termination of stress. The recovery phase was performed under continuous gate pulsing conditions

for 1,000s at three different temperatures ranging from -60◦C to 80◦C.

As can be seen in Fig. 6.9 (a), due to the temperature dependence of the active energy interval, a sys-

tematic offset in the CP signal and different recovery rates appear. However, when scaling all curves

to the first measured point (0.1s post stress), they coincide (cf. Fig. 6.9 (b)) showing a unique re-

covery rate of 6.5–7.2%/dec. In particular, there is a decrease in all CP signals of about 30% within

four decades in time (0.1s – 1,000s). The relative decrease is the same for all recovery temperatures

indicating temperature independent interface state recovery during continuous gate pulsing.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Recovery of the maximum CP current (continuous CP) recorded at different tempera-
tures after stressing all samples at EOX = 5.5MV/cm and TS = 125◦C. Bias and temperature conditions
during recovery: VGB = 2.0V; VGH = -2.0V; f = 1MHz; tr = tf = 125ns; TR = -60/10/80◦C. The CP currents
measured at the individual analyzing temperatures are illustrated before stress (I vir

CP - full symbols) and
after stress (I str

CP - open symbols). (b) The scaled recovery traces of ΔICP after stress. Independently
of the recovery temperature, all samples show a similar recovery rate leaving behind approximately
70% of the original degradation (measured 0.1s post stress) after 1,000s of pulsed recovery.

6.2.3 Identically stressed devices subjected to abrupt temperature switches

In Fig. 6.10 (a) the VTH recovery is illustrated for four different PMOS devices (SM6P/30/STD1). All

devices were stressed at an oxide field of 5.5MV/cm and at a temperature of 125◦C for 1,000s. Three

reference devices recovered at a constant temperature of -40◦C, 40◦C, and 125◦C, respectively. The

forth device was subjected to two abrupt temperature switches by making use of the polyheater tech-

nique. Right after stress it recovered for 1s at -40◦C, then for 100s at 40◦C and finally for another

10,000s at 125◦C providing two decades of inspection at each particular temperature. As can be seen

in Fig. 6.10 (a), when elevating the device temperature abruptly, ΔVTH relaxation becomes acceler-

ated approaching gradually the 40◦C reference curve, respectively, the 125◦C reference curve after a

couple of seconds. Temperature accelerated recovery at constant gate bias conditions can definitely

not be ascribed to elastic tunneling.

In Fig. 6.10 (b) we have performed the complementary experiment to Fig. 6.10 (a): at first, the device

recovered at 80◦C for 10s. Afterwards, the heater power was lowered so that the device cooled down

to 40◦C. However, as opposed to accelerated recovery as a consequence of heating, cooling leads to

frozen recovery for a certain interval of time. Indeed, recovery does not proceed before the cooled

measurement curve reaches the 40◦C reference curve. Again, frozen recovery at constant gate bias

conditions cannot be ascribed by an elastic hole trapping model.
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Figure 6.10: (a) Two step heating performed during constant bias recovery. Reference measurements
at -40/40/125◦C are illustrated by open diamonds/triangles/crosses. Recovery can be accelerated
twice as we heat the device abruptly from -40◦C to 40◦C (after 3s) and form 40◦C to 125◦C (after 100s),
cf. full symbols. (b) Cooling performed during constant bias recovery. Reference measurements at
40/80◦C are illustrated by open triangles/circles. Lowering the recovery temperature (80◦C → 40◦C)
leads to frozen recovery until the cooled (full symbols) reaches the reference curve at 40◦C.

6.2.4 Identically stressed devices subjected to temperature ramps

In order to investigate the temperature dependence of the CP current and the VTH recovery in a more

sophisticated way, the ‘simple’ temperature switch experiments was extended to full temperature

ramps. This means, the device temperature was not changed abruptly by one or two large steps but

was carefully increased in many small steps beginning at a relatively low temperature (i.e.: -60◦C) and

ending up finally at a much higher temperature (i.e.: the stress temperature: 125◦C). Note that a care-

ful heater and device calibration has to be performed in advance in order to accomplish the heater

power → device temperature conversion and in order to investigate the individual threshold voltage

shifts recorded at different device temperatures. All PMOS devices (SM6P/30/H1) discussed in the

following were stressed at an oxide field of 5.5MV/cm and at a temperature of 125◦C for 1,000s.

After degradation quenching toward -60◦C, the temperature ramp experiment can be divided in four

separate sections (A/B/C/D), cf. Fig. 6.11. The gate bias remains constant at VTH during the entire

recovery phase. Section (A) was performed immediately after the termination of stress and lasts for

100s at a temperature of -60◦C. Section (B) is the actual temperature ramp where the device tem-

perature was increased incrementally within 125s from -60◦C toward 125◦C in 48 equidistant (3.85◦C)

steps. Having reached 125◦C, the temperature remains fixed for another time interval of 1,000s in

section (C). Before section (D) the polyheater was switched off thereby returning abruptly back to the

initial characterization temperature of -60◦C for another 1,000s.
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Figure 6.11: The recovery of the threshold voltage shift within the different stages of the temperature
ramp experiment. The recovery sections (A/B/C/D) are depicted separately as a function of time.
Note that during the temperature ramp in section (B) the time axis is linear. In section (A) at -60◦C a
standard log-like VTH recovery rate of 1.06mV/dec is observed. During the temperature ramp in sec-
tion (B) the VTH shift is reduced considerably by 16mV. Within section (C) at 125◦C recovery proceeds
again log-like with are recovery rate of 1.17mV/dec. As we finally cool down abruptly from 125◦C to
-60◦C in section (D), the VTH degradation level remains frozen for the next 1,000s.

In section (A) a log-like recovery characteristic is observed at -60◦C. The recovery rate per decade

within this section is approximately 1.0mV/dec. After 100s, we start a linear temperature ramp in sec-

tion (B) beginning at -60◦C and ending up at 125◦C. As a consequence of heating, the observed VTH

shift is reduced considerably by 16mV indicating temperature accelerated defect annealing. In the

following section (C) performed at 125◦C, we obtain again a similar log-like recovery characteristic of

the VTH shift as in section (A). The recovery rate in section (C) is approximately 1.2mV/dec. In the last

section (D), where we finally switch the temperature abruptly from 125◦C back to -60◦C, the degrada-

tion level remains frozen for the next 1,000s. Note that the last measured VTH shift value of section (C)

and the first measured VTH shift value of section (D) agree perfectly, although measured at vastly dif-

ferent characterization temperatures. This, on the one hand, confirms the reliability of our VTH shift

extraction method for different temperatures and, on the other hand, proves that the observed tem-

perature dependent recovery acceleration in section (B) is actually a real chemical relaxation effect

and not a measurement artifact associated with different characterization temperatures.

To investigate CP current recovery under comparable experimental conditions, a similar experimen-

tal procedure was performed on a different PMOS device, cf. Fig. 6.12. To record the maximum CP

current, the gate junction was pulsed between accumulation (2.0V) and inversion (-2.0V) during re-

covery, using a pulse frequency of 500kHz and rising/falling times of 100ns.
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Figure 6.12: The virgin (gray diamonds) and the stressed (black diamonds) CP currents measured
during the temperature ramp experiment. The sections (A/B/C/D) are depicted separately as a func-
tion of time. Note that during the temperature ramp in section (B) the time axis is linear. In section
(A) we observe a log-like CP current recovery at -60◦C. During the temperature ramp in section (B)
both I vir

CP and I str
CP decrease considerably due to the shrinking of the active energy interval at elevated

temperatures. Within section (C) at 125◦C, only very small additional CP current recovery is obtained.
When finally cooling down from 125◦C to -60◦C in section (D), the CP signal increases again abruptly
due to the expanding of the active interval. The CP signal is frozen for the following 1,000s at -60◦C.

In order to estimate the systematic error in the CP signal caused by the temperature dependence of

the active energy interval, an initial temperature ramp experiment was performed without subject-

ing the device to NBTI stress. Note that the evolution of the resulting I vir
CP curve reflects solely the

temperature dependence of the CP current without being distorted by any recovery. As discussed

in Subsection 2.2.2, by increasing the temperature, the scanned energy interval within the silicon

bandgap becomes narrower because of the higher emission probability of previously captured in-

version/accumulation carriers during the falling/rising edges of the gate pulses. As opposed to the

unstressed device, the stressed CP signal I str
CP may be influenced by time and temperature dependent

recovery mechanisms as well. In general, we expect that during the temperature ramp I str
CP will de-

crease (i) because of a contraction of the active energy interval (ΔECP) and (ii) because of chemical

interface state repassivation of stress induced Pb centers.

In Fig. 6.12, the virgin (gray diamonds) and stressed (black diamonds) CP currents are illustrated

within the different sections of the experiment as a function of time. I vir
CP was recorded before stress,

I str
CP was recorded after stress. Following Fig. 6.12, we obtain a decrease in the virgin CP current dur-

ing the temperature ramp in section (B) which is due to the narrower active energy interval at higher

temperatures. Within the sections (A), (C) and (D), the virgin CP current I vir
CP is constant. After the

last temperature switch from 125◦C to -60◦C (section (D)) the same I vir
CP is obtained as in section (A)
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indicating that neither recovery nor stress has occurred as long as the device was not subjected to

electrical stress. The reduction of I vir
CP within section (B) can be attributed completely to a reduction

in the active energy interval.

As opposed to the virgin CP current I vir
CP, the stressed CP current I str

CP does not exclusively decease

in section (B) but also in section (A) and (C) where the temperature is constant. This suggests that

moderate interface state recovery probably also occurs during the 125s lasting temperature ramp in

section (B). At the beginning of section (C) (-60◦C), the CP current increases again considerably be-

cause of the temperature switch and nearly reaches its previous value obtained at the end of section

(A). This indicates that the amount of real chemical interface state relaxation during section (B) and

(C) is actually small (10%). Consequently, the main reason for the observed decrease of the I str
CP signal

in section (B) must be the active energy interval which is getting narrower with increasing tempera-

ture. We remark that during section (B) I vir
CP and I str

CP agree perfectly when multiplying I vir
CP by a factor

of 2.3. This again suggests that chemical relaxation during heating is almost negligible which is con-

sistent with the observation that CP current recovery is apparently independent of temperature, cf.

Subsection 6.2.2.

6.2.5 Conclusions – T-dependence of ΔVTH and CP current recovery

Based on the upper key experiments performed on identically stressed PMOS devices, one may draw

the following conclusions on the temperature dependence of ΔVTH and CP current recovery:

1. Threshold voltage recovery is accelerated considerably by elevating the temperature. On the

other hand, when decreasing the temperature during recovery, the degradation level remains

frozen for a certain interval of time.

2. The mechanism causing ΔVTH recovery at elevated temperature is a true chemical relaxation

process which is not reversible by subsequent device cooling.

3. CP current recovery is only marginally influenced by either heating or cooling, suggesting in-

terface state repassivation to play only a minor role in recovery as long as the gate bias is main-

tained constant around the VTH.

4. The recovery rates of the VTH shift and the CP current (recorded under continuous gate pulsing

conditions) are widely independent of temperature. This holds at least for long-term recovery

measurements recorded between 1s and 1,000s after the termination of stress.

Since our measurements show both bias (cf. Chapter 5) and temperature dependence (cf. Chapter 6),

but support neither elastic tunneling nor interface state repassivation, a different mechanism has to

be responsible for the observed recovery characteristics. Because bias dependence is totally incom-

patible with a diffusion process of neutral hydrogen species, we take the observed read-out voltage

sensitivity as an indication for a trapping/detrapping phenomenon and attempt to expand the idea

of elastic carrier exchange to a temperature sensitive model.
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Figure 6.13: First order model of temperature dependent recovery effects using a simple picture of
three different traps having three different time constants, barrier heights, respectively. Each trap is
assigned to an arbitrary threshold voltage shift of 1xmV. Heating or cooling shifts the recovery curve
to the left or the right (shorter or longer time constants) resulting in stimulated or frozen recovery.
The diamond indicates a hypothetic temperature switching event.

As opposed to elastic tunneling, inelastic phonon assisted tunneling is temperature dependent [172].

Oxide defects and valence band electrons having different energetic positions cannot exchange car-

riers elastically. However, if they gain energy from lattice vibration (phonons) they may pass the ther-

modynamical tunneling barrier ΔEB with a certain temperature dependent probability [173].

The lifetime of a single trap can be expressed by an Arrhenius law:

τ(ΔEB,TR) = τ0 exp
ΔEB

kBTR
, (6.1)

where τ(ΔEB,TR) is the inelastic tunneling lifetime of a single trap, τ0 is the pseudo-elastic tunneling

exchange time between a trap and a substrate carrier at a barrier height zero, ΔEB is the thermody-

namical tunneling barrier, kB is the Boltzmann constant and TR is the analyzing temperature. At a

constant temperature the time constants of different traps are solely determined by their individual

barrier heights ΔEB.

When assuming NBTI recovery to be mainly determined by the neutralization of positive oxide de-

fects via electron capture from the silicon substrate (respectively hole emission into the silicon sub-

strate), the observed threshold voltage recovery can be interpreted as a continuous decay of traps

with different barrier heights ΔEB.

Based on this idea, we can schematically illustrate the ΔVTH recovery curve for three different traps

having different thermodynamical barrier heights, cf. Fig. 6.13: According to their individual barrier

heights, each trap has a certain characteristic time constant at which it recovers with maximum prob-

ability. A variation of temperature (TR1 −→ TR2) impacts all time constants in parallel thereby shifting

the plateaus along the time axis in log scale.
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The respective shift in time for a trap with barrier height ΔEB can be calculated as

log(τ(ΔEB,TR1))− log(τ(ΔEB,TR2)) = ΔEB

kBTR1
− ΔEB

kBTR2
. (6.2)

For TR2 > TR1, the plateaus will shift to the left since the time constants of all traps will decrease,

for TR2 < TR1 the time constants increase leading to a shift to the right. Note that the widths of the

plateaus are proportional to ΔEB. The trap level which recovers first (τ1), has the lowest barrier (ΔEB1)

and is therefore least temperature dependent. On the other hand, trap levels with higher barriers

(ΔEB2 and ΔEB3) depend stronger on temperature which results in a more significant temperature

impact on the plateau broadness.

In this first order model, heating or cooling the device during recovery leads to stimulated recovery (at

the diamond, stepping from the solid to the dashed line in Fig. 6.13, cf. Fig. 6.10 (a)) or frozen recovery

(at the diamond, stepping from the solid to the dotted line in Fig. 6.13, cf. Fig. 6.10 (b)) compatible

with our measurement results. When further assuming that the barrier ΔEB itself can be lowered by

a bias change, the model covers also bias change experiments and includes ‘mathematically’ elastic

tunneling in the limit ΔEB = 0. Furthermore, homogeneously distributed thermodynamical barriers

would lead to a large variety of time constants resulting in a large number of small steps like the

ones described in Fig. 6.13. In a realistic experiment (large device), one would therefore expect large

amounts of small steps to be smeared out as a straight line in a log(t ) diagram consistent with our

recovery experiments.

6.3 Classification of defects by their recovery characteristics

Having identified the gate bias and the temperature as the main impact factors governing defect

neutralization and annealing during NBTI recovery, the following investigations address a combined

study of gate bias ramps and temperature switches aiming to unambiguously clarify the basic charac-

teristics of recoverable defects introduced during NBTS. In this context, the polyheater technique al-

lows to control temperature and gate bias independently, thereby enabling us to perform low temper-

ature measurements right after stressing the device at a much higher stress temperature (degradation

quenching). A low characterization temperature is not only beneficial since it expands the accessible

energy range during CP, thereby improving the measurement resolution and the DOS approximation

but also because it decelerates thermodynamical trapping/detrapping mechanisms making a larger

portion of the initial degradation level visible after the termination of stress [174].

The fundamental approach of this study is to classify defects by their individual recovery charac-

teristics. The experimental setup is particularly adapted to probe an established damage/recovery

hypothesis based on E centers [83, 175] that are believed to be generated as a result of NBTS and

then can act as switching traps during recovery [108, 152, 176]. This so-called Harry Diamond Labo-

ratories (HDL) model was introduced by Lelis following irradiation studies [110] later confirmed by

ESR studies [102] and finally revisited and extended by Grasser et al. in the context of NBTI [144].
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The microscopic model transitions involved in the classical and extended HDL model are rigorously

discussed in Section 4.3.

The study clearly reveals three different types of defects. All defect types have in common that their

charge state depends on the position of the Fermi level and that they introduce a broad density of

state profile in the vicinity of or within the silicon bandgap. Defect (I) is fully recoverable, defect (II)

is similar to defect (I) in terms of DOS but does not recover that easily, while defect (III) can be at-

tributed to the conventional interface state (Pb center). From this study we come to the conclusion

that the carrier trapping and detrapping characteristics of stress induced defects can be controlled

by temperature and Fermi level in a similar way. However, there is also irrevocable structural relax-

ation which is mainly influenced by the temperature. Based on these ideas, a measurement method

has been developed which can be used to energetically profile the relaxation of stress induced oxide

defects.

6.3.1 Basic experimental approach and proposed underlying model transitions

To investigate bias dependent trap annealing, we study hysteresis in low temperature (-60◦C) gate

bias ramps (‘down sweep’ and ‘up sweep’) after stressing PMOS devices (SM6P/30/STD2) for 1,000s

under NBTI (-5.5MV/cm; 125◦C). Without loss of generality, it is assumed that during stress interface

and oxide traps can be created and exchange carriers with the silicon substrate. Since during stress

the device is in strong inversion, the Fermi level is pinned close to the valence band edge and most

interface states are considered as positively charged. Since there are almost no electrons present at

the interface as long as the gate bias is at the stress level, hole capture dominates the carrier exchange

process between NBTS induced traps and the silicon substrate, resulting in predominantly positively

charged defects at the end of stress [21, 140, 177].

After stress, degradation is quenched [168] from 125◦C to -60◦C. The basic experimental setup fol-

lowing electrical stress and the proposed microscopic model transitions linked to the gradual Fermi

level sweeps are discussed in Fig. 6.14. The start of trap characterization during recovery is given by

the switch of the gate voltage from the stress level (-17.0V) to a much lower recovery bias (-1.7V). As

long as the new gate bias value still corresponds to strong inversion, the Fermi level remains pinned

close to the valence band edge. From this point on a ‘down sweep’ toward accumulation is started

turning the device gradually off. As soon as the gate bias approaches and then passes the threshold

voltage (≈-1.0V) during the ‘down sweep’, the Fermi level quickly moves from the valence band edge

toward the conduction band edge which influences the free carrier concentrations at the interface

considerably. The Fermi level positions at the particular gate voltages were simulated numerically

for the tested device [29]. When approaching accumulation, new equilibrium conditions for carrier

exchange between the silicon substrate and the positively charged oxide defects develop, increas-

ingly favoring electrical neutralization of the switching traps the closer the Fermi level approaches

the conduction band edge (transition (2) → (3)). Basically, this (2) → (3) transition (which we propose

to call electrical neutralization, since electrically visible damage disappears upon neutralization of

positively charged defects) is reversible, that is, a subsequent ‘up sweep’ leads to recapture of a hole

from the substrate and restores the electrically visible damage in state (2) (transition (3) → (2)).
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Figure 6.14: A schematic description of the trap characterization experiment. During stress at 125◦C
and -5.5MV/cm oxygen vacancy precursors (1) are believed to break up, forming positively charged
E centers (2). After the termination of stress, a ‘down sweep’ toward accumulation is performed at
-60◦C driving the Fermi level gradually from the valence band edge toward the conduction band edge,
thereby neutralizing previously positively charged E centers (3). Once neutralized, the E center may
undergo structural relaxation during the intermediate wait phase thereby restoring the original pre-
cursor state. Neutralized E centers which do not undergo structural relaxation may become posi-
tively charged again during the subsequent ‘up sweep’.

However, provided the defect remains electrically neutral for a sufficiently long time, the trap can

undergo a structural relaxation ((3) → (1)) which lowers the defect level in energy and brings it back

to the initial precursor state (1). This recovery is irrevocable (as opposed to the reversible electrical

recovery mentioned before) in the sense that a re-stress is required to trigger the transition (1) → (2).

Since relaxation can only occur when the trap state is neutral (that is, in state (3)), it will happen pre-

dominantly during the 10s ‘wait phase’ of our experiment which lasts much longer than the actual

ramping durations (1–2s). Optionally, the target bias of the ‘down sweep’ can be varied or the tem-

perature during the ‘wait phase’ can be increased which will enhance the relaxation process (3) →
(1), provided it is temperature activated. Note that increasing the temperature at a constant gate bias

does not modify the Fermi level position considerably.
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Our analysis is based on the observed difference in the VTH shift between the two gate bias ramps

(‘down sweep’ and ‘up sweep’)) which provides insight into the above mentioned transitions: Pure

electrical neutralization ((2) → (3)) is reversible, meaning that the positive charge can be restored

in the ‘up sweep’. On the other hand, a ‘real chemical’ relaxation ((3) → (1)) is irreversible under

the applied bias conditions of the sweep which results in observable differences in the ‘up sweep’

compared to the ‘down sweep’.

Having explained the concept of our basic experimental approach, tailored to the physical mecha-

nisms which we expect to observe, we will briefly summarize the detailed experimental conditions

and present the results in the following subsection.

6.3.2 Individual experimental setups and results

After the stress phase, every device discussed in the following is at -60◦C and ‘per definition’ at the

same degradation level. From that point on, the experiment was carried out in four different ways.

The results and the individual measurement sequences are illustrated in Fig. 6.15.

Discussion on the experimental sequences

(a) Right after stress, the gate voltage is ramped down from deep inversion (-1.7V) toward depletion

(-0.7V). The ‘down sweep’ takes about one second and consists of 50 equidistant voltage steps

of 20mV. After remaining for 10s at -0.7V, the gate junction is ramped back from -0.7V to -1.7V

(‘up sweep’). The sequence is completed by a final charge pumping measurement.

(b) Same sequence as in (a), however, during the wait phase in depletion, the polyheater was

turned on in order to heat the device to 125◦C for 10s.

(c) Same sequence as in (a), however, ‘sweep down’ and ‘sweep up’ were recorded from deep in-

version (-1.7V) till accumulation (+0.3V) the intermediate 10s wait period being at +0.3V.

(d) Mixture of sequence (b) and (c). During the 10s wait period in accumulation (+0.3V) a heating

pulse of 125◦C was applied using the polyheater.

In the analysis of the experiments (a) to (d) a gate voltage dependent hysteresis effect is evaluated that

emerges, when the ‘down seep’ and the ‘up sweep’ are compared to the virgin transfer curve. These

particular stress/recovery induced shifts are depicted as gate voltage dependent threshold voltage

variations in Fig. 6.15. Note that as the gate bias exceeds depletion (-0.7V) and approaches accu-

mulation (+0.3V) in experiment (c) and (d), the VTH shift cannot be monitored anymore. This is a

general experimental limitation originating from the lack of an inversion channel as the Fermi level

approaches and finally exceeds the intrinsic level Ei (more electrons than holes at the interface), cf.

Section 5.1.
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Figure 6.15: The VTH shift during ‘sweep down’ (left hand side) and ‘sweep up’ (right hand side) as a
function of the read-out gate bias (VGR). Experiments were performed according to the measurement
sequences (a), (b), (c) and (d).

The VTH shift in the ‘down sweep’ is identical for all experiments discussed in Fig. 6.15. A considerable

reduction of ΔVTH by 26mV is obtained in all setups when driving the gate voltage from deep inver-

sion (-1.7V) toward depletion (-0.7V) right after stress. The fact that this reduction is the same for

all devices serves as a consistency check considering that the measurement sequences are identical

for (a), (b), (c) and (d) until the gate bias exceeds the depletion voltage of -0.7V. The good correla-
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tion is evidence for a comparable degradation level of all devices at the end of stress. Keeping the

model of energetically widely distributed oxide defects in mind, the 26mV reduction in ΔVTH during

‘sweep down’ is mainly caused by electrical oxide trap neutralization as the Fermi level travels from

the valence band edge toward midgap (transition (2) → (3)), cf. Fig. 6.14. Possible alternative inter-

pretations and objections are discussed in detail by means of separate experiments in the Appendix

of [174].

While ‘sweep down’ is identical for all sequences, the results of ‘sweep up’ depend significantly on

the gate bias and on the temperature applied during the 10s wait phase. According to the oxide

trapping/detrapping model, the difference in the ΔVTH shift between ‘sweep down’ and ‘sweep up’

is mainly caused by irreversible relaxation of neutralized switching oxide traps ((3) → (1)). Repassi-

vation of interface states and time delay effects are assumed to be negligible. Justification for these

assumptions is given the Appendix of [174].

In the following, the results of the particular experimental sequences are discussed separately and

agreement with the predicted structural transitions is highlighted.

Discussion of the experimental results

(a) After a 10s wait time at -60◦C and a gate voltage of -0.7V, the gate bias is ramped up again

toward inversion (-1.7V). During ‘sweep up’ an increase in the VTH shift of about 16mV is ob-

tained, which is, however, not as large as the amount of ΔVTH lost during ‘sweep down’ (26mV).

According to the hole trapping model of Grasser et al. [144] the final difference in the VTH shift

of 10mV between ‘sweep down’ and ‘sweep up’ can be attributed to permanently recovered ox-

ide defects (transition (3) → (1)). On the other hand, the remaining increase of 16mV in ‘sweep

up’ indicates that electrical neutralization of oxide traps does not necessarily result in a struc-

tural relaxation which would erase them irrecoverably. Some of the defects can obviously be

recharged positively again as the gate bias re-approaches inversion during ‘sweep up’ (transi-

tion (3) → (2)).

(b) This sequence studies the influence of temperature on the permanent recovery of oxide de-

fects. As opposed to experiment (a), the device is heated up to 125◦C during the 10s wait phase

in depletion between ‘sweep down’ and ‘sweep up’. Remarkably, as a consequence of the 10s

lasting temperature pulse, a 25mV reduction in the VTH shift emerges, the remaining increase

in ‘sweep up’ being only 7mV. This indicates that device heating supports structural relaxation

suggesting transition (3) → (1) to be temperature activated.

(c) This sequence studies the influence of a Fermi level shift toward the conduction band edge

on the permanent recovery of oxide defects. As opposed to sequence (a), ‘sweep down’ in se-

quence (c) drives the device from inversion (-1.7V) till accumulation (+0.3V), while keeping the

gate bias there during the 10s wait phase at -60◦C. During the subsequent ‘sweep up’ again a

hysteresis of about 25mV emerges in the ΔVTH shift, indicating that during accumulation irre-

vocable oxide trap recovery (transition (3) → (1)) is much more effective than during depletion,

cf. sequence (a). This is likely due to the fact that in accumulation almost all state (2) traps
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become electrically neutralized in state (3). Consequently, the more traps are in state (3), the

higher is the possibility of a (3)→ (1) transition. The remaining increase in theΔVTH shift during

‘sweep up’ is considerably reduced to about 7mV just like in sequence (b) which is consistent

with the suggestion that most oxide traps visible in ‘sweep down’ have already been erased ir-

revocably during the wait phase in accumulation. The origin of the obtained equivalence of

sequence (b) and (c) can be explained as follows: During the low temperature accumulation

phase in experiment (c) most oxide traps become immediately electrically neutralized (transi-

tion (2) → (3)). Consequently, at the beginning of the 10s accumulation phase nearly all traps

are in state (3) and therefore available for the (3) → (1) transition. Although the probability of

structural relaxation is low at -60◦C, some of the state (3) traps will still recover permanently

within the 10s wait phase. On the other hand, when biasing the device in depletion during the

wait phase, a smaller fraction of the previously generated state (2) traps are in state (3) at the

beginning of the 10s wait phase. As a consequence, less (3) → (1) transitions are expected, cf.

sequence (a). However, when heating the device in depletion (cf. sequence (b)), the tempera-

ture activated (3) → (1) transition becomes accelerated considerably. Furthermore, additional

(2) → (3) → (1) transitions are likely to occur as a consequence of inelastic tunneling ((2) → (3))

and subsequent structural relaxation ((3) → (1)).

(d) A combination of sequence (b) and (c), accumulation phase plus heating pulse, leads to the

highest degree of permanent relaxation. The hysteresis in the VTH shift between ‘sweep down’

and ‘sweep up’ exceeds 30mV which correspond to almost full recovery except for a small ap-

parently permanent offset. It seems that nearly the entire oxide charge contribution, visible as

26mV in ‘sweep down’, has been neutralized (transition (2) → (3)) and subsequently recovered

permanently (transition (3) → (1)) by heating the device in accumulation. This is consistent

with the Fermi level dependence of the (2) → (3) neutralization and the temperature acceler-

ation of (3) → (1) relaxation. The small remaining ΔVTH increase of about 4mV in ‘sweep up’

and the constant offset of 3mV visible at -0.7V can be attributed to interface state charging and

possibly positive locked-in oxide defects emerging as a result of hydrogen exchange between

passivated interface traps (Si–H bonds) and state (2) oxide traps (E centers), cf. Section 4.3.

Discussion on the role of interface states

It is an important finding that interface states (Pb centers) cannot be made responsible for the ob-

served hysteresis between ‘sweep down’ and ‘sweep up’. This is demonstrated clearly by comparing

the remaining VTH shifts recorded at the end of ‘sweep up’ at -1.7V to the remaining CP current signal

recorded immediately after ‘sweep up’. The comparison is illustrated in Fig. 6.16. As a reference the

VTH shift and the CP current measured directly after the termination of stress is included and labeled

‘post stress’ at the left hand side of the figure.

Following Fig. 6.16, the measured CP signal is widely independent of the individual measurement

sequence and also quite the same right after the termination of stress. This is because the CP signal

is mainly sensitive to interface states which are considered to be quasi-permanent. On the other

hand, the remaining VTH shift measured at -1.7V at the end of ‘sweep up’ depend strongly on the
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of the remaining VTH shifts (gray bars) to the remaining CP current signals
(white bars) for the individual sequences at the end of ‘sweep up’. As a reference, the ΔVTH and the
ΔICP signals recorded immediately after the termination of stress are illustrated to the left and labeled
as ‘post stress’.

measurement sequence. When measuring the VTH shift right after the termination of stress (first point

of ‘down sweep’ labeled ‘post stress’ in Fig. 6.16), it is found to be largest. This is because the total VTH

shift is assumed to consist of two components, the first being attributed to recoverable oxide defects

(E centers), the latter being attributed to quasi-permanent locked-in oxide charges and interface

states (Pb centers). While the recoverable contribution may be annealed with time, temperature and

bias switches, the quasi-permanent contributions remain particularly the same within the scope of

our measurement sequences.

Indication for additional locked-in positive oxide charges is given by the small remaining degradation

level observed at -0.7V in ‘sweep up’. Due to the fact that Pb centers are amphoteric [89, 90] and

therefore commonly assumed to be neutral, when the Fermi level is close to midgap, the remaining

VTH shift at -0.7V may be due to a different type of oxide defect equipped with larger time constants

than conventional E centers, cf. Section 4.3.

6.3.3 Energetic profiling of recoverable oxide defects

The results and conclusions drawn by the experiments described above identified the Fermi level

position and the temperature as the main parameters influencing the microscopic model transitions

discussed in Fig. 6.14. In order to correlate the Fermi level position to the amount of VTH recovery, an

additional extended experimental setup was developed: This ‘incremental sweep’ procedure linked

to the Fermi level positions at individual gate voltages is schematically depicted in Fig. 6.17.

Rather than starting with a full ‘down sweep’ immediately after stress as was done in Fig. 6.15, a

100s lasting constant gate bias phase at -1.7V was included prior to the actual sweeping procedure.

This was done in order to differentiate between ‘time dependent’ and ‘bias dependent’ recovery ef-

fects. Within this initial 100s, the ΔVTH shift was determined as a function of time (ΔV pstr
TH ). After
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Figure 6.17: A schematic illustration of the ‘incremental sweep’ technique. The VTH shift is measured
for 100s at a constant gate bias of -1.7V directly post stress (ΔV pstr

TH ) and directly after the incremental
sweep procedure (ΔV pswe

TH ). In between, VTH shift tuples are measured right before (diamonds) and
right after (triangles) each double-staircase ramp (VGH −→ V i

GB −→ VGH). The Fermi level positions
(E i

F) corresponding to the base potentials (V i
GB) of the double-ramps are illustrated below the experi-

mental setup. As an example, the predicted model transitions and the additionally accessible energy
range (ΔE i ,i+1

F ) is depicted when going from an arbitrary voltage level V i
GB to the next level V i+1

GB .

the constant bias phase, the incremental down sweep was initiated beginning at VGH = -1.7V till

V 1
GB = -1.5V followed by a constant bias wait phase of 1s at V 1

GB. Subsequently, the gate bias was

ramped back toward VGH = -1.7V which was maintained for another second. In the following, the

VGH −→ V i
GB −→ VGH double-staircase sweeps are repeated keeping VGH constantly at -1.7V while

increasing V i
GB incrementally by +0.2V till a final value of +0.3V. Right before and immediately af-

ter such a double-staircase sweep, tuples of ΔVTH values are recorded and referenced to the Fermi

level positions corresponding to V i
GB, cf. Fig. 6.17. After the last down-up cycle, the ΔVTH recovery is

monitored again for 100s at a constant gate bias of -1.7V (ΔV pswe
TH ).

As the V i
GB level incrementally moves from inversion (-1.7V) toward accumulation (+0.3V), the Fermi

level EF V i
GB increasingly approaches the conduction band edge, cf. Fig. 6.17. In fact, when going

from an arbitrary voltage level V i
GB to the next level V i+1

GB , the accessible energy range for the (2) → (3)

transition within the silicon bandgap extends by

ΔE i ,i+1
F = EF V i+1

GB −EF V i
GB . (6.3)
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Figure 6.18: The VTH shifts measured during the incremental sweep experiment. The time depen-
dent recovery of the threshold voltage shift, recorded for 100s at VGH = -1.7V directly post stress is
illustrated to the left (ΔV pstr

TH ). In the middle the tuples ΔV A
TH and ΔV B

TH corresponding to the partic-
ular base levels V i

GB are illustrated. The difference ΔV A
TH(V i

GB)−ΔV B
TH(V i

GB) is representative for the
number of (3) → (1) transitions happening during the V i

GB phase. From that difference, a density of

state profile may be evaluated by referencing to energy gap ΔE i ,i+1
F and to the position of the Fermi

level within the silicon bandgap (E i
F).

Traps within this energy range may be neutralized during the following down sweep (VGH −→ V i+1
GB ).

Once neutralized, some of the additional state (3) traps within ΔE i ,i+1
F may relax permanently during

the 1s wait phase at V i+1
GB (transition (3) → (1)). The ones who made the (3) → (1) transition are finally

missing in the subsequent up sweep (V i+1
GB −→ VGH) and therefore account for a difference between

ΔV A
TH(E i+1

F ) and ΔV B
TH(E i+1

F ).

By referencing the differences ΔV A
TH(E i+1

F ) - ΔV B
TH(E i+1

F ) to the current Fermi level position E i+1
F at

V i+1
GB and to the corresponding energy gap ΔE i ,i+1

F , an average density of state (DOS) profile can be

determined. The DOS profile may be calculated under the assumption that all traps are located close

to the SiO2/Si interface:

Drec
OX

E i
F +E i+1

F

2
= COX

q

ΔV A
TH(E i

F)−ΔV B
TH(E i

F)

ΔE i ,i+1
F

. (6.4)

In Eq. 6.4, COX is the area related gate oxide capacitance, q is the elementary charge and E i
F is the

Fermi level position at the base level V i
GB.

The ΔVTH shifts measured during the ‘incremental sweep’ procedure are illustrated in Fig. 6.18. The

results of the 100s time dependent threshold voltage recovery recorded right after stress (ΔV pstr
TH ) are

depicted at the left hand side of Fig. 6.18. Within this time interval, a logarithmic recovery character-

istic is obtained showing a slope of +2.8mV/dec. The incremental sweep routine, which takes approx-

imately 50s, follows right after the initial 100s performed at a constant gate bias of -1.7V. The results

for ΔV A
TH and ΔV B

TH are illustrated in the middle of Fig. 6.18 as a function of the double-sweep base
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Figure 6.19: Extracted density of state profile of permanently recovered E centers which have under-
gone the transitions (2)→ (3)→ (1) during the incremental sweep procedure. The energy is referenced
to the position of the Fermi level within the silicon bandgap (E i

F).

potential VGB. Any kind of time dependent recovery associated with the large voltage drop from stress

bias (-17.0V) to VGH (-1.7V) is assumed to be negligible during the sweep phase due to the 100s time

delay following the actual stress phase. What remains is mostly Fermi level and temperature con-

trolled carrier exchange. This is consistent with the observation that the degradation level is frozen at

the end of the sweep routine, cf. ΔV pswe
TH in Fig. 6.18 right hand side. Note that the final degradation

level of -16mV after VGB = +0.3V in Fig. 6.18 is quasi-permanent at least within the time scale of our

experiment and correlates perfectly with the ‘up sweep’ in sequence (b) and (c) in Fig. 6.15.

By making use of Eq. 6.4 and Fig. 6.18, a DOS profile may be calculated for the particular stress con-

ditions. It is illustrated in Fig. 6.19 on the left hand side.

From a physical point of view, this DOS corresponds to E centers which are generated during stress

((1) → (2)), primarily neutralized during recovery ((2) → (3)) and finally recovered via structural relax-

ation ((3) → (1)). It has to be remarked that the stated energy levels E i
F in Eq. 6.4 and Fig. 6.19 need not

necessarily correspond exactly to the actual energy levels of the defects located within the oxide, es-

pecially when assuming that the carrier exchange mechanism between the silicon substrate and the

state (2) trap is inelastic. The DOS profile shows a significant peak around midgap. The occurrence of

this peak can in general have two different reasons:

(i) There is a large DOS of type (2) traps located around midgap. After being neutralized by Fermi

level variations ((2) → (3)), many (3) → (1) transitions may occur during the 1s wait phase at

VGB causing a significant reduction of positive charge at the end of the subsequent up sweep.

(ii) In general, oxide trap neutralization ((2) → (3)) and subsequent relaxation ((3) → (1)) of state (2)

traps might become efficient not before the free electron concentration exceeds the free hole

concentration at the oxide-substrate interface.
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Based on our previous experiments, explanation (i) has to be favored: It has been shown in Fig. 6.15

that an increase in temperature during depletion has a similar impact on permanent oxide trap re-

covery as biasing the device in accumulation for the same amount of time, cf. sequence (b) and (c)

in Fig. 6.15. Since elevating the temperature does not change the ratio of free interface carriers sig-

nificantly but considerably enhances the number of (2) → (3) transitions by inelastic tunneling and

simultaneously accelerates the thermally activated (3)→ (1) transition, a dominance of electrons does

not seem to be a mandatory requirement for relaxation.

6.3.4 Conclusions on the microscopic origin of NBTI induced defects

In this subsection switching oxide traps created during NBTS have been identified and examined.

Recoverable oxide defects (most likely E centers) were found to be positively charged during stress.

These defects can change their charge state during recovery. According to the HDL model, one must

differentiate strictly between electrical neutralization and chemical bond reconstruction. The neu-

tralization process is influenced considerably by the temperature and by the position of the Fermi

level during read-out. In the neutral charge state (3) the switching oxide trap can either undergo

a structural relaxation which anneals the trap permanently ((3) → (1)) or can re-emit a previously

captured carrier and become positively charged again ((3) → (2)). Although electrical neutralization

was identified to be a basic requirement for chemical relaxation, the intermediate neutral trap state

requires thermal activation and time in order to lower in energy and relax irrevocably. By incremen-

tally moving the Fermi level position into the silicon bandgap, oxide trap neutralization and subse-

quent permanent relaxation could be stimulated in a controlled manner. By referencing the observed

threshold voltage shift reduction to the position of the Fermi level, an oxide trap DOS profile could

be obtained which has a significant peak around midgap. The remaining degradation, after having

annealed the majority of switching traps, seems to consist of a mixture of interface states and another

type of chargeable oxide trap (locked-in oxide defects).

6.4 NBTI at low temperatures

This section represents an extension of Section 3.4 where we have analyzed NBTI dynamics of arbi-

trarily stressed devices at different temperatures. By using the in-situ polyheater technique, the so far

strict constraint that the stress temperature has to equal the recovery temperature could be removed,

revealing new insights in the temperature and the bias dependence of the power-law exponent, the

recovery rates and on the ratio between interface and oxide trapped charge. In particular, the power-

law exponent for interface state generation is found to be independent of the stress temperature

and the stress bias, challenging previous investigations performed either at different characteriza-

tion temperatures or being afflicted with large time delays for cooling from stress temperature to a

unique characterization temperature [8, 78]. After erasing the recoverable contribution by gate puls-

ing toward accumulation, a universal factor of 2.5 between the interface state dependent VTH shift

component and the quasi-permanent part of the total VTH shift is obtained for all analyzed stress
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temperatures, fields and times. The appearance of this universality helps to extend the model of re-

coverable E centers to quasi-permanent components represented by interface states and locked-in

oxide charges, cf. Section 4.3 [178].

6.4.1 Experimental constraints associated with conventional MSM techniques

From an experimental point of view, it is quite challenging to compare degradation and recovery

dynamics of devices stressed at arbitrary fields and temperatures. When applying for example the

standard MSM technique (cf. Section 3.1), the stress phase has to be interrupted repeatedly in order

to record CP currents by gate pulsing or VTH shifts around the threshold voltage of the device. In par-

ticular, to monitor the total VTH shift, it is necessary to switch the gate bias from its stress level to a

much lower recovery level around the threshold voltage of the device and record in parallel the linear

or the saturation drain current. Alternatively, in order to measure the degraded maximum CP current

right after stress, one must switch from a constant stress bias to gate pulsing between accumulation

and inversion, thereby measuring the maximum charge pumping current at the substrate junction

of the device. Since the switch from constant gate bias stress to alternating gate pulsing is experi-

mentally harder to perform in a minimum of time, the CP data are typically afflicted with larger time

delays compared to ΔVTH shift data. During the unavoidable time delay involved with the change of

the biasing conditions and the initialization of the subsequent recovery measurement, an unknown

amount of recovery may already have occured when measuring the first point after the termination of

stress. Consequently, the evaluation of the actual amount of degradation at the end of stress becomes

distorted.

It has been shown in Section 6.2 that the temperature plays a significant role in defect recovery and

relaxation. In a first-order approximation a temperature activated recovery process may be expressed

by an Arrhenius law, cf. Eq. 6.1.

However, when aspiring to determine the true degradation level at the very beginning of the recovery

phase, the exact value of τ0 has to be investigated. This is very difficult since τ0 is supposed to be very

small and may be linked to the inverse phonon frequency which is around 1013 Hz. To approach τ0,

sophisticated MSM methods have been developed in the past that accomplish ΔVTH measurements

only a couple of micro seconds after removal of the stress bias [58, 59, 170] thereby attaching con-

siderable importance on the transition event between the stress and the relaxation phase [27, 52, 54].

However, following Eq. 6.1 and Section 6.2, a comparison of threshold voltage shifts and CP currents

recorded at different temperatures may be misleading due to the temperature dependence of NBTI

recovery. To put it in a nutshell, the limitation that the stress temperature has to equal the recov-

ery temperature distorts a reliable case study on NBTI dynamics for different stress temperatures.

Furthermore, particular theoretical difficulties with the temperature arise when attempting to corre-

late the VTH shift to the generation of interface states. This is mainly due to the fact that the charge

pumping technique, traditionally used to characterize interface states [37], is quite inefficient at stress

temperature since it covers just a very narrow part of the silicon bandgap when performed at high

device temperatures, cf. Subsection 2.2.1. Consequently, when aspiring to estimate the threshold

voltage shift caused by charged interface states (ΔV it
TH) it is necessary to assume a flat DOS in order
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to account for the energetic mismatch, cf. Subsection 2.2.2. However, the flat density approach is

definitely a very crude approximation [49, 86, 179] which is likely to introduce a considerable error

when comparing data measured at different stress/recovery temperatures. Similar difficulties arise

when comparing VTH shifts measured at different characterization temperatures. Due to the fact that

the intrinsic carrier concentration within a semiconductor is exponentially temperature dependent,

the Fermi level position at a particular read-out bias becomes a function of the temperature as well

leading to different carrier concentrations at the interface for different characterization temperatures.

Thus, in order to overcome those theoretical and experimental discrepancies, it is highly expedient

to compare devices stressed at different stress temperatures directly post stress at always the same

recovery temperature. Ideally, the recovery temperature should be much lower than the stress tem-

perature in order to achieve a reasonable CP resolution and in order to decelerate thermally activated

recovery processes. According to Eq. 6.1 the recovery time constants decrease exponentially with

temperature which can be interpreted as a stretching on the time axis. The polyheater technique al-

lows to generate different stress temperatures by applying different heater powers. On the other hand,

the recovery temperature can be chosen independently and at a much lower level, i.e. -60◦C. When

applying degradation quenching, one might see a larger degradation level 10ms post stress at -60◦C

than for example 1µs post stress at the stress temperature. This feature is a particular strength of the

polyheater measurement technique since it allows us to see more of the actual degradation level at

the end of stress even though it might take a couple of milliseconds to measure the first current after

removal of the stress bias.

6.4.2 Experimental setup for low temperature characterization

Fig. 6.20 (a) illustrates the basic MSM procedure applied to PMOS devices (SM6P/30/STD2). Dur-

ing stress, various electric fields (5.6/5.0/4.3MV/cm) and temperatures (125/100/75◦C) are applied

to nine different devices. During recovery, the device temperature is always -60◦C and the drain cur-

rent is recorded at the threshold voltage (-1.1V). During stress, the polyheater provides the individual

stress temperature (TS) and a certain stress bias (VGS) is applied to the gate junction. The recovery cy-

cle at -60◦C is split in three sections. During section (I), the threshold voltage recovery (ΔV tot
TH ) is mon-

itored immediately after terminating the stress, the recovery time (tR) equaling the previous stress

time (tS). During section (II), a 0.5s lasting CP measurement is appended to the previous recovery

cycle performed at VTH (tCP). Since CP implies gate bias switches between inversion and accumula-

tion, thereby bringing the stress induced oxide defects (E centers) repeatedly to the neutral charge

state which is prone to structural relaxation (cf. Subsection 6.3.3), the VTH shifts recorded after the

CP cycle for 0.5s during tR in section (III) are expected to be influenced considerably. The same

MSM procedure is performed on each device with increasing stress (tS) and recovery (tR) durations

(1/10/100/1,000s). The stress temperature (TS) and the stress field (EOX) is varied.

Fig. 6.20 (b) illustrates a representative example of ΔVTH shifts recorded during the sections (I) and

(III) of the the MSM experiment. Right after the stress runs ‘regular’ log-like recovery traces are ob-

tained for ΔV tot
TH during tR. As a consequence of CP, the measured degradation level is reduced con-

siderably in section (III), the ΔVTH shift being constant during tR (ΔV perm
TH ).
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Figure 6.20: (a) The MSM procedure used to monitor the degradation and recovery dynamics of the
CP current and the VTH shift after stressing the device at various gate bias (VGS) and temperature (TS)
conditions. During stress, the polyheater provides the stress temperature TS. During recovery, the
heater is switched off and the device approaches the constant recovery temperature of -60◦C. Differ-
ent devices are used for each stress temperature and stress bias. The MSM procedure is performed
with increasing stress (tS) and recovery (tR) durations (1/10/100/1,000s). The charge pumping cycles
tCP and the recovery phase tR last for 0.5s independently of tS and tR. (b) illustrates a representative
example of the ΔVTH shifts recorded after stress (ΔV tot

TH during tR) and after CP (ΔV perm
TH during tR ).

As a consequence of gate pulsing between inversion and accumulation the ΔVTH shift measured after
CP is considerably reduced and quasi-permanent.

6.4.3 Discussion on the stress dependent recovery rate

In Section 3.4 it was found that after 6,000s seconds of stress the recovery rate is nearly independent

of the stress temperature but depends considerably on the stress field. This former study was, how-

ever, limited to the constraint that the stress temperature has to equal the recovery temperature. By

means of the new experimental setup and the availability of the polyheater technique, the study is

now extended to different stress times where the recovery rate and the degradation level at the end of

stress is monitored always at the same analyzing temperature of -60◦C.

The results of the VTH shifts recorded during tR after different stress times are illustrated in Fig. 6.21.

For illustration purposes, different stress biases and stress temperatures were grouped in nine sepa-

rate graphs on the left hand side of Fig. 6.21. There are four separate measurement curves in every

graph corresponding to four subsequent stress runs on every device with 1/10/100/1,000s stress and

recovery durations, respectively. Obviously, the total VTH shift increases with stress time, stress bias

and stress temperature. Note that as opposed to Section 3.4 the results illustrated in Fig. 6.21 have
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Figure 6.21: The VTH recovery curves measured during tR after different stress times. Nine sepa-
rate devices were stressed for 1/10/100/1,000s at three different stress temperatures (125/100/75◦C)
and three different stress fields (5.6/5.0/4.3MV/cm). The various stress fields are depicted from left
to right, while different stress temperatures are illustrated in (a) (125◦C), (b) (100◦C) and (c) (75◦C).
The unscaled VTH recovery data are depicted on the left hand side. On the right hand side different
stress fields recorded at the same stress temperature were scaled by multiplying the data by appro-
priate scaling factors. Perfect scalability can be obtained for every stress temperature. Note that the
field scaling factors of different stress temperatures are very similar. The VTH shifts recorded at the
same stress field but at different stress times or temperatures differ rather by an additive than by a
multiplicative factor.

been recorded at exactly the same recovery conditions directly post stress (TR = -60◦C; VGR = -1.1V)

although the devices have been stressed at arbitrary temperatures and electric fields.

All recovery traces show a perfect linear decrease on the semi-logarithmic time plot. Basically, two

features define the shape of the recovery plot: (i) the slope (BR in mV/decade) and (ii) the offset at an

arbitrary time (AS in mV). Considering that every recoverable trap has a particular time constant that

equals a point in time at which the probability of relaxation is largest, it is reasonable to suggest that

a steeper recovery slope indicates a larger number of recoverable traps having similar time constants,

whereas a larger offset with respect to the y-axis (ΔVTH axis) indicates an enhanced creation of quasi-

permanent defects, or defects having at least larger recovery time constants than observed in this
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Figure 6.22: The extracted recovery rates BR (slopes of the recovery curves) per decade for differ-
ent stress biases and stress temperatures. Since the recovery characteristics of all curves illustrated
in Fig. 6.21 are approximately linear in a logarithmic time scale, an average recovery rate per decade
has been evaluated for every tested device (stress condition). Different stress temperatures are illus-
trated in (a) (125◦C), (b) (100◦C) and (c) (75◦C). The stress field has the most considerable influence
on the recovery rate and therefore probably also on the total amount of recoverable traps created un-
der NBTI. It seems that increasing stress time or stress temperature rather creates quasi-permanent
defects or at least defects with much larger recovery time constants.

particular recovery experiment. In the following, all defect types which remain apparently constant

within the time scale of our experiment will be denoted as ‘quasi-permanent’ defects.

Note that only the stress field influences the recovery slope considerably whereas stress time and

temperature rather shift the recovery traces by an additive factor, indicating the activation of defects

having larger recovery time constants. To highlight this observation in more detail, the calculated

recovery slopes for all stress biases and stress temperatures have been depicted as a function of the

stress time in Fig. 6.22.

According to the discussion above, one may conclude that increased stress fields activate a larger

number of both recoverable (E centers) and quasi-permanent defects (interface traps and fixed pos-

itive oxide charge). This is reflected by the steeper recovery slope at higher stress fields, indicating

a larger amount of defects having similar emission time constants, and the increased offsets, cor-

responding to more permanent or quasi-permanent damage. On the other hand, stress time and

temperature seem to enhance predominantly the creation of defects with larger time constants while

keeping the total number of recoverable defects which have time constants smaller than tR almost

unaffected. In particular, one can find a set of empirical scaling factors that make the recovery traces

overlap for different stress fields and the same stress temperature, cf. Fig. 6.21. Remarkably, the scal-

ing factors are almost identical for all stress times and stress temperatures indicating a strong cou-

pling of recoverable and quasi-permanent damage. It has to be remarked that one may find similar

bias scaling factors when recording stress and recovery classically at the same temperature, as it was

done in Section 3.4 and by others [77,144], however, the particular factors for different stress tempera-

tures are only identical when comparing recovery traces recorded at one single recovery temperature.

The scaled recovery curves for different stress fields are illustrated on the right hand side of Fig. 6.21.
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Interface state re-passivation does not play a significant role in the observed VTH recovery. This was

checked in [178] by comparing the maximum CP currents right after stress to the maximum CP cur-

rents recorded during tCP after constant bias recovery. Upon those measurements and due to all

results discussed in the previous chapters, the interface state contribution is in the following argu-

mentation considered as quasi-permanent as long as the gate bias is constant and as long as one

abstains from long continuous gate pulsing periods, cf. Section 5.2.

6.4.4 Correlation between interface states and VTH shift

Having measured time, bias and temperature dependent VTH shifts and CP current degradation at

identical recovery conditions, one main aim of this study is to check whether there is a correlation

between the interface state generation and the total VTH shift. To accomplish this, it is necessary to

convert the increase of the maximum CP current (ΔICP) into an interface state dependent threshold

voltage shift (ΔV it
TH). Similar attempts have been already made by others, however, previous studies

were always bound to the constraint that the analyzing temperature equals the stress temperature,

the implications of which being quite significant, as shown in the following.

The conversion is performed according to Subsection 2.2.2. The position of the Fermi level at a gate

bias of VGR = -1.1V and at a temperature of -60◦C was simulated numerically [29] to be about 120meV

above the silicon valence band edge. Using our particular pulse setup ( f = 500kHz; tr = tf = 300ns;

VGH = -2.0V; VGB = +2.0V) and under the assumption of an energetically homogeneous capture cross

section of σp = 10−15 cm2 [42, 46], the lower emission boundary of ΔECP at -60◦C was calculated to be

approximately 150meV above the silicon valence band edge. We consider this to be almost equiva-

lent to the 120meV calculated before for ΔEQ at -1.1V. Note that at -60◦C the energy interval ΔECP

covers nearly the entire silicon bandgap due to the low characterization temperature. This would

not be the case when recording the CP current at the much higher stress temperature of i.e. 125◦C

where ΔECP would be centered narrowly around midgap [50], cf. Fig. 2.8 in Subsection 2.2.1. Since a

symmetrical pulse setup was used, it is necessary to consider that the CP signal covers approximately

the same energy range in the upper and lower half of the silicon bandgap. Thus, in order to make

the two energy intervals ΔECP and ΔEQ coincide, one must divide the CP signal by a factor 2 and as-

sume that the shape of the density of state (DOS) profile is symmetrical around midgap yielding a

weight factor κ of approximately 1/2, cf. Eq. 2.41. Except for this established assumption (symmetric

DOS), no additional approximation on the shape of the density of state profile is necessary in order

to accomplish the conversion from ΔI max
CP to ΔV it

TH. The ability to accomplish the conversion with-

out any additional assumption on the DOS is a particular benefit of our low temperature polyheater

measurement technique.

Following Eq. 2.38 in Subsection 2.2.2, the increase of the maximum CP current (ΔI max
CP ) may be con-

verted into an interface state dependent threshold voltage shift (ΔV it
TH):

ΔV it
TH = ΔI max

CP

2Aeff
G f COX

, (6.5)
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Figure 6.23: Time dependent degradation dynamics of ΔV tot
TH (large full symbols), ΔV perm

TH (small full
symbols) and ΔV it

TH (open symbols) recorded for three different stress temperatures ((a) 125◦C; (b)
100◦C; (c) 75◦C) and three different stress fields (5.6/5.0/4.3MV/cm). All data was measured 10ms
after the termination of stress at -60◦C.

where the factor 2 considers that only donor-like interface traps (in the lower half of the silicon

bandgap) contribute to a negative threshold voltage shift at VGR = -1.1V. Once being able to iso-

late the interface state dependent VTH shift component from the total ΔVTH, one may attempt to find

correlations between the threshold voltage shift measured from the drain current degradation and

the number of generated Pb centers measured from the increase in the CP current. Such correlations

are investigated in this subsection.

Fig. 6.23 illustrates the individual evolution of ΔV tot
TH , ΔV perm

TH and ΔV it
TH for different stress temper-

atures and electric fields. As can be seen, all types of shifts show a power-law-like increase with the

stress time (cf. Eq. 3.1), however, the steepness (power-law exponent n) and the offset (pre-factor AS)

of the individual shifts differ considerably. Note that ΔV perm
TH is much lower than ΔV tot

TH , indicating re-

coverable oxide trap neutralization and annealing as a consequence of accumulation phases during

CP consistent with the results obtained in Section 6.3.
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Figure 6.24: (a) Pre-factors AS and power-law exponents n (b) as a function of the oxide field (EOX)
and the stress temperature (TS). The data was extracted from Fig. 6.23. Different stress temperatures
are illustrated as diamonds (125◦C), circles (100◦C) and (triangles 75◦C).

Based on the model discussed in Section 6.3, it is reasonable to suggest that the total VTH shift (ΔV tot
TH )

consists of quasi-permanent (ΔV perm
TH ) and recoverable (ΔV rec

TH ) components:

ΔV tot
TH =ΔV rec

TH +ΔV perm
TH . (6.6)

After having annealed most recoverable traps during CP, the remaining quasi-permanent damage is

assumed to be combination of interface state charge (Pb centers) and locked-in positive oxide defects

[144]:

ΔV perm
TH =ΔV it

TH +ΔV ox
TH. (6.7)

Provided the generation of interface states and locked-in oxide defects is coupled somehow, one

would expect a universal correlation between ΔV it
TH and ΔV perm

TH for all analyzed times, temperatures

and stress fields. In particular, when assuming that Pb centers and locked-in oxide traps are created

simultaneously, i.e. as a consequence of hydrogen exchange between passivated Pb centers (Si–H

bonds) and E centers, as discussed in Section 4.3 and in [83,144], ΔV it
TH and ΔV ox

TH should appear in a

50:50 relation. Consequently, ΔV it
TH would represent about half of the ΔV perm

TH component which then

consists of both components in equal parts.

In Fig. 6.24, the individual pre-factors AS and the power-law exponents n are illustrated as a function

of stress field and stress temperature. In Fig. 6.24 (a), AS is found to increase with stress temperature

and shows quadratic dependence on the oxide field, consistent with the results presented in Chap-
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ter 3. Atot
S is about 16 times larger than Ait

S and 8 times larger than Aperm
S , indicating a huge amount

of recoverable damage (E centers) which becomes annealed during the intermediate CP cycle. The

individual power-law exponents displayed in Fig. 6.24 (b) are found to be independent of the oxide

field and the stress temperature. ntot
S is smaller than nperm

S and nit
S indicating that oxide trap creation

has different degradation dynamics than quasi-permanent damage including interface states. Note

that the pre-factors Aperm
S and Ait

S as well as the power-law exponents nperm
S and nit

S are very similar

suggesting a tight coupling between the two components.

The tight coupling between ΔV it
TH and ΔV perm

TH is most explicitly demonstrated in Fig. 6.25. Fig. 6.25 is

identical to Fig. 6.23 but the interface state component (ΔV it
TH) was multiplied by a universal factor of

2.5. As a consequence, perfect agreement between ΔV perm
TH and ΔV it

TH is obtained for all stress fields,

temperatures and times. A similar factor making ΔV it
TH overlapping with ΔV tot

TH cannot be obtained

due to the fact that ΔV tot
TH consists of two independent components which provide different field and

temperature acceleration. Note that the extracted factor of 2.5 is close to the physically predicted

50:50 relation between quasi-permanent VTH shift and interface state creation which would account

for a factor of 2 according to Eq. 6.7. It has to be emphasized that a physical 50:50 ratio need not

necessarily correspond to the relation of electrically active traps since the relation of created and

charged defects also depends on the individual density of state profiles.

Alternatively to the coupling argument, it may be argued that ΔV perm
TH is solely due to ΔV it

TH, for ex-

ample when assuming donor-like defects which cover the whole silicon bandgap [140]. However,

this assumption is in contradiction to the Fermi Level dependence of the VTH shift. In particular, it

has been shown in Section 5.1 that interface states charge negatively in the NMOS device, where the

Fermi level is pinned close to the conduction band edge during read-out, causing a net smaller or

even positive threshold voltage shift after NBTS [10, 145].

6.4.5 Discussion on the power-law exponent

The power-law exponent is a crucial parameter for reliability life-time prediction since it is used to

extrapolate the degradation dynamics (measured within a limited interval of time) to a long period

of time corresponding to the product operation time. In this study is was found that the power-law

exponent of the total VTH shift (ntot
S ) as well as the power-law exponents for interface state creation nit

S

and quasi-permanent ΔVTH degradation is independent of the stress field and the stress temperature

(cf. Fig. 6.24 (b)) provided the DUTs are characterized always at the same analyzing temperature. In

Section 3.4 the power-law exponents ntot
S were evaluated for the case where the stress temperature

(TS) equals the recovery temperature TR. Even then ntot
S was found to be independent of the stress

temperature within a range between -60◦C and 200◦C. In this previous study the temperature depen-

dency of nit
S was not investigated due to the temperature sensitivity of the CP signal which is expected

to introduce an error.

While the independence of the power-law exponent on the electric field has been observed already by

others, the independence of the stress temperature is in contradiction to previous studies [8, 76] who

suggested a linear T-dependence of nit
S . This linear T-dependence is either derived from a dispersive
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Figure 6.25: Similar illustration as Fig. 6.23, however, the interface state dependent VTH shift compo-
nent (ΔV it

TH) was multiplied by a universal factor of 2.5 leading to a nearly perfect agreement of ΔV it
TH

(open symbols) and ΔV perm
TH (small full symbols).

reaction controlled hydrogen release model [8, 78] (cf. Section 4.2) or from a dispersive hydrogen

diffusion model [27, 76]. Both models suggest the power-law exponent nit
S to increase linearly with

the stress temperature. A comparison between our results and the results of Huard et al. [8, 78] is

given in Fig. 6.26.

For stress temperatures between 75◦C and 125◦C the values of nit
S in literature are reported to be in

the range of 0.25 to 0.35 (cf. Fig. 6.26 (b)) which is much larger than the values 0.18 to 0.22 measured

by our technique (cf. open diamonds in Fig. 6.26 (a)). We suggest that the discrepancies between

our investigations and previous attempts arise from the fact that we analyze the CP current increase

(recorded 10ms post stress) at always the same recovery temperature (-60◦C) while others compare

either CP currents measured at different temperatures, thereby profiling different ranges of the silicon

bandgap, or accept a long time delay at undefined biasing conditions between stress and measure-

ment for cooling. In order to check this hypothesis, a similar experiment was performed using a

stress field of 5.6MV/cm, but this time the stress temperature equaling the recovery temperature (cf.

full squares in Fig. 6.26 (a)). Remarkably, by the conventional approach, completely different power-

law exponents for nit
S are obtained, which increase slightly with temperature in a similar but not that

distinct way as reported in literature [8,76]. The result suggests that the larger values of the power-law
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Figure 6.26: (a) Extracted power-law exponents for interface states creation (nit
S ) measured with

stress temperature equals recovery temperature (full squares) and with the same stress temperatures
but at a constant recovery temperature of -60◦C (open diamonds) as a function of the stress temper-
ature. When measuring nit

S conventionally (stress temperature equals recovery temperature) the ex-
tracted power-law exponents for interface states creation are much larger and increase slightly with
the stress temperature (slope 2.55). On the other hand, when measuring nit

S at a constant recovery
temperature of -60◦C, the extracted power-law exponents are smaller and stable with temperature.
(b) Temperature dependence of nit

S measured on p-channel MOSFETs with a 2nm thick nitrided gate
oxide (data from [8]). The power-law exponent increases significantly with stress temperature (slope
9.11).

exponents nit
S and their temperature development, as measured by conventional techniques, might

be originated in the different energy ranges (ΔECP) profiled and probably also in enhanced interface

state recovery when recording the CP currents at an undefined time post stress at the particular stress

temperatures.

6.4.6 Extension of the microscopic model explaining NBTI induced defects

In this section the VTH degradation and recovery of different PMOS devices (SM6P/30/STD2) stressed

at different electric fields and temperatures were investigated. By making use of the polyheater tech-

nique, it became feasible to subject devices to different stress temperatures while characterizing them

at a much lower characterization temperature of -60◦C. This procedure allows to evaluate degra-

dation and recovery phenomena of differently stressed devices under identical recovery conditions.

Such investigations reveal that the power-law dynamics of interface state generation (nit
S ) and VTH

shifts (ntot
S ) are considerably different when characterizing arbitrarily stressed devices at identical

low temperature recovery conditions (i.e. nit
S turns out to be independent of the stress temperature

in contradiction to previous studies where the stress temperature equaled the recovery temperature).
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Figure 6.27: A schematic illustration of the microscopic transitions predicted by the Grasser model
[144]. During stress, recoverable oxide traps (E centers) are created by temperature and field induced
bond breakage of intrinsic oxygen vacancies. In the positive charge state the E center may become
neutralized and anneals permanently (Path A). Alternatively it may get locked-in by hydrogen capture
form the interface (Path B) thereby creating quasi-permanent damage.

A particularly adapted MSM setup made it possible to convert the increase of the maximum CP cur-

rent (ΔI max
CP ) recorded under identical recovery conditions directly (10ms) after stress into an inter-

face state dependent VTH shift (ΔV it
TH). By comparing the separate VTH shifts extracted from ΔID and

ΔI max
CP measurements, we conclude that a direct correlation between ΔV tot

TH and ΔV it
TH cannot be ob-

tained as long as the total VTH shift contains recoverable components, i.e. recoverable oxide defects

like E centers. Gate pulsing between inversion and accumulation (i.e. in the form of CP) turned out to

anneal this recoverable component very efficiently. Finally, the quasi-permanent part of the VTH shift,

determined from ΔID after CP, was found to be directly proportional to the interface state dependent

threshold voltage shift. Universal correlation (factor 2.5) between ΔV perm
TH and ΔV it

TH has been demon-

strated for various stress biases, temperatures and times. The results are strong evidence for a very

tight coupling between interface state generation and the quasi-permanent part of VTH degradation

measured under DC bias conditions. Based on these findings the microscopic model discussed in

Subsection 6.3.1 may be extended to quasi-permanent defects, hydrogen and interface states. This

was done by Grasser et al. in [144], where we have proposed the following complete model including

recoverable and quasi-permanent damage, cf. Fig. 6.27.

Following Fig. 6.27: Path A: During NBTS, oxygen vacancies located close to the interface are assumed

to break up and become positively charged (transition I) due to the presence of the high electric field

and a majority of holes at the gate oxide substrate interface (E centers). During recovery, where the

field and the carrier situation at the interface is quite different, some of these E centers (Qrec
OX) may

become neutralized by hole emission (transition II). Once in the neutral charge state, the E center

can anneal permanently via structural relaxation, thereby restoring the initial precursor state again
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(transition III). Structural relaxation is assumed to be highly temperature activated (relaxation bar-

rier), while neutralization is supposed to be very fast and mainly Fermi level driven. In particular,

when the temperature is very low (i.e. -60◦C) some neutralized traps (which did not manage transi-

tion III) may become positively charged again during a subsequent sweep toward inversion (hashed

arrow), cf. Fig. 6.15 (a). Path B: Once created during stress, the dangling bond of the E center can op-

tionally attract a hydrogen atom from the interface which converts the recoverable oxide defect (Qrec
OX)

and the passivated interface state (Si–H bonds) into a locked-in positive oxide defect (Qperm
OX ) and an

electrically active Pb center (Qperm
it ) (transition IV). In principle, the reverse reaction of Path B, where

the H atom is released from the dangling bond of the E center and travels back to the un-passivated

interface state, is feasible as well (hashed arrow). However, in a first order approximation, this back

transition is neglected assuming that the Si–H bond is stable within the E center. Consequently, once

created, locked-in oxide defects and interface states are considered as quasi-permanent charge cen-

ters which cannot relax but may exchange carriers with the silicon substrate.

In principle, the model implies the following fundamental statements:

1. The total VTH degradation consists of the following components: (1) Quasi-permanent inter-

face states and locked-in oxide charges which emerge in a 50:50 relation due to entropy driven

hydrogen exchange between Si–H bonds at the interface and positively charged E centers; (2)

Recoverable positively charged E centers which may be annealed by time, temperature and

Fermi level level switches toward accumulation.

2. The appearance of quasi-permanent damage depends highly on the number of Si–H precursors

at the interface (passivation degree).

3. Recoverable damage is largely independent of hydrogen (at least, when neglecting the loss of

recoverable E centers by transition IV).

4. Hydrogen incorporation into the gate oxide affects the creation of quasi-permanent damage

considerably while the number of recoverable defects should remain more or less unaffected.

In this subsection the basic features of NBTI degradation and recovery dynamics have been investi-

gated with a particular focus on the interplay of temperature and gate bias. New experimental pro-

cedures and setups have been developed which allow a deeper insight into the detailed attributes

of defects, their response to environmental conditions and their dynamic transitions among each

other. Based on these results a microscopic model has been developed which explains NBTI degra-

dation and recovery dynamics as a two-stage process distinguishing clearly between recoverable and

quasi-permanent damage. Our considerations suggest an intrinsic precursor within the SiO2 gate ox-

ide, namely an oxygen vacancy, to be the major candidate causing threshold voltage degradation in

PMOS devices. Once created during stress, it acts on the one hand as a positive defect charge (E cen-

ter) counterbalancing the applied gate potential and on the other hand a catalyst triggering hydrogen

release from Si–H bonds at the interface thereby generating quasi-permanent damage in the form of

interface states (Pb centers) and locked-in oxide charges. Hydrogen comes into play concentrating

on interface state generation during stress. In fact, the higher the passivation degree of the interface
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(number of Si–H bonds), the larger the expected amount of quasi-permanent damage associated with

electrical stress. As opposed to quasi-permanent degradation, the fundamental oxygen vacancy pre-

cursor is supposed to be independent of hydrogen and should hence show only little response to

BEOL process steps which incorporate hydrogen into the gate oxide. In the next chapter, the devel-

oped experimental features are applied to differently processed wafers where the hydrogen budget of

the gate oxide is tuned during BEOL fabrication. This was done in order to check the fundamental

statements of our model with respect to the impact of hydrogen.
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The role of hydrogen in NBTI degradation

HAVING a precise degradation/recovery model in mind, this chapter aims to identify the link be-

tween hydrogen incorporation into the gate oxide and the formation of quasi-permanent and

recoverable damage. Hydrogen incorporation is controlled by different modifications in the back-

end process which improve the performance and defect densities of virgin silicon devices [180]. This

can be done either directly by exposing the wafers to pure hydrogen or forming gas anneals [181,182]

or indirectly as a consequence of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) of silicon ni-

tride (SNIT) layers [183]. Such layers are considered to be efficient hydrogen sources since they con-

tain a large concentration of hydrogen [184, 185] which may be released during or after deposition to

diffuse toward the gate oxide. Provided there is no diffusion barrier below the SNIT, some hydrogen

may reach the gate oxide where it can passivate dangling bonds at the interface, thereby improving

the ‘zero hour’ performance of the MOS device. However, once passivated, previously captured hy-

drogen may be released from the interface during NBTS, leaving behind donor-like Pb centers that are

reported to cause a negative shift in the threshold voltage of a PMOS transistor. Thus, one may expect

that the initial passivation degree of the interface, namely the total number of Si–H bonds present at

the interface before stress, crucially determines the NBTI sensitivity of the technology. This is a gener-

ally accepted fact often reported in literature. However, concerning the underlying micro-structural

physics behind degradation and recovery, different models come to different conclusions and hence

make different predictions. In order to check fundamental statements of our model with respect to

the impact of hydrogen, wafer splits were fabricated, where the hydrogen budget within the gate oxide

(and hence the number of Si–H bonds at the interface) was modified. Hydrogen incorporation is mea-

sured analytically by time of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOFSIMS) analysis (counting

secondary H ions) and electrically by CP measurements (counting dangling bonds at the interface).
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7.1 Basic signatures linked to BEOL hydrogen incorporation

The first wafer split which is going to be investigated consists of three selected wafers which differ

in the back-end processing with respect to the layer and annealing sequences and the distance be-

tween the SNIT layer and the gate oxide. A schematic drawing of the individual layer stacks is given in

Fig. 7.1. During the BEOL fabrication of wafer #1 (SM5P/30/H1) the SNIT layer was deposited directly

on metal 1. Wafer #2 (SM5P/30/H2) was fabricated similarly as wafer #1 except for the fact that the

sequence of power-metalization and SNIT layer was transposed (SNIT above power metal) and an

inter-level dielectric was deposited between metal 1 and the power-metalization. Also, the annealing

sequences of Wafer #1 and Wafer #2 were different. The fabrication of wafer #3 (SM5P/30/H3) was

stopped after metal 1 deposition.

Considering that SNIT deposition introduces a lot of hydrogen into the device stack, Wafer #1 is sup-

posed to have the best passivated interface because the distance between the hydrogen source (SNIT)

and the gate oxide is smallest. During annealing, hydrogen is assumed to diffuse from the SNIT layer

toward the gate oxide. Wafer #2 has its SNIT layer above the power-metalization and above an ad-

ditional inter-level dielectric. Hence, the distance toward the gate oxide is much larger, and conse-

quently, the interface of wafer #2 is supposed to be less well passivated than the interface of wafer #1.

The processing of wafer #3 was aborted after metal 1 and no SNIT layer was deposited. Hence, wafer

#3 is supposed to have the worst passivated interface after fabrication.

The speculation concerning the hydrogen incorporation into the gate oxide and the passivation de-

gree of the interface was confirmed electrically by means of CP measurements (cf. Fig. 7.2 (a)) and

analytically by means of TOFSIMS measurements (cf. Fig. 7.2 (b)).
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Figure 7.1: Schematic drawing of the BEOL wafer split. (a) Wafer #1 (SM5P/30/H1) has its hydrogen
rich SNIT layer between metal 1 and the power-metalization. (b) Wafer #2 (SM5P/30/H2) has its
hydrogen rich SNIT layer above the power-metalization and an additional inter-level dielectric. (c)
The processing of wafer #3 (SM5P/30/H3) was aborted after deposition of metal 1.
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Figure 7.2: (a) CP currents of the selected split wafers measured before (full symbols) and after (open
symbols) 1,000s NBTI stress (125◦C; 5.2MV/cm). CP setup: VGB = 1.0V; f = 500kHz; rising/falling
slopes 2.7V/µs. (a1) Wafer #1 has the lowest initial CP signal and shows maximum drift. (a2) Wafer
#2 has a medium initial CP signal and a medium drift. (a3) Wafer #3 has the largest initial CP signal
but minimum drift. (b) TOFSIMS image of the sub-metal BEOL stack. The oxygen signal indicates
the gate oxide (GOX) and is illustrated by open symbols. The hydrogen signals of wafers #1 and #3 are
illustrated by full squares, and triangles, respectively.

In agreement with the TOFSIMS results, wafer #1 provides the lowest initial CP signal, wafer #2 has

an intermediate CP current and wafer #3 has the highest CP signal before stress. Note that the hydro-

gen signal in Fig. 7.2 (b) is peaked at the interface. According to the generally accepted assumption

that Pb centers at the interface become passivated by hydrogen, a well saturated gate oxide is sup-

posed to degrade more rapidly under NBTI stress since it provides initially more Si–H precursors at

the interface [180]. Following Fig. 7.2 (a), this hypothesis is confirmed by the variable increase of

the CP current measured after subjecting PMOS devices of the particular split wafers for 1,000s to

NBTI stress (125◦C; 5.2MV/cm). Within the stated stress time wafer #1 degrades most heavily, wafer

#2 shows a medium shift and wafer #3 degrades least. Another remarkable aspect of Fig. 7.2 (a) is

the fact that wafer #1 provides the largest CP signal at the end of stress thereby exceeding wafer #2

and wafer #3. Actually, the CP current order is inverted after 1,000s NBTI stress suggesting that the

hydrogen incorporated during the back-end process does not only passivate dangling bonds at the

interface but optionally also creates new Si–H precursors making the total amount of Si–H precursors

plus Pb centers larger for a well passivated gate oxide, i.e. wafer #1.

In order to further check statements of the Grasser model with respect to the impact of hydrogen, a

certain recovery experiment was performed on all three process split wafers, cf. Fig. 7.3 (a).
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Figure 7.3: (a) Recovery experiment performed on each wafer: wafer #1 (squares); wafer #2 (dia-
monds); wafer #3 (triangles). After 1,000s NBTI stress at 125◦C and 5.2MV/cm, the recovery was
monitored for 10s at -1.1V, followed by a 1s lasting bias switch toward -0.3V. After the first bias
switch, the recovery was monitored again for another 100s at -1.1V, followed by a second bias switch
toward +1.1V (1s) and a third recovery cycle at -1.1V (1,000s). (b) A comparison of the remaining
quasi-permanent threshold voltage shift at the end of recovery (ΔV perm

TH ) and the CP current (ΔICP)
measured at the same time.

Right after stress, the VTH recovery was monitored for 10s at -1.1V in order to determine the recovery

slope (BR). Note that all wafers show a similar recovery rate of about 1.2–1.4mV/dec, although the

overall degradation level is significantly different. This is consistent with our model (cf. Fig. 6.27),

which predicts the recoverable component (E centers) to be independent of hydrogen while the

quasi-permanent contribution depends considerably on hydrogen. In order to extract the quasi-

permanent component from the total VTH shift, two bias switches were performed, one toward deple-

tion (-0.3V) and the other toward accumulation (+1.0V). At the end of the last recovery cycle the re-

maining VTH shift is assumed to be permanent within the time scale of our experiment. Obviously, the

remaining quasi-permanent damage is largest for the well passivated wafer #1 and least for the metal

1 wafer #3. A subsequent CP measurement shows perfect agreement between the quasi-permanent

VTH shift (ΔV perm
TH ) and the increase in the CP signal (ΔICP) consistent with the model and with pre-

vious observations. A remarkable detail of Fig. 7.3 (a) is the ‘reverse recovery’ observed in the VTH

shifts after the gate bias switches. A certain amount of ‘reverse recovery’ is obtained for each de-

vice, however, it is most significant for wafer #1. This is consistent with our model when assuming

‘reverse recovery’ caused by charging and discharging of locked-in oxide defects. Considering that

such locked-in oxide traps are created as a result of hydrogen exchange between passivated Pb cen-

ters and electrically active E centers, wafer #1 is expected to show enhanced ‘reverse recovery’ since

it is assumed to provide more locked-in oxide traps (with larger time constants) after NBTI stress.
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7.2 Interaction of hydrogen with degradation and recovery dynamics

In the previous section it has been demonstrated that the recovery rate is independent of the hydro-

gen budget within the gate oxide. This is a strong indication that the oxygen vacancy is the responsible

precursor for Qrec
OX . The following subsections study the time evolution and the energetic distribution

of recoverable and quasi-permanent damage. Experiments are performed on selected hydrogen split

wafers.

7.2.1 Energetic distribution and dynamic evolution of recoverable oxide traps

In this subsection, the energetic distribution and dynamics of the recoverable component is investi-

gated in detail for three selected split wafers with different power-metalization and hydrogen budget

within the gate oxide [186]. The applied technique is the ‘incremental sweep technique’ demon-

strated in Subsection 6.3.3 [174].

During BEOL processing, titanium layers of different thicknesses were incorporated below the met-

alization in order to control the hydrogen diffusion from the upper hydrogen rich SNIT layer toward

the gate oxide during fabrication. Titanium is known to be an effective barrier against hydrogen dif-

fusion [187]. Hence, it is assumed that wafers with thick titanium barriers have less hydrogen within

the gate oxide than wafers with thin titanium barriers. In this study three selected split wafers which

provide vastly (about an order of magnitude) different hydrogen concentrations within the gate oxide

are analyzed. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7.4 by the considerably different virgin CP characteristics.

Wafer #1 (SM6P/30/H1) and wafer #2 (SM6P/30/H2) are supposed to have a well passivated interface

(thin Ti liner −→ much hydrogen −→ low CP signal) while wafer #3 (SM6P/30/H3) has a weakly passi-

vated interface (thick Ti liner −→ few hydrogen −→ high CP signal). In the following, different PMOS

devices of the selected split wafers were stressed for 10/100/1,000/10,000s at 125◦C.
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Figure 7.4: CP currents of the selected split wafers measured before stress at -60◦C. CP setup:
VGB = 2.0V; f = 1MHz; rising/falling slopes 6.4V/µs. (a) Wafer #1 (SM6P/30/H1) has a thin titanium
barrier and a standard power-metalization (PM 1). (b) Wafer #2 (SM6P/30/H2) has a similar thin tita-
nium barrier as wafer #1 but a different power-metalization (PM 2). (c) Wafer #3 (SM6P/30/H3) has a
thick titanium barrier and a standard power-metalization (PM 1). Wafer #1 and Wafer #2 have initially
a much lower CP signal than Wafer #3, suggesting a better passivated interface.
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Figure 7.5: (a) Recoverable oxide trap profiles (Drec
OX) of the selected split wafers recorded after differ-

ent stress times. All samples show two peaks of similar amplitude and shape; the first is located close
to midgap and almost fully developed after ten seconds of stress; the second is located in the upper
half of the silicon bandgap and develops gradually as a function of stress time. (b) The recovery rates
(BR) of the selected split wafers recorded within the 100s constant gate bias phase (-1.5V) directly post
stress. All samples show similar time dependent recovery rates of approximately 1.9±0.2mV/dec. (c1)
The quasi-permanent VTH shift (ΔV perm

TH ) and (c2) the increase in CP current (ΔICP) of all samples as
a function of stress time. Wafer #1 shows a considerable higher quasi-permanent VTH shift than #2
and #3. The CP currents in (c2) correlate with the quasi-permanent VTH shifts in (c1) by a univer-
sal multiplicative factor. ΔV perm

TH and ΔICP show a power-law-like increase with stress time (fit lines),
wafer #1 having a larger power-law exponent than wafer #2 and wafer #3 (n#1

perm = 0.27; n#2
perm = 0.25;

n#3
perm = 0.19).

After each stress run, degradation was quenched to -60◦C and the devices were analyzed using the

‘incremental sweep’ technique, cf. Subsection 6.3.3. The outcome includes (i) the time dependent

recovery rates within the first 100s (BR) after the termination of stress, (ii) the recoverable oxide trap

profiles extracted from the incremental sweep (Drec
OX), (iii) the quasi-permanent VTH shifts (ΔV perm

TH )

and (iv) the CP currents measured at the end of each characterization run (ΔICP). The results are

illustrated for increasing stress times in Fig. 7.5.

The effective density of state profiles of all split wafers are illustrated in Fig. 7.5 (a). All samples

show very similar recoverable DOS profiles indicating that the trap precursor is actually indepen-

dent of hydrogen, consistent with the results gained from the alternative wafer split discussed in

Section 7.1. The measured recovery rates during the first 100s constant gate bias phase are illus-

trated in Fig. 7.5 (b). In agreement with the DOS profiles, all samples show similar recovery rates

of 1.9± 0.2mV/dec which slightly increase with stress time. On closer inspection of the energetic
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profile (Drec
OX) two characteristic peaks emerge; the first one is located near midgap and is almost

fully developed after ten seconds of stress; the second one is located in the upper half of the silicon

bandgap and develops gradually with further increasing stress times. The quasi-permanent VTH shifts

(ΔV perm
TH ; measured for 100s directly after the sweep procedure at -1.5V) and the increase in the CP

current (ΔICP; measured directly after ΔV perm
TH by gate pulsing) are illustrated in Fig. 7.5 (c1) and (c2)

as a function of the stress time. V perm
TH and ΔICP correlate by a multiplicative factor consistent with

previous results. The quasi-permanent damage is considerably larger for wafer #1 (well passivated in-

terface) than for wafer #3 (weakly passivated interface) indicating that both components are directly

linked to each other and to hydrogen. An exception is found in wafer #2 (equipped with a different

power-metalization PM 2) which has a similar ‘zero hour’ CP signal as wafer #1 (cf. Fig. 7.4) and hence

a comparably passivated interface but shows considerably less quasi-permanent damage. Except for

the metalization, wafer #1 was identically fabricated as wafer #2. The quasi-permanent damage fol-

lows a power-law-like increase for all tested structures, the value of the exponent, however, increases

proportionally to the hydrogen budget within the gate oxide.

In this subsection the density of state profiles of recoverable oxide traps was analyzed by making use

of the ‘incremental sweep’ technique. In particular, two peaks located energetically in the middle

and in the upper half of the silicon bandgap were investigated. By comparing three PMOS devices

taken from selected split wafers, recovery was found to be independent of the hydrogen budget and

the metalization process while the increase in the CP current and the quasi-permanent VTH shift is

strongly connected to the BEOL fabrication.

7.2.2 Interaction of hydrogen with recoverable and quasi-permanent damage

Two selected hydrogen split wafers (wafer #1 (SM6P/30/H1) and wafer #3 (SM6P/30/H3)) were sub-

jected to a particularly designed experimental procedure in order to separate time and bias depen-

dent recoverable damage from apparently quasi-permanent degradation, which is assumed to con-

sist of interface states and locked-in oxide charges, cf. Fig. 6.27. Wafer #1 has a thin Ti barrier and

hence a lot of hydrogen within the gate oxide while wafer #3 has a thick Ti barrier and hence a worse

passivated interface. This is demonstrated by the considerably different initial CP currents and the

different hydrogen signals detected with TOFSIMS, cf. Fig. 7.6 (a), and (b), respectively. Both wafers

were fabricated with a standard power-metalization (PM 1).

The TOFSIMS image in Fig. 7.6 (b) shows the sub-metal BEOL layer stack of the two selected split

wafers. Displayed are the oxygen and the titanium signals for the orientation within the BEOL stack.

Underneath the Ti liners considerably different hydrogen concentrations are measured for wafer #1

and #3 in the post metal dielectric (PMD), the gate-poly and the gate oxide (GOX). In perfect agree-

ment with the TOFSIMS results we obtain in Fig. 7.6 (a) that the initial CP signal of wafer #1 (0.3nA) is

about 30 times lower than the ‘zero hour’ CP signal of wafer #3 (9.0nA). This is consistent with the as-

sumption that the interface of wafer #1 (D it = 2.3×109 eV−1 cm−2) is more efficiently passivated with

hydrogen than the interface of wafer #3 (Dit = 6.9×109 eV−1 cm−2). The CP currents were recorded

at a temperature of 50◦C using a pulsing frequency of 500kHz and rising/falling slopes of 10V/µs,

scanning roughly 500meV of the silicon bandgap around midgap.
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Figure 7.6: (a) CP currents of the BEOL process split wafers #1 (diamonds) and #3 (triangles). Due to
the higher hydrogen concentration within the gate oxide, wafer #1 has a more efficiently passivated
interface and a lower CP signal than wafer #3. (b) TOFSIMS images of wafers #1 and #3. By modifying
the titanium layer thickness, the hydrogen budget within the post metal dielectric (PMD), the gate-
poly and within the gate oxide (GOX) can be controlled. Wafer #1 has a thinner Ti layer than wafer #3
and hence a higher hydrogen concentration within the layers below, in particular, within the GOX.

The characterization procedure following NBTS (200◦C; 7.0MV/cm) for a defined stress time (tS) is il-

lustrated in Fig. 7.7 (a). By making use of the in-situ polyheater technique, the recovery phase can be

performed at a much lower characterization temperature of 50◦C which decelerates thermodynam-

ical recovery mechanisms and improves the charge pumping measurement resolution (degradation

quenching).

After stress, the characterization procedure is initiated by a 1,000s lasting recovery phase at -2.0V

(tR1). The relative amount of VTH recovery during tR1 between the first measured point after removal

of the stress bias (40ms post stress) and the last measured point (1,000s post stress) is denoted as the

time dependent recovery contribution (ΔV time
TH ). Subsequently to tR1, the gate bias is ramped down in

20mV steps from strong inversion (-2.0V) toward depletion (0.0V) (SD1). In parallel, the VTH shift is

monitored as a function of the gate bias. One full gate bias ramp takes approximately 10s. Approach-

ing depletion, the Fermi level moves from the valance band edge toward the conduction band edge,

thereby gradually changing the ratio of free holes and electrons at the interface. After staying for 10s

at 0.0V (twait1), the gate bias is ramped back to -2.0V (SU1). The difference in the VTH shift recorded at

-2.0V at the beginning of SD1 and at the end of SU1 is denoted as the bias-dependent recovery contri-

bution (ΔV bias
TH ). After the first ramp down-up cycle, the maximum CP current is recorded for 10s by

pulsing the gate junction between strong inversion (-2.0V) and accumulation (+1.0V) at a frequency

of 500kHz (tCP). In the analysis, the maximum CP signal is converted into an interface state depen-

dent threshold voltage shift (ΔV it
TH) by assuming an amphoteric nature of interface traps [89] and a

flat density of state profile [37], cf. Subsection 2.2.2. After the CP cycle, a short 10s lasting constant

gate bias phase at -2.0V (tR2) is performed followed by a second down-up ramp (SD2; twait2; SU2). This

basic MSM procedure is repeated six times on both devices of the wafer split with increasing stress

times tS (1/10/100/1,000/10,000/100,000s).
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Figure 7.7: (a) Basic MSM procedure used for degradation and recovery analysis. During stress, the
polyheater tool is used to generate an elevated stress temperature of 200◦C. During recovery, gate
bias sweeps and CP measurements are performed in order to monitor time and bias dependent VTH

recovery and interface state creation. (b) The individual VTH shifts recorded at 50◦C after six subse-
quent stress runs (1/10/100/1,000/10,000/100,000s): (b) wafer #1; (c) wafer #3. The time dependent
VTH recovery (ΔV time

TH ) is recored at a constant gate bias of -2.0V directly post stress for 1,000s (tR1).
The bias dependent VTH recovery component (ΔV bias

TH ) is the difference in the VTH shift between SD1

and SU1 recorded at -2.0V. After SU1, the maximum CP current is recorded for 10s (tCP) and changes
in I max

CP are converted into corresponding interface state dependent VTH shifts (ΔV it
TH). After gate puls-

ing, the remaining VTH shift is considered to be quasi-permanent (ΔV perm
TH ) since it is constant and

independent of time and bias within the scope of the experiment, cf. tR2, SD2 and SU2 in (b) and (c).

The VTH shifts measured during the different stages of the experiment are illustrated for wafer #1

(thin Ti/high H) in Fig. 7.7 (b) and for wafer #3 (thick Ti/low H) in Fig. 7.7 (c). Shown are six curves

corresponding to the six subsequent stress runs. In Fig. 7.8, the individual VTH shifts are depicted

separately for both wafers as a function of the stress time.

The following characteristics are obtained: (i) within the initial 1,000s constant bias phase in strong

inversion (-2.0V), a similar amount of time dependent recovery (ΔV time
TH ) is obtained for both H-levels,

cf. Fig. 7.8 (a1); (ii) the total VTH shift decreases during SD1 and increases during SU1, cf. Fig. 7.7 (b)
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Figure 7.8: The individual VTH shifts depicted for both wafers as a function of stress time: (a1) ΔV time
TH ;

(a2) ΔV bias
TH ; (b1) ΔV it

TH and (b2) ΔV perm
TH . ΔV time

TH and ΔV bias
TH show a log-like evolution with stress time

and their contribution is similar for both split wafers. ΔV it
TH and ΔV perm

TH follow a power-law-like evo-
lution with stress time and scale by a factor 3. The weakly passivated wafer #3 provides consider-
ably lower interface and quasi-permanent damage than the well passivated wafer #1. Furthermore,
the well passivated wafer #1 provides larger power-law exponents (n#1

perm = 0.30; n#1
it = 0.29) than the

weakly passivated wafer #3 (n#3
perm = 0.23; n#3

it = 0.22).

and (c); (iii) a significant bias dependent reduction in the VTH shift is observed after SU1 which is again

similar for both H-levels, cf. Fig. 7.8 (a2); (iv) after the intermediate CP cycle, the remaining degrada-

tion level is quasi-permanent and cannot be reduced further by an additional gate bias ramp toward

0.0V, cf. Fig. 7.7 (b) and (c); (v) The remaining quasi-permanent VTH shift (ΔV perm
TH ) and the interface

state dependent VTH shift (ΔV it
TH) are much larger for wafer #1 than for wafer #3, cf. Fig. 7.8 (b1) and

(b2); (vi) the interface state dependent VTH shift is smaller than the quasi-permanent VTH shift but

scales with ΔV perm
TH when multiplying ΔV it

TH by a factor 3; (vii) The power-law exponents (nperm and

nit) are larger for wafer #1 than for wafer #3 causing faster degradation of the well passivated sample.

These seven findings on the bias and time dependence of the recovery, on interface state creation

and on quasi-permanent damage, as a function of the H budget within the gate oxide, represent a

comprehensive collection of NBTI characteristics. In the following, the single statements are cross-

checked against our microscopic model presented in Fig. 6.27.

(i) Recovery over time is independent of the H-level: This agrees with our model which predicts

the recoverable path (path A) to be nearly independent of the hydrogen budget within the gate

oxide except for the small fraction of recoverable damage being converted to locked-in oxide

charge by hydrogen capture from the interface (path B), cf. Fig. 7.8 (a1).

(ii) The VTH shift depends on the read-out gate bias: This agrees with our model which suggests

that oxide traps and/or interface states may be neutralized and become positively charged

again as the Fermi level crosses the silicon bandgap, cf. Subsection 6.3.1.
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7. THE ROLE OF HYDROGEN IN NBTI DEGRADATION

(iii) Ramping the gate bias toward 0.0V accelerates VTH recovery, the effect being independent of the

H-level: Agrees with our model which suggests bias dependent neutralization and relaxation of

positively charged hydrogen-independent oxide defects.

(iv) The degradation level is quasi-permanent after the first down-up double ramp and the inter-

mediate CP cycle: Our model explains this by the bias-accelerated relaxation of recoverable

oxide defects. A large portion of oxide defects is assumed to be removed after the first dou-

ble ramp, making the remaining VTH shift appear as quasi-permanent within the scope of our

experiment.

(v) The remaining quasi-permanent VTH shift is much larger for the H-rich wafer: Agrees with our

model considering that the larger quasi-permanent damage of the H-rich wafer #1 is a logical

consequence of its initially higher Si–H precursor concentration at the interface.

(vi) ΔV it
TH is smaller but proportional to ΔV perm

TH : Provided that the conversion of the CP signal into

an interface state dependent VTH shift is correct, this statement agrees with our model which

suggests ΔV perm
TH to be the sum of locked-in oxide defects and a comparable amount of charged

interface states (Qperm = Qperm
OX + Qperm

it ). Due to the simultaneous creation of Qperm
it and Qperm

OX

via hydrogen exchange between passivated interface states and E centers, the model suggests

a physical 50:50 relation and a strong correlation between ΔV it
TH and ΔV perm

TH . The deviation

in the measured factor 3 from the proposed factor 2 (50:50) may be due to different energy

distributions of interface and oxide charges, leading to a different electrical responses of both

trap types.

(vii) The power-law exponent of quasi-permanent damage depends on the passivation degree of

the interface: Consistent with our model considering that a well passivated interface (wafer #1)

provides a larger amount of weak Si–H bonds which get broken more readily upon electrical

stress.

7.3 Conclusions on the role of hydrogen in the NBTI

By varying the BEOL processing (layer sequence – Section 7.1; Ti barrier thickness – Section 7.2), dif-

ferent split wafers were produced which provide vastly different hydrogen contents within the gate

oxide. The initial variance in the hydrogen budget has been evaluated electrically by means of CP

measurements and physically by means of TOFSIMS analysis. After subjecting the individual sam-

ples to NBTS, the degradation and recovery signatures have been investigated by making use of the

newly developed characterization techniques. In agreement with our proposed microscopic model,

it has been demonstrated that the recoverable part of NBTI degradation is largely independent of

hydrogen while the quasi-permanent VTH shift component is strongly linked to the total hydrogen

budget within the gate oxide. Also, a strong correlation between the increase in the CP signal and the

quasi-permanent VTH shift component was found which is also fully consistent with our model.
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Summary and Conclusions

Silicon device degradation and its correlation to hydrogen incorporation was investigated with a par-

ticular focus on the negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) which is typically observed when

subjecting PMOS devices at elevated temperatures to a relatively large electric field across the gate

oxide. As a consequence, a negative shift in the threshold voltage is usually observed causing a degra-

dation of the drain current when measuring the same operating point again after stress.

Although the basic facts of the problem seem almost trivial at a first glance, an elaborated inspection

of the electrostatics and dynamics of the effect quickly reveals that considerable precautions have

to be taken for accurate extraction and correct interpretation of the phenomenon. For example, in

the triode region of the device (|VGS| ≥ |VTH|), the change in the drain current may be attributed to

conventional defect charges counterbalancing the applied gate potential as well as to mobility degra-

dation affecting the channel resistance as a consequence of Coulomb scattering at charged point

defects. Different types of defects provide a broad distribution of energy levels located energetically

close or within the silicon band edges. The trap states were found to be rechargeable which makes

the gate bias (Fermi level position) during read-out an important parameter which crucially deter-

mines the detected amount of degradation. In the positive charge state the defect causes a negative

contribution to the threshold voltage shift while in the neutral charge state the defect is electrically

invisible and may undergo structural relaxation. The time constants for carrier exchange with the sil-

icon substrate and for structural relaxation were found to be both bias and temperature dependent,

suggesting a phonon assisted inelastic tunneling mechanism governing defect neutralization and a

transition over a thermodynamic barrier for the subsequent relaxation event.

Due to the fact that the created damage starts to recover almost immediately after removal of stress,

the delay time between the termination of stress and the actual measurement becomes an important
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parameter. In most reported cases VTH recovery follows a log-like evolution in a semi-logarithmic

time plot, suggesting a broad and homogeneous distribution of recovery time constants, and energy

levels, respectively. Since the nature of the carrier exchange mechanism turned out to be inelastic, re-

covery is not only linked to the ‘time since end of stress’ but also to the characterization temperature.

Indeed, defects recover more rapidly the larger the temperature. As a consequence, different ana-

lyzing temperatures complicate a direct comparison of measurement signals. Besides such dynamic

inconsistencies, different analyzing temperatures affect the electrostatic magnitude of CP signals and

transfer characteristics as well. This is because the scanned energy interval during CP and the Fermi

level position as a function of the gate voltage depend on temperature. Thus, when characterizing

degradation after stressing devices at different temperatures, a reasonable comparison of measure-

ment signals is very challenging, if not impossible, as long as one is tied to the constraint of conven-

tional measurement techniques that the stress temperature has to equal the recovery temperature.

This constraint was resolved in this study by the development and application of the ‘degradation

quenching’ technique. By using in-situ polyheaters which surround the active silicon device and

heat it up to a defined temperature when a power is applied, we are able to stress devices at different

temperatures while characterizing them at a unique, much lower analyzing temperature. The degra-

dation level remains conserved during the temperature switch by maintaining the stress bias until the

lower characterization temperature has stabilized. This takes only a couple of seconds.

The application of the polyheater technique combined with bias ramp experiments like for exam-

ple the ‘incremental sweep’ procedure has revealed several new characteristics of NBTI induced de-

fects. It was found that there exists a specific defect type (probably an E center) which provides a

large distribution of time constants. In particular, this defect is recoverable which means that it can

be neutralized and annealed by moderate temperature enhancement or gate bias switches toward

accumulation. Its energetic distribution with respect to the Fermi level position within the silicon

substrate was investigated, showing two significant peaks, the first being located around midgap, the

second being located in the upper half of the silicon bandgap. A second defect type was identified

which is quasi-permanent. ‘Quasi-permanent’ means that the defect does not recover significantly

due to single gate bias switches or moderate temperature enhancement and it appears also relatively

stable in time within the scope of our experiments. However, even this quasi-permanent defect is

not a 100% ‘permanent’ degradation. Long continuous gate pulsing at high frequencies or high tem-

perature treatment (400◦C) let the defect recover almost completely. Nevertheless, in comparison

to the previously described recoverable defect, the quasi-permanent defect appears often constant

and shows completely different degradation and recovery dynamics. As opposed to the recoverable

defect, the quasi-permanent defect correlates universally with the increase of the CP signal. This

correlation was demonstrated for different temperatures and electric fields. The increase in the CP

current is typically attributed to the creation of interface states. However, by converting the CP sig-

nal into an interface state dependent threshold voltage shift, it was found that only 30–50% of the

quasi-permanent VTH shift can be explained by fast SRH-like defects. According to our present mi-

croscopic model, the missing contribution is assigned to locked-in oxide defects which are assumed

to be created when a hydrogen atom gets trapped into a recoverable E center, thereby blocking the

relaxation of the formally recoverable oxide defect. The hydrogen atom is likely to come from broken
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Si–H bonds at the interface. Such a coupling of interface states and locked-in oxide defects would ex-

plain the observed universial correlation between the quasi-permanent VTH shift and the CP current.

Besides the electrostatics and dynamics of individual defects, their correlation to hydrogen was in-

vestigated by means of BEOL process splits. In particular, it was found that the density of recoverable

defects is practically independent of hydrogen, suggesting the precursor of Qrec
OX to be an hydrogen-

free oxygen vacancy. If this is the case, the E center is a reasonable candidate representing the recov-

erable defect. On the other hand, the quasi-permanent defects were found to strongly depend on the

hydrogen budget within the gate oxide. The universal correlation between the quasi-permanent VTH

shift and the CP current has proven true also for different process splits. The strong link to hydrogen

suggests a passivated dangling bond at the interface to be the precursor for quasi-permanent damage.

The dynamic creation of quasi-permanent defects may be explained by the field- and temperature-

assisted release of hydrogen from passivated Si–H bonds. Due to disorder induced variations in the

bond properties, the Si–H binding energies are assumed to be dispersed symmetrically around a

medium dissociation energy. As a consequence of this dispersion, different time constants for the

release of hydrogen emerge. Based on the sum of defects properties collected within this PhD the-

sis, a microscopic model has been suggested which is capable to explain (at least qualitatively) the

observed characteristics.
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Appendix

9.1 Transconductance as a function of the gate bias overdrive

The transconductance in the linear regime is calculated by differentiating Eq. 2.1 by VGS:

gm,lin = ∂ID,lin

∂VGS
≈ ID,lin

1

VGS −VTH
+ 1

µeff

∂µeff

∂VGS
,

≈ ID,lin
1

VGS −VTH
− Θ

1+Θ(VGS −VTH)
− Nit

1+αNit

∂α

∂VGS
,

≈ ID,lin
1

(1+Θ(VGS −VTH))(VGS −VTH)
+ αNit

2(1+αNit)(VGS −VTH)
,

≈−W

L

µ0COXVDS

(1+αNit)

1

(1+Θ(VGS −VTH))2 + αNit

2(1+αNit)(1+Θ(VGS −VTH))
.

The transconductance in the saturation regime is calculated by differentiating Eq. 2.2 by VGS:

gm,sat =
∂ID,sat

∂VGS
≈ ID,sat

2

VGS −VTH
+ 1

µeff

∂µeff

∂VGS
,

≈ ID,sat
2

VGS −VTH
− Θ

1+Θ(VGS −VTH)
− Nit

1+αNit

∂α

∂VGS
,

≈ ID,sat
2+Θ(VGS −VTH)

(1+Θ(VGS −VTH))(VGS −VTH)
+ αNit

2(1+αNit)(VGS −VTH)
,

≈−W

L

µ0COX(VGS −VTH)

(1+αNit)

2+Θ(VGS −VTH)

(1+Θ(VGS −VTH))2 + αNit

2(1+αNit)(1+Θ(VGS −VTH))
.
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The linear transconductance (gm,lin) decreases gradually in the triode region of the device (|VGS| ≥ |VTH|)
due to enhanced field dependent scattering (Θ). The saturation transconductance (gm,sat) increases

more or less linearly in the deep inversion region of the device. Due to field enhanced scattering (Θ),

a positive curvature is superimposed.

9.2 Variation of the transconductance with the interface state density

Close to the threshold voltage the linear transconductance reaches a maximum when its increase

in the subthreshold region (|VGS| < |VTH|) is compensated by its decrease in the triode region (|VGS| ≥
|VTH|) of the device. This maximum value of the transconductance may be approximated in the linear

regime as follows:

g max
m,lin ≈−W

L

µ0COXVDS

1+α0Nit
.

The variation of the maximum transconductance with the increase in interface state density may be

calculated by differentiating the maximum transconductance:

∂g max
m,lin

∂Nit
≈ W

L
µ0COXVDS

α0

(1+α0Nit)2 ,

Δg max
m,lin

g max
m,lin

≈− α0ΔNit

1+α0Nit
.

In the saturation regime the transconductance does not reach a maximum which makes it consid-

erably difficult to evaluate an appropriate operating point to refer to. The absence of this reference

point is the reason why mobility degradation is usually analyzed in the linear drain current regime

and not in the saturation regime. Close to the threshold voltage the saturation transconductance

may be approximated as follows:

g VTH
m,sat ≈−2

W

L

µ0COX(VGS −VTH)

1+α0Nit
.

The variation of this saturation transconductance with the increase in interface state density may be

calculated by differentiating the upper equation:

∂g VTH
m,sat

∂Nit
≈ 2

W

L

µ0COX(VGS −VTH)

1+α0Nit

α0

1+α0Nit
+ 1

VGS −VTH

∂VTH

∂Nit
,

Δg VTH
m,sat

g VTH
m,sat

≈− α0ΔNit

1+α0Nit
− ΔV q

TH

VGS −VTH
.

Note that both equations are very crude approximations which are only valid close to the threshold

voltage of the device.
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Hardware

The following table contains information about the different hardware used in this PhD thesis.

Wafer ID tOX Oxide Poly Type Process Comment

SM5P/30/H1 30nm SiO2 n++ PMOS SNIT/PM high H

SM5N/30/H1 30nm SiO2 n++ NMOS SNIT/PM high H

SM5P/30/H2 30nm SiO2 n++ PMOS Standard med H

SM5P/30/H3 30nm SiO2 n++ PMOS Metal 1 low H

SM6P/30/STD1 30nm SiO2 n++ PMOS Standard med H

SM6P/30/STD2 30nm SiO2 n++ PMOS Standard med H

SM6P/30/H1 30nm SiO2 n++ PMOS thin Ti/PM1 high H

SM6P/30/H2 30nm SiO2 n++ PMOS thin Ti/PM2 high H

SM6P/30/H3 30nm SiO2 n++ PMOS thick Ti/PM1 low H

HK2P/1.5/1 1.5nm high–κ p++ PMOS IMEC wafer
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APC anomalous positive charge

BEOL back-end of line

BTI bias temperature instability

BTS bias temperature stress

CP charge pumping

CV capacitance voltage

DLTS deep level transient spectroscopy

DOS density of states

DUT device under test

EPR electron paramagnetic resonance

ESR electron spin resonance

fWLR fast wafer level reliability
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ACRONYMS

GOX gate oxide

HCI hot carrier injection

HDL Harry Diamond Laboratory

HF hydrofluoric

HV high voltage

LPCVD low pressure chemical vapor deposition

MOS metal oxide semiconductor

MOSFET metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor

MSM measure/stress/measure

NBTI negative bias temperature instability

NBTS negative bias temperature stress

NMOS n-channel metal oxide semiconductor

NO nitrided oxide

OFIT on-the-fly interface trapping

OTF on-the-fly

PBTI positive bias temperature instability

PECVD plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition

PMD post metal dielectric

PMOS p-channel metal oxide semiconductor

PNO plasma nitrided oxide
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ACRONYMS

RONO re-oxidized nitroxide

RTNO rapid thermal oxynitridation

SDR spin dependent recombination

Si silicon

Si3N4 silicon nitride

SiO2 silicon dioxide

SiON silicon oxynitride

SNIT silicon nitride

SRH Shockley Read Hall

TDDB time dependent dielectric breakdown

TNO thermally nitrided oxide

TOFSIMS time of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry
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Symbols

Aeff
G effective gate area during charge pumping in cm−2

COX oxide capacitance in F/cm2

Dit density of interface traps in eV−1 cm−2

EC conduction band edge in eV

EFP Fermi level within the polysilicon gate in eV

EFS Fermi level within the silicon substrate in eV

EF Fermi level in eV

E VTH
F Fermi level position at the threshold voltage in eV

EG silicon bandgap in eV

EOX,R oxide field during recovery in V/cm

EOX,S oxide field during stress in V/cm

EOX oxide field in V/cm

EV valence band edge in eV

Eamph amphotheric transition level in eV

Edm medium dissociation energy in eV

E e
em electron emission boundary in eV

E h
em hole emission boundary in eV

Ei intrinsic Fermi level in eV
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SYMBOLS

I MSM
CP charge pumping current measured during CP MSM in A

I OFIT
CP charge pumping current measured during OFIT in A

I max
CP maximum charge pumping current in A

ID,lin linear drain current in A

ID,sat saturation drain current in A

ID drain current in A

I MSM
D drain current measured during MSM in A

I OTF
D drain current measured during OTF in A

NA acceptor doping density in cm−3

N max
CP total number of pumped charges per area in cm−2

NC effective density of states in the conduction band in cm−3

ND donor doping density in cm−3

NV effective density of states in the valence band in cm−3

Nit number of interface traps in cm−2

PPH polyheater power in W

QB bulk charge density C/cm3

Qmax
CP pumped charge per area in C/cm−2

Qperm
OX locked-in oxide charge C/cm2

Qrec
OX recoverable oxide charge C/cm2

Qe electron charge density C/cm3

Qh hole charge density C/cm3

Qperm
it permanent interface charge C/cm2

RTH
DV thermal resistivity of the device in K/W

RTH
PH thermal resistivity of the polyheater in K/W

RON on resistance of the device in Ω

RPH resistance of the polyheater in Ω
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SYMBOLS

TDV device temperature in K

TPH polyheater temperature in K

TR recovery temperature in K

TS stress temperature in K

VDSS saturation drain voltage in V

VDS drain voltage in V

VFB flat band voltage in V

V CP
FB charge pumping threshold voltage in V

VGB base level of the gate pulse in V

VGH high level of the gate pulse in V

V R
GH high level of the gate pulse during CP MSM in V

V S
GH high level of the gate pulse during OFIT in V

VGR gate voltage during read-out in V

VGS gate voltage during stress in V

VOX voltage drop across the gate oxide in V

VPoly voltage drop within the poly gate junction in V

VTH threshold voltage in V

V CP
TH charge pumping threshold voltage in V

ΔEB general thermodynamical barrier in eV

ΔECP active energy range during charge pumping in eV

ΔEQ charged energy range in thermal equilibrium in eV

ΔICP increase of the charge pumping current in A

ΔI MSM
CP increase of the charge pumping current measured during CP MSM in A

ΔI OFIT
CP increase of the charge pumping current measured during OFIT in A

ΔI max
CP increase of the maximum charge pumping current in A

ΔID degradation of the drain current in A
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SYMBOLS

ΔI OTF
D stress induced increase of the drain current measured during OTF in A

ΔIµD degradation of the drain current caused by mobility degradation in A

ΔI q
D degradation of the drain current caused by defect charges in A

ΔNit increase of the number of interface traps cm−2

ΔQmax
CP increase of the pumped charge per area in C/cm−2

ΔVG,pulse gate pulse amplitude in V

ΔVTH threshold voltage shift in V

ΔV MSM
TH threshold voltage shift measured during MSM in V

ΔV OTF
TH threshold voltage shift measured during on-the-fly in V

ΔV R
TH threshold voltage shift measured during recovery in V

ΔV µ

TH threshold voltage shift caused by mobility degradation in V

ΔV it
TH interface state dependent threshold voltage shift in V

ΔV q
TH threshold voltage shift caused by defect charge in V

Δµeff change in the effective carrier mobility in cm2/Vs

γR electric field factor during recovery in [MV/cm]−1

γS electric field factor during stress in [MV/cm]−1

κ charge pumping weight factor

µeff effective carrier mobility in cm2/Vs

νth,e thermal drift velocity of electrons in cm/s

νth,h thermal drift velocity of holes in cm/s

Dit average density of interface traps in eV−1cm−2

νth average thermal drift velocity in cm/s

σ average capture cross section in cm2

ψB bulk potential in V

ψP poly surface potential/band bending in V

ψS substrate surface potential/band bending in V
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SYMBOLS

σe capture cross section for electrons in cm2

σh capture cross section for holes in cm2

f frequency of the gate pulse in Hz

kB Boltzmann constant in eV/K

meff effective mass in kg

nSTR
CP charge pumping power-law factor measured during stress

ni intrinsic carrier density in cm−3

nOTF
tot power-law factor measured during OTF

tD cooling delay time for degradation quenching in s

tR recovery time in s

tS stress time in s

t eff
S effective stress time in s

tW pulse width of the gate pulse in s

tf fall time of the gate pulse in s

th high time of the gate pulse in s

tl low time of the gate pulse in s

tr rise time of the gate pulse in s
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